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Recommendation to City Council –
Candelaria Nature Preserve
Resource Management Plan

Legal Description

All or a portion of Tract A-1-B Revised
Plat Of Tracts A-1 A-2 B-1 & B-2, Tract
A-1-A Revised Plat Of Tracts A-1 A-2 B1 & B-2, Tr A-2 Revised Plat Of Tracts A1, A-2, B-1, & B-2, Tr B-1 Revised Plat
Of Tracts A-1, A-2, B-1 & B-2, Tracts
16B2B1, 16B2A & 16B1 MRGCD Map
34, Tr X1 Summary Plat City Of
Albuquerque’s Replat Tr X Alvarado.

Location

Located on Candelaria Rd NW
between Paseo del Bosque Trail and
Rio Grande Blvd. NW.

Size

Approximately 167 Acres

Existing Zoning

NR-PO-B

Summary of Analysis
The request is for review and recommendation to the City
Council the adoption of a Rank 3 Plan, the City of Albuquerque
Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) Resource Management Plan
(RMP).
The proposed RMP is designed to bring the City into compliance
with the Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF)
guidelines and address public concerns. This RMP provides a
framework for implementation and helps to ensure compliance
with the federal LWCF regulations and guidelines and the Major
Public Open Space Facility Plan.
The Open Space Division conducted extensive public
involvement while developing the existing draft as well as the
required neighborhood meeting prior to application submittal.
Property owners within 100 ft of the subject site and the affected
neighborhood associations, the Rio Grande Compound HOA,
Alvarado Gardens NA, North Valley Coalition, and the Rio
Grande Boulevard NA were notified as required.
Staff recommends that an Approval recommendation be
forwarded to the City Council.

Staff Recommendation
That a recommendation of APPROVAL of
Project # 2020-004639/RZ-2020-00036
be forwarded to the City Council based on the
Findings 1-15 beginning on Page 30.

Leslie Naji
Senior Planner
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Introduction
IDO Zoning
NR-PO-B

Comprehensive Plan
Area
Area of Consistency

Open Space

North

R-A

Area of Consistency

Residential Agricultural

East

R-A

Area of Consistency

Residential

South

R-A, R-ML, R-T

Area of Consistency

Residential

West

Unincorporated

Area of Consistency

Bosque

Site

Land Use

Request
The request is for review and recommendation to the City Council the adoption of a Rank
3 Plan, the City of Albuquerque Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) Resource Management
Plan (RMP). The Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO) does not require EPC review
for Rank 3 Plans; however, the City of Albuquerque Major Public Open Space Facility
Plan (adopted January 1999), states that a new Resource Management Plan shall be
reviewed by the EPC, and a recommendation forwarded to City Council for Final Action.
The subject site is in an Area of Consistency, as designated in the ABC Comp Plan. The
Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) Open Space encompasses approximately 167 acres east
of the Rio Grande within the municipal limits of the City of Albuquerque. The City
purchased the CNP lands partially using the federal Land and Water Conservation Fund
(LWCF), which requires that the property remain in outdoor recreation use in perpetuity.
The proposed RMP is designed to bring the City of Albuquerque’s Open Space Division’s
CNP operations into compliance with the LWCF guidelines and address public concerns.
This resource management plan (RMP) provides the framework for implementation and
helps to ensure compliance with the federal LWCF regulations and guidelines and the
Major Public Open Space Facility Plan.
The Open Space Division conducted extensive public involvement while developing the
existing draft as well as the required neighborhood meeting prior to submission of this
application. Property owners within 100 ft and the affected neighborhood associations, the
Rio Grande Compound HOA, the Alvarado Gardens NA, the North Valley Coalition, and
the Rio Grande Boulevard NA were notified as required.
EPC Role
The Environmental Planning Commission (EPC), in its role as advisory to the City
Council, is to review and recommend the adoption of a Rank 3 Plan, the City of
Albuquerque Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) Resource Management Plan (RMP).
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The EPC is being asked to review the RMP and make findings and recommendations to
the City Council. By ordinance, these findings are non-binding. City Council will hold a
public meeting, prior to approval of the RMP. The subject request is a legislative matter.
History/Background
In 1999, City Council adopted the Open Space Facility Plan, a Rank 2 plan establishing
policies for growth and management of Albuquerque’s Open Space Program. An element
of that Facility Plan is the requirement that Resource Management Plans be reviewed by
EPC with a recommendation sent to City Council.
The City purchased the CNP lands partially using federal Land and Water Conservation
Fund (LWCF) funds, which require that the property remain in outdoor recreation use in
perpetuity. Since the purchase of the property in 1978 for the purpose of creating a nature
study area and wildlife preserve, a variety of management plans have been developed to
help realize that vision. Portions of those plans were implemented, but the original vision
never completely materialized. In addition, the management plans were not submitted to
the National Park Service to ensure they were compliant with LWCF rules and guidelines.
The LWCF program managers and the City assumed that compliance was being met due
to the activities at the RGNCSP.
In early spring 2016, concerns over farming practices on the property were raised by some
CNP neighbors and other North Valley residents, leading them to contact the Albuquerque
Open Space Advisory Board and the LWCF State Liaison Officer (SLO) asking for
clarification of the status of the CNP site within the terms of both Major Public Open
Space facilities and the LWCF. In October 2016, following a property inspection, the SLO
notified the City that the property was not in compliance with LWCF rules and requested
that the property be brought into compliance within three years.
In 2016 and 2017, in response to this request and the concerns raised by the public, the
City Council passed two resolutions (R-16-147 and R-17-159) to develop a Resource
Management Plan that brings the City of Albuquerque’s Open Space Division into
compliance with the LWCF guidelines at the CNP.
Context
The subject site includes 167 acres of public open space. To the west is the Bosque and
Rio Grande River. To the north, south, and east are residential agriculture lots.
Roadway System
The Long-Range Roadway System (2040 LRRS) map, produced by the Mid-Region
Council of Governments (MRCOG), includes existing roadways and future recommended
roadways along with their regional role. The LRRS designates Rio Grande Blvd as a
Minor Arterial Roadway. A small portion of the CNP abuts Rio Grande Blvd. from which
there is a service access point.
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Comprehensive Plan Corridor Designation
The site is not located near any major corridors as designated by the ABC Comp Plan.
Trails/Bikeways
The Long-Range Bikeway System (LRBS) map, produced by the Mid-Region Council of
Governments (MRCOG), identifies existing and proposed trails. Rio Grande Blvd. has an
existing bike lane and there is a bike lane from Rio Grande west along Candelaria Rd to
the Rio Grande Nature Center.
Transit
Closest route is Fixed Route 36/37 which make one-way loops loop on 12th Street and Rio
Grande connected by Griegos Road. The nearest stop pair is at the intersection of Rio
Grande and Candelaria, approximately 4,500 feet from the main pedestrian entrance to the
Reserve. The sidewalk on Candelaria stops at the cul-de-sac entrance to the Reserve
approximately 400 feet from the pedestrian trail.
Public Facilities/Community Services
Please refer to the Public Facilities Map in the packet for a complete listing of public
facilities and community services located within one mile of the subject site.

II.

Analysis of City Plans and Ordinances

Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO)
Pre-IDO Zoning
Prior to the effective date of the IDO on May 17, 2018, the subject site’s zoning was
SU-1 for Open Space / Recreation / Agricultural.
Existing Post-IDO Zoning
Current Zoning for the subject site is NR-PO-B. The NR-PO zone district includes 4 subzones, each of which has allowable uses and development standards specified in this IDO
or a special approval. The Candelaria Nature Preserve is a Sub-zone B: Major Public Open
Space
1. Uses and development standards specified in a Resource Management Plan or
Master Plan approved or amended by the Open Space Division of the City Parks
and Recreation Department for each facility or in the Facility Plan for Major
Public Open Space prevail over IDO standards and may be reflected in Site Plans
approved pursuant to this IDO.
2. For facilities without a Resource Management Plan or Master Plan, allowable
uses other than those specified in Table 4-2-1 or the Facility Plan for Major
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Public Open Space may be approved pursuant to Subsection 14-16-6-6(J) (Site
Plan – EPC).
3. Any Extraordinary Facility shall be reviewed and decided pursuant to Subsection
14-16-6-6(J) (Site Plan – EPC).
This application is for review of a proposed Resource Management Plan and is not a
subject for Site Plan - EPC review.
Proposed Zoning
No change to the zoning is being requested.
Character Protection Overlay
There are no applicable historic or character protection overlays on the site.
Definitions
Land Carrying Capacity
The number of people in a region that can be sustained and the level of human activity at a
certain level without causing land degradation. The study of land carrying capacity is a
systematic perspective on the regional land, food, population and development of society.
Local Street
A street designated in the DPM that is primarily used to access abutting properties. A local
street may be designated as an access local, normal local, or major local street and carries low
traffic volumes. See the DPM.
Major Public Open Space
Publicly-owned spaces managed by the Open Space Division of the City Parks and
Recreation Department, including the Rio Grande State Park (i.e. the Bosque), Petroglyph
National Monument, and Sandia foothills. These are typically greater than 5 acres and may
include natural and cultural resources, preserves, low-impact recreational facilities, dedicated
lands, arroyos, or trail corridors. The adopted Facility Plan for Major Public Open Space
guides the management of these areas. For the purposes of this IDO, Major Public Open
Space located outside the city municipal boundary still triggers Major Public Open Space
Edge requirements for properties within the city adjacent to or within the specified distance
of Major Public Open Space.
Parking Lot
Any off-street outdoor area for the parking of motor vehicles, including any spaces, aisles,
and driveways necessary for the function of the parking lot or for the convenience of patrons.
Resource Management Plan
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Rank 3 Plans developed by the Open Space Division of the City Parks and Recreation
Department to provide policy guidance on how to manage and protect natural, historic, or
cultural resources and/or scenic views for individual City-owned or managed Major Public
Open Space. Resource Management Plans also guide visitor uses, budgeting, and decision
making.

Albuquerque / Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan (Rank 1)
Note: Applicant’s justification language is in italics.
Staff’s comments are in bold Italics
The Areas of Change and Consistency strategy is designed to identify places designated for
higher intensity uses and denser housing, and that can accommodate new residents and jobs,
while enhancing the unique qualities of established neighborhoods that are looking for new
ways to preserve their character and quality of life.
As a guidance tool, Areas of Change and Consistency direct more dense development
to areas where growth is desired (Areas of Change). In parallel, it is used to apply
policies limiting new development to an intensity and scale consistent with places that
are highly valued for their existing character (Areas of Consistency). Areas of Consistency
include:
•

Single-family residential zones and parcels with single-family residential uses

•

Parks, Open Space, and golf courses

•

Cemeteries

•

Airport runways and fly-in zones

•

Other parcels outside Change areas, regardless of zoning or current use.

The subject site is in an Area of Consistency. The Goals and Policies listed below are cited by
the applicant in the Resource Management Plan justification letter. Applicable goals and
policies include:
Chapter 4: Community Identity
GOAL 4.1 - Character: Enhance, protect, and preserve distinct communities.
The Candelaria Nature Preserve is a prime location for the preservation and protection of
the unique communities that grew along the Rio Grande River and Bosque. The RMP is
dedicated to enhancing the native species of both flora and fauna and will continue to
contribute to the unique character of the North Valley.
POLICY 4.1.5 - Natural Resources: Encourage high-quality development and redevelopment
that responds appropriately to the natural setting and ecosystem functions.
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Applicant Response: The proposed RMP provides a plan to incorporate the natural setting
and ecosystem function into the core of the City of Albuquerque and North Valley
neighborhood; and provide more opportunities for public interaction.
The CNP RMP is a means to encourage a natural setting and rebuild ecosystems.
Although public access will be limited, it is still open to small groups. The request furthers
Policy 4.1.5 by protecting and enhancing the natural ecosystem of the area.
GOAL 4.2 - Process: Engage communities to identify and plan for their distinct character and
needs.
The creation of this RMP worked with the community to determine concerns and
character of the CNP and so by furthers Goal 4.2.
POLICY 4.2.2 - Community Engagement: Facilitate meaningful engagement opportunities and
respectful interactions in order to identify and address the needs of all residents.
Applicant Response: The Open Space Advisory Board convened a Technical Advisory
Group (TAG) including but not limited to Neighborhood Association representatives,
partner agencies, and citizen biologists who guided the development of the Plan. In
addition, the Open Space Division engaged in an extensive Public Process including
stakeholder interviews, several public meetings, and nature discovery hikes as outlined
under Public Process in the proposed RMP.
The creation of this RMP was accomplished through extensive community engagement. It
is the desire of many of the neighbors to be included in protocols as planning moves
forward. The proposal furthers Policy 4.2.2.
POLICY 4.1.5 Natural Resources: Encourage high-quality development and redevelopment that
responds appropriately to the natural setting and ecosystem functions.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP provides a plan to incorporate the natural setting
and ecosystem function into the core of the City of Albuquerque and North Valley
neighborhood; and provide more opportunities for public interaction.
The RMP is itself a natural resource and by prohibiting any development in the area,
natural resources are protected. The RMP supports Policy 4.1.5 by restricting any
development that is not appropriate for the natural setting.
GOAL 4.2 Process: Engage communities to identify and plan for their distinct character and
needs.
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Goal 4.2 is promoted through the use of a Technical Advisory Group which included
community members and a number of neighborhood meetings where community
engagement worked to identify needs and desired growth.
POLICY 4.2.2 - Community Engagement: Facilitate meaningful engagement opportunities and
respectful interactions in order to identify and address the needs of all residents.
Applicant Response: The Open Space Advisory Board convened a Technical Advisory Group
(TAG) including but not limited to Neighborhood Association representatives, partner
agencies, and citizen biologists who guided the development of the Plan. In addition, the
Open Space Division engaged in an extensive Public Process including stakeholder
interviews, several public meetings, and nature discovery hikes as outlined under Public
Process in the proposed RMP.
The Technical Advisory Group (TAG) is an excellent manifestation of community
engagement. It has included members of the surrounding neighborhoods and community
scientists along with government staff to create a plan that address the concerns and needs
of the area.
GOAL 10.1 Facilities & Access: Provide parks, Open Space and recreation facilities that meet the
need of all residents and use natural resources responsibly.
Goal 10.1 is supported by this RMP because access to the CNP is open to the public
through limited numbers which protects the natural resources as well. ADA compliant
access is not throughout the entire site but is available to certain trails and look-outs.
POLICY 10.1. 1: Distribution: Improve the community’s access to recreational opportunities by
balancing the City and County’s parks and Open Space system within the built environment.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP is designed to balance available resources in the
appropriate locations and implement habitat restoration to the benefit of wildlife for the
purposes of nature study and wildlife viewing. The plan allows for preservation of existing
Open Space lands and conversion from farming to natural habitat in certain areas, therefore
allowing for additional natural habitat within the existing built environment of the North
Valley neighborhood.
The CNP provides important MPOS in the North Valley and contributes to equitable
distribution of such space which addresses Policy 10.1.1. This public open space is
centrally located within the city’s built environment..
POLICY 10.1.2: Universal Design: Plan, design program, and maintain parks, Open Space, and
recreation facilities for use by people of all age groups and physical abilities.
Subpolicy A) Design and maintain landscaping and park features appropriate to the location,
function, public expectation, and intensity of use.
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Applicant Response: The proposed RMP includes recreation facilities to be used by people
of all age groups and physical abilities by planning to implement habitat restoration to the
benefit of wildlife for the purposes of nature study and wildlife viewing, recreational
activities, and educational outreach. The proposed RMP will design and maintain park
features appropriate to the location, function, public expectation, and intensity of use by
outlining expectations for specific areas of the CNP as well as estimating the time-line and
costs to achieve those goals.
The CNP is a unique space within the city. Unlike many public parks, its intension is to
protect land for wildlife and allow the community to get a glimpse of these habitats close
to home. Certain areas have been made ADA compliant but the character of this area is
more for the wildlife than people. Policy 10.1.2.A is meet by maintaining a unique
environment within the city’s open space facilities.
POLICY 10.1.4: Water Conservation: Employ low-water use and reclamation strategies to
conserve water.
Subpolicy A) Incorporate native vegetation and low-water use species wherever possible,
particularly in areas without easy access to irrigation.
A major element of the CNPRMP is in support of Policy 10.1.4.A through the
reintroduction of native vegetation in lieu of current farming uses.
Subpolicy B) Integrate irrigation, water conservation, drainage, and flood control functions within
parks and Open Spaces with ecological preservation and recreational purpose.
Applicant Response: Water efficiency will continue to be a priority in managing the
property. Critical to the operation of the CNP is the use of surface irrigation water rights
to irrigate the property.
The permeability and poor drought tolerance of the soils combined with the variability in
rainfall indicate that the success of habitat restoration depends on efficient use of the
irrigation system. In order to achieve this, application of water in the right amount at the
right time is critical. Fields must be properly laser leveled and the ditches must be kept in
good working condition.
The ability to work closely with the MRGCD during the irrigation period, as described in
the proposed RMP, is imperative to efficiently meet the demands of these fields. The
proposed RMP intends to perpetuate the use of flood irrigation to establish and sustain
crops and restored habitat areas at the Candelaria North Tract.
A major portion of the RMP is dedicated to water conservation and controlled irrigation
and flooding. The planned revegetation of the farming parcels will include native
vegetation and low-water species as suitable for the area and the wildlife and supports
Policy 10.1.4.B.
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GOAL 10.3 Open Space: Protect the integrity and quality of the region’s natural features and
environmental assets and provide opportunities for outdoor recreation and education.
The RMP supports Goal 10.3 with educational programs on site and public access for
nature observation.
POLICY 10.3.2: Preservation: Identify and manage sensitive lands within the Open Space
network to protect their ecological functions.
A) Manage public access to best protect natural resources.
B) Ensure that development within Open Space is compatible with its preservation purpose.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP identifies appropriate outdoor recreation
activities for the CNP, as well as outlines a process, schedule, and protocols for reasonable
public access consistent with the wildlife preserve objective. The proposed RMP includes
a Public Access and Outdoor Recreation Implementation Plan and a Habitat
Implementation Plan with detailed lists of activities and implementation schedules over the
20-year plan.
The proposed RMP includes a section describing habitat types that will be improved or
newly established at the CNP and the specific requirements and plant assemblages in
developing these areas. While the OSD will manage the CNP to achieve the wildlife habitat
goals, it is unpredictable how the natural processes, plant succession, and ecosystem
functions may unfold. Monitoring and adaptive management will be essential.
The RMP sets about to establish protocols and priorities in the use of the CNP. It manages
access and use of the land to keep visitation at a minimum so that natural habitats can
establish and thrive. It also identifies and manages these sensitive lands within the Open
Space network to protect their ecological functions and thereby supports Policy 10.3.2 A
& B.
POLICY 10.3.3 - Use: Provide low-impact recreational and educational opportunities consistent
with the carrying capacity of the Open Space resources.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP will permit the implementation of low-impact
recreational and educational opportunities consistent with the carrying capacity of the Open
Space resources by including an educational program protocols such as:
•

Maximum number of program participants allowed at one time is generally limited to 24
people, although exceptions may be made if there is sufficient staffing available to divide
into small groups and ensure a quality educational experience.

•

Maximum of three events per week.

•

School groups limited to 60 students per fieldtrip and enough staff and adult supervision
to manage the group well.
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•

No unguided or unreserved groups. However, groups or individuals who have a Special
Use or other agreement with the OSD may access the CNP unguided under established
protocols.

•

May include access for wildlife monitoring, restoration projects, service-learning
activities, educational programs or assisting with management of the property.

•

Access through the preserve for guided programs shall generally be restricted to official
trails and roads.

•

User created trails shall be closed and revegetated.

•

Educational and monitoring activities may take place in the wetland, the farm fields and
the Bosque area, taking care to minimize environmental disturbance.
Although the specific carrying capacity of CNP is not established, restricted access and
off-limits areas will facilitate protection of the natural environment in support of Policy
10.3.3.

POLICY 10.3.4 - Bosque and Rio Grande: Carefully design access to the Rio Grande, the Bosque,
and surrounding river lands to provide entry to those portions suitable for recreational, scientific,
and educational purpose, while controlling access in other more sensitive areas to preserve the
natural wildlife habitat and maintain essential watershed management and drainage functions.
A) Minimize disturbance or removal of existing natural vegetation from the Bosque.
Applicant Response: Additional goals of increasing Bosque physical structural diversity,
and Bosque plant species diversity will be considered part of the Bosque wildlife habitat
function. Newly planted Bosque species will be planned over the next 20 years to provide a
landscape network of wildlife corridors for movement, and habitat for food and shelter. A
20-year multi-phase plan will be developed to determine the best landscape arrays, and
plant species compositions of Bosque, relative to adjacent habitats.
A number of bridges cross the Albuquerque Riverside Drain which runs along the western
edge of the site. Access to theses to these is somewhat limited due to the conservancy
nature of CNP. This limited access will minimize disturbance of Bosque vegetation. This
is consistent with Policy 10.3.4.
GOAL 11.1 Traditional, Rural and Agricultural Heritage. Preserve and enhance farmland, the
acequia system, and traditional communities.
The RMP supports Goal 11.1 because it preserves the historic natural environment of the
CNP and enhances existing acequias.
POLICY 11.1.3 - Acequia Preservation: Support efforts to protect and preserve the acequia
system for agricultural and low-impact recreation purposes and strengthen connections with
adjacent neighborhoods and development.
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Applicant Response: The CNP incorporates part of the historic acequia system and intends
to preserve and maintain low-impact recreation surrounding the system as well as
respecting adjacent neighborhoods that rely on the system. The CNP RMP also proposes
interpretive guided educational programs that may include acequia systems and water
monitoring.
The CNP RMP will continue to protect and preserve existing water distribution methods
through acequia preservation in support of Policy 11.1.3.
GOAL 11.3 - Cultural Landscapes: Protect, reuse, and/or enhance significant cultural landscapes
as important contributors to our heritage and rich and complex identities.
The CNP was established to protect, and enhance the landscape of the North Valley and
Rio Grande River bank supporting Goal 11.3.
POLICY 11.3.1 - Natural and Cultural Features: Preserve and enhance the natural and cultural
characteristics and features that contribute to the distinct identity of communities, neighborhoods,
and cultural landscapes.
The surrounding community is one of residential agricultural development set within the
natural elements of the Bosque. Policy 11.3.1 is support through the RMP which will keep
this area as a nature preserve and reestablish area to native vegetation.
POLICY 11.3.3 - Bosque: Regulate development on adjacent lands to preserve and enhance the
Bosque as an important cultural landscape that contributes to the history and distinct identity of
the region, as well as nearby neighborhoods.
Applicant Response: The RMP is intended to preserve and enhance the natural and cultural
characteristics and features of the CNP cultural landscape. The CNP is a cultural
landscape because it occupies a land with a long entrenched natural and human history
surrounding the Rio Grande and its historic relationship to farming and acequia irrigation
in the region.
Although the traditional farmland of the north valley located within the boundary of CNP
will be discontinued, the traditional natural habitat will be promoted in support of Policy
11.3.3..
GOAL 12.1 - Infrastructure: Plan, coordinate, and provide for efficient, equitable, and
environmentally sound infrastructure to support existing communities and the Comp Plan’s vision
for future growth.
The RMP has very little use of existing infrastructure but supports Goal 12.1 because it
uses environmentally sound policy for growth and operations.
POLICY 12.1.5 - Irrigation System: Coordinate with MRGCD and other stakeholders to protect
the irrigation system.
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Applicant Response: The proposed CNP RMP recognizes the importance of partnering
closely with the MRGCD during the irrigation period to efficiently meet the demands of the
fields and to protect the irrigation system and proposes a plan to accomplish this goal.
The resource management will coordinate with the MRGCD concerning irrigation of
lands, supporting Policy 12.1.5.
GOAL 12.3 - Public Services: Plan, coordinate, and provide efficient, equitable, and
environmentally sound services to best serve residents and protect their health, safety, and wellbeing.
The provides protocol for evaluating the use of herbicides on site to protect the health,
safety and well-being of neighboring residents in keeping with Goal 12.3.
POLICY 12.3.8 - Education: Complement programming provided by educational institutions to
expand educational opportunities for residents in all cultural, age, economic, and educational
groups.
Applicant Response: Guided programs will be led year-round by OSD staff, RGNCSP,
community partners and trained volunteers. During wintering bird and nesting seasons from
November through July, staff will pay special attention to minimize disturbance to wildlife.
Hands-on activities will be offered that use scientific techniques to engage the public and
assist with monitoring plants and wildlife at the property.
Educational programs operated through the CNP will continue to programming provided
by educational institutions to expand educational opportunities for residents in all
cultural, age, economic, and educational groups in support of Policy 12.3.8.
GOAL 12.4 – Coordination: Coordinate with other providers to leverage resources, maximize
efficiencies, bridge service gaps, and provide added value.
Realizing the limited budget of the CNP, the RMP supports Goal 12.4 by addressing
possible donors, both corporate and private, to bridge finance gaps.
POLICY 12.4.5 - Facility Plans: Develop, update, and implement facility plans for infrastructure
systems, such as drainage, electric transmission, natural gas, and information technology that
benefit from cross-agency and public-private coordination.
Applicant Response: This application submits a Facility Plan to implement and benefit from
cross-agency coordination for the CNP.
The RMP calls for cross-agency cooperation in support of Policy 12.4.5.
GOAL 13.2 - Water Supply & Quality: Protect and conserve our region’s limited water supply
to benefit the range of uses that will keep our community and ecosystem healthy.
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The RMP addresses Goal 13.2 through a detailed water management plan to protect and
conserve our region’s limited water supply.
POLICY 13.2.2 - Water Conservation: Foster the efficient management and use of water in
development and infrastructure.
Applicant Response: Please refer to POLICY 10.1.4 above.
The RMP fosters the efficient management and use of water in development and
infrastructure in support of Policy 13.2.2..
GOAL 13.4 - Natural Resources: Protect, conserve, and enhance natural resources, habitat, and
ecosystems.
Applicant Response: The proposed CNP RMP intends to protect, conserve, and enhance
natural resources, habitat, and ecosystems by increasing habitat types on previously farmed
lands, which will improve local and migratory wildlife and native plants interconnections.
Not only is the CNP RMP dedicated to protecting natural resources, habitats and
ecosystems, it will provide a process in which farm land will be re-established as natural
habitat which meets Goal 13.4.
POLICY 13.4.4 - Unique Landforms and Habitats: Protect areas with unique landforms, and
crucial habitat for wildlife, through sensitive urban development or acquisition as Open Space.
Applicant Response: The proposed CNP RMP furthers this policy because it endeavors to
protect the unique landscape and crucial wildlife habitat existing within the Candelaria
Nature Preserve, an existing historic Open Space property located in an urban context, by
transferring a large portion of the agricultural land to wildlife habitat and managing the
rest of the property to support sensitive development.
The preservation of habitats was promoted through the purchase of the CNP and the
proposed RMP will protect the land from uncontrolled development and access in support
of Policy 13.4.4.

1999 Major Public Open Space Rank II Facility Plan (Rank II)
The City’s 1999 Major Public Open Space (MPOS) Rank II Facility Plan identifies the types of
Major Public Open Space, including Open Space Preserves. Management emphasis is on
restoring, preserving, and enhancing the characteristics of the area. Development is limited to the
minimum required for public safety and resource protecting and enhancement. Public access is
only allowed under the supervision of staff and by permit. Open Space Preserves may be closed
to public access to protect habitat and historic, cultural, and archaeological resources.
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In the case of the Candelaria Nature Preserve, the values intended for development and protection
were a nature study area and a preserve for wildlife forage and habitat, with the goal of providing
public education about the Middle Rio Grande and Bosque ecosystems through the RGNCSP.
However, limited access for outdoor recreation—most typically wildlife viewing—needs to be
provided at CNP due to LWCF requirements. Therefore, the MPOS policies restricting general
public access will be modified to comply with LWCF policy.
Policy A.1.B. This MPOS type shall be conserved and protected for its intrinsic value as a
significant visual, natural, or environmental resource. Trails shall be limited to those necessary
for research, maintenance, policing, and scientific study. Protection of these resources should
include natural barriers, fencing, signage, control of use, and patrol by rangers.
Policy A.2.C. Resource Management Plans should be developed for the… Candelaria Farms..
The Resource Management Plan shall:
• identify land use “carrying capacity;”
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP will permit the implementation of low-impact
recreational and educational opportunities consistent with the carrying capacity of the
Open Space resources by including an educational program protocols such as:
• Maximum number of program participants allowed at one time is generally limited to
24 people, although exceptions may be made if there is sufficient staffing available to
divide into small groups and ensure a quality educational experience.
• Maximum of three events per week.
• School groups limited to 60 students per fieldtrip and enough staff and adult
supervision to manage the group well.
• No unguided or unreserved groups. However, groups or individuals who have a
Special Use or other agreement with the OSD may access the CNP unguided under
established protocols.
• May include access for wildlife monitoring, restoration projects, service-learning
activities, educational programs or assisting with management of the property.
• Access through the preserve for guided programs shall generally be restricted to
official trails and roads.
• User created trails shall be closed and revegetated.
• Educational and monitoring activities may take place in the wetland, the farm fields
and the Bosque area, taking care to minimize environmental disturbance.
Although the RMP makes mention of restricted use there is no apparent carrying
capacity calculation included in the plan. Mention of 250,00 annual guests, does not
seem to support the idea of limited access. The RMP should work to provide real data
for the restoration and maintenance of the CNP as a nature preserve and in so doing
evaluate the true carrying capacity of the site and control access accordingly.
• identify access point(s);
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Current and potential public access points, both visual and physical, were reviewed to
determine what kind of access to the property already exist and where additional access
could feasibly be developed, what kind of and how much parking exists and could be
feasibly be provided, and whether the access points could be made Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) accessible without great expense.
All educational activities will be overseen by staff, partners and/or trained volunteers,
so to minimize wildlife disturbance. Access may increase overtime or be further
restricted in certain areas. This will be reviewed every four years or as needed. No
change to public access in the RGNCSP is being proposed.
Access points onto the site have been identified but new or additional points have not
been finalized and would be sometime in the future. At that time, it will be imperative
to have additional neighborhood/community engagement. Currently, there is a great
deal of neighborhood concern over the location of additional parking and access.
• identify facility locations, including utility and transportation corridors;
Vehicular access will be limited to OSD and other “authorized” vehicles, emergency
vehicles, and farm machinery. The majority of vehicles are expected to stay on the
existing farm roads and access the site via the existing vehicular gates. Pedestrian
access is limited to guided tours, education programs, citizen science monitoring
activities, and rehabilitation/renovation projects.
Parking and access to the Candelaria North tract is proposed from the TNT. Additional
parking for partner groups as well as ADA parking will be at the Woodward House for
monitoring activities and specified guided programs. Parking and access for Candelaria
South Tract will be from the RGNC parking lot.
Facility locations for restrooms and additional parking are discussed; however, they
are contingent upon additional funding and not soon for design. No additional roads
are planned for the site, nor are additional utilities.
• identify areas to be monitored and develop a monitoring and management plan;
Adaptive management must first begin with specific goals and objectives. Each habitat
restoration area on the CNP needs to have a set of goals and objectives. For example,
an important goal of this RMP is to increased biodiversity. The number of species that
become established in a specific habitat area could be observed and tabulated to see if
the number of species increases over time with restoration. Identifying evaluation
criteria to be measured or observed can be complex, and can address single or multiple
species, specific evaluation elements, different spatial and temporal scales and
management components.
Monitoring can be measurements or observations and can be quantitative or qualitative.
The amount of time for monitoring and the budget is a factor to consider. Cost effective
monitoring methods will be conducted on an annual basis with staff, partners and
volunteers. Every four years, a more in-depth monitoring will take place to further
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identify if the project goals and objectives are being met and what needs to be modified,
which will require additional funds.
A major portion of this RMP is the return of currently farmed land to natural wildlife
preserve. This transition is expected to take place over a period of years and there is a
detailed monitoring and management plan for this transition.
• establish policies (in this RMP these are referenced as protocols) for resource management,
access and parking, facility management, staffing, fees, interagency cooperation, and
enforcement;
Site and Habitat Area Protocols:
• In general, the roadway shall be used as a trail for foot traffic during educational
programs or monitoring activities.
• The roadway will be closed to regular use with the exception of maintenance vehicles
to maintain the habitat areas or to conduct monitoring.
• Guided educational programs shall avoid disturbing the plant and animal life,
especially during the bird wintering and nesting seasons, from November through July.
Open Space Division (OSD) will inform those doing regular monitoring prior to
scheduling guided educational programs.
• The OSD, RGNCSP and other approved parties may access the property for the
purpose of routine maintenance at any time, year-round, but should avoid disturbing
wildlife, especially from November through July.
• Only approved parties may conduct monitoring activities, and only according to a
schedule and plan approved by the OSD and RGNCSP.
• Parties interested in undertaking additional projects or habitat improvement activities
wetland must gain prior approval of the OSD and the RGNCSP.
• Exotic trees, such as Siberian elm, Russian olive, and tamarisk shall be removed. As
approved by OSD, stumps of exotic trees may be treated with herbicides to prevent
regeneration.
• OSD and/or contractors are responsible for managing irrigation activities and
coordinating with the MRGCD to schedule delivery of irrigation water.
• OSD is responsible for making repairs to ditches resulting from regular use, and
installing alternative irrigation technologies; however, may need to outsource this task
to a contract farmer.
• The contractor and OSD are responsible for conducting regular ditch maintenance,
including mowing vegetation and removing weeds and other debris in preparation for
irrigating, cutting elm trees, patching cracks, and fixing gates and turnouts. The
contractors are responsible for any damages to ditches or other irrigation technologies
resulting from misuse or neglect they ensue.
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• Contractors may burn weeds growing in ditches, but only with the prior approval of
the OSD. Prior to burning the contractor or OSD must obtain the burning permits
required by the City and/or County, notify the local fire department, and notify the
RGNCSP.
• The OSD and contractors and partnering groups may store equipment in the
Equipment Area.
• In order to store smaller equipment with more security, contractors may add temporary
storage containers or sheds to this area, with the prior permission from the OSD.
• The OSD and contractors shall keep the Equipment Area reasonably clean, tidy, safe,
and operable. No hazardous materials shall be kept at the farm without permission from
the OSD.
• Gates into the property shall remain closed and locked, opened only by the OSD, the
contract farmer/s, the MRGCD, the RGNCSP or the Friends of the RGNSCP, their
agents, partners and employees who have permission to enter or exit the farm to perform
authorized work or programs. The public may enter these areas only during approved
events including guided tours, monitoring or restoration work.
• The OSD shall maintain the farm roads and trails throughout the property.
• Vehicles and farm equipment must drive slowly on farm roads, so as to maintain public
safety and avoid creating dust.
This resource management plan appears to be long in history and short in policies
and protocols. While there is a plan for habitat transition and mention of various
community groups, the RMP does not seem to address particulars concerning actual
agency cooperation, who will staff and how many staff are needed, fees or
maintenance of fences or debris which seems to accumulate at the tree farm.
• classify the parcels within the RMP area by MPOS type, according to the criteria contained
in Table 2-1 within the MPOS;
Although Open Space Preserve, as denoted in Table 2-1 in the MPOS, is marked for
a large portion of the site, the South Candelaria area, which is possibly Protected,
Undeveloped Open Space, is not denoted as such. This should be remedied.
• evaluate impacts or proposed development within the Major Public Open Space on adjacent
areas; and
No development is proposed for the site. Concerns about future plans for a restroom
and additional parking have been discussed but nothing is finalized at this time.
• evaluate reasonable alternative development schemes.
A great deal of evaluation has gone into the determined development schemes. The
RMP allows for reevaluation of development every four years.
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Adoption or Amendment of Facility Plan
This RMP is designed to implement habitat restoration to the benefit of wildlife for the
purposes of nature study and wildlife viewing. The plan also includes costs estimates of
the various activities recommended to achieve that goal, including the transition from
farming alfalfa to wildlife crops, and eventually a restored native habitat throughout the
farmed area, as well as recreational activities and educational outreach at the CNP. To
ensure that goals for habitat areas are reached, data will be gathered and evaluated to
inform operations and any changes to the plan in an adaptive management approach.
This plan is estimated to cover a 20-year time span and to be implemented in quarterly
phases. The Open Space Division will provide an annual report to the Open Space
Advisory Board, available to the public, on the status of the RMP implementation that will
include the year's activities, challenges, and funding. In addition, the Open Space Division
will review this RMP every 4 years with the Open Space Advisory Board to discuss
potential updates and changes to the plan in accordance with the goals of outdoor
recreation and habitat restoration.
Pursuant to section 14-16-6-7(B)(3) of the Integrated Development Ordinance, Review
and Decision Criteria, “An application for Adoption or Amendment of a Facility Plan shall
be approved if it meets all of the following criteria:”
Note: Applicant’s Justification is in indented italics, Staff’s Analysis bold italic text.
6-7(B)(3)(a) The proposed plan or amendment is consistent with the spirit and
intent of the ABC Comp Plan, as amended, and with other policies and plans adopted by
the City Council.
As demonstrated above, through the applicant’s justification, this Resource
Management Plan is consistent with the spirit and intent of the ABC Comprehensive
Plan because it furthers a preponderance of applicable Goals and Policies. It also
meets the requirements set forth in the MPOS Facility Plan for resource
management plans.
Additional detail to protocol and carrying capacity are in order and would better
address the concerns of the surrounding neighborhood.
6-7(B)(3)(b) The proposed plan or amendment promotes the efficient use or administration
of public or quasi-public facilities.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP (submitted herein for EPC review) was
prompted by the State’s LWCF Representative who determined that the City was out of
compliance in managing the property by allowing commercial farming and not
providing adequate public access and outdoor recreation opportunities to the whole
property. The Resource Management Plan was mandated through City Council
Resolutions R-16-147 and R-17-159. The CNP RMP was developed by a Technical
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Advisory Group (TAG) with oversight from the Open Space Advisory Board to
promote the efficient administrative of the City’s CNP Open Space Facility.
Currently, the property is closed to the public with the exception of guided tours and
through visual access into the property through a perimeter fence. This is mainly due
to the designation of the property as an Open Space Preserve and the fact that
education and recreation has been traditionally served at the property through the
activities at the Rio Grande Nature Center State Park that is on the Candelaria Nature
Preserve and managed by the New Mexico State Parks and Recreation Department
through a Joint Use Agreement with the City. Despite this, the LWCF representative
determined that the City was out of compliance by not allowing access to the entire
property, including the farm fields.
The current management plan for the CNP allows agriculture use at the property
through a contract farmer who will grow a percentage of the crops for wildlife and
manage the property, including the farm fields and irrigation ditches, and offset those
costs by also growing and selling alfalfa. The proposed RMP deviates from the
current practice by not allowing any crops grown commercially.
The proposed RMP addresses the issues of access and recreation to come into LWCF
compliance. The property will not be open to the public to limit disturbance to
wildlife; however, a detailed implementation plan has been developed for engaging the
public through citizen science, stewardship activities and guided tours through a
limited access scheme. Enhanced visual access will also be offered through wildlife
viewing blinds strategically located around the perimeter of the property.
The proposed RMP focuses on providing crops solely for wildlife while eventually
transitioning away from farming all together and restoring the farm fields to native
vegetation types to provide the most optimal habitat for a wide variety of wildlife. This
puts a larger financial burden on the City to directly pay for a contractor to grow
crops for wildlife and maintain the property as well as the cost for restoring the farm
fields. However, it aligns with the initial intent of the property to serve as an Open
Space Preserve and allows the City to come into National Park Service per LWCF
compliance.
The intention of the proposed RMP is to administer the efficient use of public facilities
at the CNP by employing efficient protocols for management of each area and
converting a portion from existing commercial farming to habitat. The Candelaria
Nature Preserve (CNP) is to be managed as a nature study area and wildlife preserve
providing access to outdoor recreational opportunities for all residents and visitors.
The vision is an improved ecosystem health and increased biodiversity of the CNP,
ensuring compliance with LWCF guidelines.
The intent of the Resource Management Plan is primarily concerned with the
transition of lands that are part of the Candelaria Nature Preserve currently used
for farming, to natural wildlife preserves. This change of use is required for the
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facility to be in compliance with the conditions of the LWCF funding used to
purchase much of the land.
Previous management was believed to be following the criteria but was found to be
lacking. The intent of MPOS in general, and the Candelaria Nature Preserve in
particular, is to provide a nature study area and wildlife preserve providing access to
outdoor recreational opportunities for all residents and visitors, as required by the
LWCF Act and as intended by the 1976 proposal from the City and State for
preserving the existing natural landscape and its plants and animals for “nature
study, recreation uses, open space, and urban shaping.
The attached RMP promotes the efficient use of public facilities and land that
constitutes the Candelaria Nature Preserve.
6-7(B)(3)(c) The plan or amendment will promote public health, safety, and general
welfare.
Applicant Response: The LWCF regulations require that properties acquired or
developed with LWCF assistance shall be operated and maintained so as to appear
attractive and inviting to the public; protective of public safety and health; kept open
for public use at reasonable hours and times of the year, according to the type of
facility; kept in reasonable condition to prevent undue deterioration and to encourage
public use; and shall have posted an LWCF acknowledgement sign at the project site.
The proposed RMP includes a section regarding Conservation Buffers which are
recommended to provide multiple benefits. By establishing a safe distance between
outdoor recreation and habitat, wildlife disturbance is limited. Additional vegetation
buffers serve secondary environmental functions. In addition, the recent increase in
non-native vegetation has been identified as the most significant indicator of failing
ecological health in the riparian ecosystem and the proposed RMP describes methods
for managing non-native vegetation. The RMP CNP includes Site and Habitat Area
Protocols such as:
• Keeping the Equipment Area reasonably clean, tidy, safe, and operable. No
hazardous materials shall be kept at the farm without permission from the OSD.
• Vehicles and farm equipment must drive slowly on farm roads, so as to maintain
public safety and avoid creating dust.
The proposed RMP includes plans for fencing and improvements that will promote
public safety. The restoration of the natural preserve area, a place within the City of
Albuquerque, will contribute to the positive environment and promote the general
welfare.
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Agency & Neighborhood Concerns
Reviewing Agencies
City departments and other interested agencies reviewed this application from 11/3/2020
to 11/23/2020. Few agency comments were received. Long Range Planning states:
The proposed Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan is consistent with
the intent of the Comprehensive Plan. The request furthers goals and policies related to
Facilities and Access, Universal Design, Water Conservation, and Preservation.
Neighborhood/Public
Notification requirements are found in 14-16-6, in the Procedures Table 6-1 and are
further explained in 14-16-6-4(K), Public Notice. The affected, registered neighborhood
associations are the Rio Grande Boulevard Neighborhood Association (RGBNA), Rio
Grande Compound HOA, Alvarado Gardens NA and the North Valley Coalition, which
the applicant notified as required. The applicant also notified property owners within 100feet of the subject site’s boundaries as required. Several community meetings were held,
the notes of which are included in the Neighborhood Comment section of this report
packet.
The Rio Grande Boulevard Neighborhood Association (RGBNA), the neighborhood
association that borders the Tree Nursery Tract, have four issues with the proposed
project. They are concerned about the plans for the Tree Nursery Tract, the use of
pesticides and herbicides, community involvement in oversight of the CNP Resource
Management Plan (RMP), and lastly, the budget. The association strongly objects to the
site being a multifunctional space to support the CNP. The association has also raised
concerns as to why parking cannot occur at the RGCSP as they are concerned about cars
parking in front of their residences to access the CNP. The use of herbicides and
pesticides is strongly opposed and they ask that the wide area of spraying herbicides be
specifically banned and that neighbors have an input into the protocols to define
minimizing herbicide use. They ask that a committee of stakeholders be formed to
oversee the progress of implementation of the RMP.
Other people have voiced concerns that the implementation of a bathroom will bring an
increase in homeless people who walk along the ditch, lack of privacy into their yards and
homes, and an increase in vehicular and foot traffic in front of their homes. Residents also
ask that the City and/or Middle Rio Grande Conservancy replace the current fence along
the ditch and bordering their properties.
Some residents are very supportive of the creation of the Candelaria Nature Preserve but
are also concerned with the increased traffic to the area and have expressed concern that
not all residents were notified in a timely manner.
Staff has received several letters of opposition and several letters of support (see
attachments). The letters are included in the Neighborhood Comment section of this
report packet.
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Conclusion
This request for review of the Resource Management Plan for the Candelaria Nature
Preserve establishes a plan to revert farmland to natural habitat and sets forth plans for the
expenditures of funds and future planning. It provides guidance for uses within the various
areas of the CNP and though certain points could be expanded upon, the overall plan
meets the requirements for a Resource Management Plan as set forth in the MPOS Facility
Plan. It also furthers applicable Goals and Policies of the ABC Comprehensive Plan.
Property owners within 100 ft and the affected neighborhood associations, the Rio Grande
Boulevard Neighborhood Association (RGBNA), the Rio Grande Compound HOA, the
Alvarado Gardens NA, and the North Valley Coalition, were notified as required. While
there is general public support of the RMP, community members have expressed a number
of concerns that could positively be addresses through expansion of protocols and creation
of carrying capacities for the site.
Staff recommends that an approval recommendation be forwarded to the City Council with
conditions for improvement.
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Findings, Amendment to Facility Plan
Project #: 2020-004639, RZ: 2020-00036
1. The request is a for a review and recommendation to City Council of the Candelaria Nature
Preserve Resource Management Plan (CNP RMP) an approximately 167-acre site consisting
of all or a portion of Tract A-1-B Revised Plat Of Tracts A-1 A-2 B-1 & B-2, Tract A-1-A
Revised Plat Of Tracts A-1 A-2 B-1 & B-2, Tr A-2 Revised Plat Of Tracts A-1, A-2, B-1, &
B-2, Tr B-1 Revised Plat Of Tracts A-1, A-2, B-1 & B-2, Tracts 16B2B1, 16B2A & 16B1
MRGCD Map 34, Tr X1 Summary Plat City Of Albuquerque’s Replat Tr X Alvarado.
2. The site is located on Candelaria Rd NW between Paseo del Bosque Trail and Rio Grande
Blvd. NW. and is zoned NR-PO-B.
3. The Environmental Planning Commission (EPC) is hearing this case because the City of
Albuquerque’s Major Public Open Space Facility Plan 1999 required all resource
managements plans be reviewed by the EPC with a recommendation going to City Council.
4. The subject site is located within an Area of Consistency, and is not along any Corridors as
designated in the Comprehensive Plan. The subject site is not located within a Protection
Overlay Zone.
5. There is R-A zoning to the north, east, and south of the site. To the west is the Bosque. A
small portion to the south is zoned R-T and R-ML residential.
6. The Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan, the City of Albuquerque
Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO) and the City of Albuquerque Major Public Open
Space Facility Plan (1999) are incorporated herein by reference and made part of the record
for all purposes.
7. The request generally furthers the following, applicable Comprehensive Plan Goals and
policies in regards to Community Identity:
A. POLICY 4.1.5 - Natural Resources: Encourage high-quality development and
redevelopment that responds appropriately to the natural setting and ecosystem
functions.
The CNP RMP is a means to encourage a natural setting and rebuild ecosystems.
Although public access will be limited, it is still open to small groups.
B. POLICY 4.2.2 - Community Engagement: Facilitate meaningful engagement
opportunities and respectful interactions in order to identify and address the needs of
all residents.
The Open Space Advisory Board convened a Technical Advisory Group (TAG)
including but not limited to Neighborhood Association representatives, partner
agencies, and citizen biologists who guided the development of the Plan. In addition,
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stakeholder interviews, several public meetings, and nature discovery hikes as
outlined under Public Process in the proposed RMP.
8. The request generally furthers the following, applicable Comprehensive Plan Goals and
policies in regards to Parks and Open Space:
A. POLICY 10.1. 1: Distribution: Improve the community’s access to recreational
opportunities by balancing the City and County’s parks and Open Space system
within the built environment.
The proposed RMP is designed to balance available resources in the appropriate
locations and implement habitat restoration to the benefit of wildlife for the purposes
of nature study and wildlife viewing. The plan allows for preservation of existing
Open Space lands and conversion from farming to natural habitat in certain areas,
therefore allowing for additional natural habitat within the existing built environment
of the North Valley neighborhood.
B. POLICY 10.1.2: Universal Design: Plan, design program, and maintain parks, Open
Space, and recreation facilities for use by people of all age groups and physical
abilities.
A) Design and maintain landscaping and park features appropriate to the location,
function, public expectation, and intensity of use.
The proposed RMP will design and maintain park features appropriate to the location,
function, public expectation, and intensity of use by outlining expectations for
specific areas of the CNP as well as estimating the time-line and costs to achieve
those goals.
C. POLICY 10.1.4: Water Conservation: Employ low-water use and reclamation
strategies to conserve water.
A) Incorporate native vegetation and low-water use species wherever possible,
particularly in areas without easy access to irrigation.
B) Integrate irrigation, water conservation, drainage, and flood control functions
within parks and Open Spaces with ecological preservation and recreational purpose.
Water efficiency will continue to be a priority in managing the property. Critical to
the operation of the CNP is the use of surface irrigation water rights to irrigate the
property.
D. GOAL 10.3 Open Space: Protect the integrity and quality of the region’s natural
features and environmental assets and provide opportunities for outdoor recreation
and education.
POLICY 10.3.2: Preservation: Identify and manage sensitive lands within the Open
Space network to protect their ecological functions.
A) Manage public access to best protect natural resources.
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B) Ensure that development within Open Space is compatible with its preservation
purpose.
The proposed RMP identifies appropriate outdoor recreation activities for the CNP, as
well as outlines a process, schedule, and protocols for reasonable public access
consistent with the wildlife preserve objective. The proposed RMP includes a Public
Access and Outdoor Recreation Implementation Plan and a Habitat Implementation
Plan with detailed lists of activities and implementation schedules over the 20-year
plan.
E. POLICY 10.3.3 - Use: Provide low-impact recreational and educational opportunities
consistent with the carrying capacity of the Open Space resources.
The proposed RMP will permit the implementation of low-impact recreational and
educational opportunities consistent with the carrying capacity of the Open Space
resources by including an educational program protocol.
F. POLICY 10.3.4 - Bosque and Rio Grande: Carefully design access to the Rio Grande,
the Bosque, and surrounding river lands to provide entry to those portions suitable for
recreational, scientific, and educational purpose, while controlling access in other
more sensitive areas to preserve the natural wildlife habitat and maintain essential
watershed management and drainage functions.
A) Minimize disturbance or removal of existing natural vegetation from the Bosque.
A number of bridges cross the Albuquerque Riverside Drain which runs along the
western edge of the site. Access to theses to these is somewhat limited due to the
conservancy nature of CNP. This limited access will minimize disturbance of Bosque
vegetation.
9. The request generally furthers the following, applicable Comprehensive Plan Goals and policies
in regards to Heritage Conservation:
A. POLICY 11.1 - Acequia Preservation: Support efforts to protect and preserve the
acequia system for agricultural and low-impact recreation purposes and strengthen
connections with adjacent neighborhoods and development.
The CNP incorporates part of the historic acequia system and intends to preserve and
maintain low-impact recreation surrounding the system as well as respecting adjacent
neighborhoods that rely on the system.
B. POLICY 11.3.1 - Natural and Cultural Features: Preserve and enhance the natural
and cultural characteristics and features that contribute to the distinct identity of
communities, neighborhoods, and cultural landscapes.
The RMP preserves the natural environment and will restore wildlife habitats
currently used for farming.
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C. POLICY 11.3.3 - Bosque: Regulate development on adjacent lands to preserve and
enhance the Bosque as an important cultural landscape that contributes to the history
and distinct identity of the region, as well as nearby neighborhoods.
Although the traditional farmland of the north valley located within the boundary of
CNP will be discontinued, the traditional natural habitat will be promoted.
10. The request generally furthers the following, applicable Comprehensive Plan Goals and policies
in regards to Infrastructure, Community Facilities & Services (ICSF):
A. POLICY 12.1.5 - Irrigation System: Coordinate with MRGCD and other
stakeholders to protect the irrigation system.
The proposed CNP RMP recognizes the importance of partnering closely with the
MRGCD during the irrigation period to efficiently meet the demands of the fields and
to protect the irrigation system and proposes a plan to accomplish this goal.
B. GOAL 12.3 - Public Services: Plan, coordinate, and provide efficient, equitable, and
environmentally sound services to best serve residents and protect their health, safety,
and well-being.
POLICY 12.3.8 - Education: Complement programming provided by educational
institutions to expand educational opportunities for residents in all cultural, age,
economic, and educational groups.
Educational programs operated through the CNP will continue to programming
provided by educational institutions to expand educational opportunities for residents
in all cultural, age, economic, and educational groups.
C. GOAL 12.4 – Coordination: Coordinate with other providers to leverage resources,
maximize efficiencies, bridge service gaps, and provide added value.
POLICY 12.4.5 - Facility Plans: Develop, update, and implement facility plans for
infrastructure systems, such as drainage, electric transmission, natural gas, and
information technology that benefit from cross-agency and public-private
coordination.
The RMP lists a large number of potential donors to provide funding in order to carry
out parts of its plan.
11. The request generally furthers the following, applicable Comprehensive Plan Goals and policies
in regards to Resiliency and Sustainability:
A. GOAL 13.2 - Water Supply & Quality: Protect and conserve our region’s limited
water supply to benefit the range of uses that will keep our community and ecosystem
healthy.
POLICY 13.2.2 - Water Conservation: Foster the efficient management and use of
water in development and infrastructure.
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The RMP fosters the efficient management and use of water in development and
infrastructure.
B. GOAL 13.4 - Natural Resources: Protect, conserve, and enhance natural resources,
habitat, and ecosystems.
The proposed CNP RMP intends to protect, conserve, and enhance natural resources,
habitat, and ecosystems by increasing habitat types on previously farmed lands, which
will improve local and migratory wildlife and native plants interconnections
C. POLICY 13.4.4 - Unique Landforms and Habitats: Protect areas with unique
landforms, and crucial habitat for wildlife, through sensitive urban development or
acquisition as Open Space.
The preservation of habitats is being promoted through the purchase of the CNP and
the proposed RMP will protect the land from uncontrolled development and access.
12. The Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan largely meets the requirements for
such plans as set forth in the MPOS Facility Plan of 1999:
A. Identify land use “carrying capacity;”
The proposed RMP will permit the implementation of low-impact recreational and
educational opportunities consistent with the carrying capacity of the Open Space
resources by including an educational program protocols
B. Identify access point(s);
Current and potential public access points, both visual and physical, were reviewed to
determine what kind of access to the property already exist and where additional
access could feasibly be developed, what kind of and how much parking exists and
could be feasibly be provided, and whether the access points could be made
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessible without great expense.
C. Identify facility locations, including utility and transportation corridors;
Vehicular access will be limited to OSD and other “authorized” vehicles, emergency
vehicles, and farm machinery. The majority of vehicles are expected to stay on the
existing farm roads and access the site via the existing vehicular gates. Pedestrian
access is limited to guided tours, education programs, citizen science monitoring
activities, and rehabilitation/renovation projects.
D. Identify areas to be monitored and develop a monitoring and management plan;
A major portion of this RMP is the return of currently farmed land to natural wildlife
preserve. This transition is expected to take place over a period of years and there is a
detailed monitoring and management plan for this transition.
E. Establish policies (in this RMP these are referenced as protocols) for resource
management, access and parking, facility management, staffing, fees, interagency
cooperation, and enforcement;
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Site and Habitat Area Protocols are established although community review and
involvement could be formally incorporated as a protocol.
F. Classify the parcels within the RMP area by MPOS type, according to the criteria
contained in Table 2-1 within the MPOS;
Although Open Space Preserve, as denoted in Table 2-1 in the MPOS, is marked for a
large portion of the site, the South Candelaria area, which is possibly Protected,
Undeveloped Open Space, is not denoted as such. This should be remedied.
G. Evaluate impacts or proposed development within the Major Public Open Space on
adjacent areas; and
No development is proposed for the site. Concerns about future plans for a restroom
and additional parking have been discussed but nothing is finalized at this time.
H. Evaluate reasonable alternative development schemes.
A great deal of evaluation has gone into the determined development schemes. The
RMP allows for reevaluation of development every four years.
13. The applicant has adequately justified the request pursuant to the Integrated Development
Ordinance (IDO) Section 14-16-6-7(B)(3) of the Integrated Development Ordinance,
Review and Decision Criteria for Adoption or Amendment of a Facility Plan, as follows:
A. Criterion (a) The proposed plan or amendment is consistent with the spirit and intent
of the ABC Comp Plan as demonstrated through the applicant’s justification.
B. Criterion (b) The proposed plan promotes the efficient use of facilities. The proposed
RMP addresses the issues of access and recreation to come into LWCF compliance.
The property will not be open to the public to limit disturbance to wildlife; however, a
detailed implementation plan has been developed for engaging the public through
citizen science, stewardship activities and guided tours through a limited access
scheme. Enhanced visual access will also be offered through wildlife viewing blinds
strategically located around the perimeter of the property.
C. Criterion (c) The plan or amendment will promote public health, safety, and general
welfare. The proposed RMP includes a section regarding Conservation Buffers which
are recommended to provide multiple benefits. By establishing a safe distance
between outdoor recreation and habitat, wildlife disturbance is limited. Additional
vegetation buffers serve secondary environmental functions. In addition, the recent
increase in non-native vegetation has been identified as the most significant indicator
of failing ecological health in the riparian ecosystem and the proposed RMP describes
methods for managing non-native vegetation.
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14. Property owners within 100 ft and the affected neighborhood associations, Rio Grande
Compound HOA, Alvarado Gardens NA, North Valley Coalition, and Rio Grande Boulevard
NA were notified as required.
15. Staff has received a number of letters in support of this RMP and opposition or reservation
concerning future uses within this request.
Recommendation – RZ-2020-00036, December 10, 2020
APPROVAL of Project #: 2020-004639, RZ-2020-00036, a request for review and
Recommendation to City Council – Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan,
located on Candelaria Rd NW between Paseo del Bosque Trail and Rio Grande Blvd. NW., an
approximately 167-acres site, based on the preceding Findings and subject to the following
conditions for recommendation of Approval.
CONDITIONS FOR RECOMMENDATION OF APPROVAL – RZ-2020-00036, December 10,
2020
Pursuant to the MPOS Facility Plan Policy A.2.C. Resource Management Plan requirements:
1) Carrying Capacity should be formally calculated for use in future openings and requirement
determinations, and be included within the RMP.
2) Protocol should be established for community notifications and participation in future plans
concerning parking, additional structures, and herbicide use.

Leslie Naji
Senior Planner

Notice of Decision cc list:
cc:
EPC file
avarela@cabq.gov
Parks and Recreation, Open Space Division, Colleen Langan-McRoberts,
cmcroberts@cabq.gov
Parks and Recreation, Open Space Division, Cheryl Somerfeldt, csomerfeldt@cabq.gov
Rio Grande Compound HOA, Ann King, akingnm@hotmail.com
Rio Grande Compound HOA, Judd West, judd@westlawfirmpllc.com
Alvarado Gardens NA, Robert Poyourow, vp@alvaradoneighborhood.com
Alvarado Gardens NA, Diana Hunt, president@alvaradoneighborhood.com
North Valley Coalition, Peggy Norton, peggynorton@yahoo.com
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CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE AGENCY COMMENTS
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Zoning Enforcement
Office of Neighborhood Coordination
Long Range Planning
Project #2020-004639: RZ-2020-00036
(Case Planner: Leslie) Near North Valley Resource Management Plan (Rank 3)
The request is for adoption of a Resource Management Plan (a Rank 3 Plan) for the Candelaria
Nature Preserve, owned and managed by the City as Major Public Open Space. The Candelaria
Nature Preserve is approximately 167 acres. Pursuant to IDO Subsection 14-16-6-3(C), Rank 3
Plans are not subject to the review and decision processes of the IDO but can be reviewed by the
EPC and/or accepted by the City Council upon request; however, the City of Albuquerque
Major Public Open Space Facility Plan (a Rank 2 Plan) requires new Resource Management
Plans to be reviewed by the EPC for a final decision at City Council. The proposed Candelaria
Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan is consistent with the intent of the Comprehensive
Plan. The request furthers goals and policies related to Facilities and Access, Universal Design,
Water Conservation, and Preservation.
City Engineer
Transportation Development
•
•

No objection to the request.
Any further site development could trigger additional parking requirements

Hydrology Development

DEPARTMENT of MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT
Transportation Planning
No Comment
Traffic Engineering Operations (Department of Municipal Development)
Street Maintenance (Department of Municipal Development)
RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS FROM THE CITY ENGINEER:
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Planning
No Comment
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
FIRE DEPARTMENT/Planning
TRANSIT DEPARTMENT
Not on a Corridor
Not on a route
Closest route is Fixed Route 36/37 which make one-way loops loop on 12th Street and Rio
Grande connected by Griegos Road. The nearest stop pair is at the intersection of Rio
Grande and Candelaria, approximately 4,500 feet from the main pedestrian entrance to the
Reserve. The sidewalk on Candelaria stops at the cul-de-sac entrance to the Reserve
approximately 400 feet from the pedestrian trail.
No comment

PARKS AND RECREATION
Planning and Design
No Adverse Comment
Open Space Division
No Adverse Comment
City Forester

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Air Quality Division
Environmental Services Division

WATER UTILITY AUTHORITY
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No adverse comments to the adoption of the proposed City of Albuquerque Candelaria Nature
Preserve (CNP) Resource Management Plan (RMP).

COMMENTS FROM OTHER AGENCIES
BERNALILLO COUNTY
ALBUQUERQUE METROPOLITAN ARROYO FLOOD CONTROL
AUTHORITY
No Adverse Comments
ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
MID-REGION COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
MRMPO has no adverse comments.
MIDDLE RIO GRANDE CONSERVANCY DISTRICT
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW MEXICO
Information:
PNM commends and supports the City’s long-range planning effort for the Candelaria
Nature Preserve. This Resource Management Plan does not adversely affect any PNM
facilities. There is one distribution line that crosses the subject site at the western terminus
of Candelaria Road NW.
Question:
The case number for this application is an RZ number. Is there a zoning map amendment
associated with this application?
NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (NMDOT)
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Figure 1: Looking west
from Rio Grande Blvd.
into Tree Nursery.

Figure 2: Looking southwest from
Rio Grande Blvd. into Tree Nursery
along the Campbell Ditch.
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Figure 3: Looking south along
Duranes Ditch. Tree nursery to
the east, closed farmed land to the
west.

Figure 4: Cranes on farmland
to be reverted to natural
habitat.
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Figure 5: Looking north
of tree nursery at typical
neighboring home.

Figure 6: : Looking into South
Candelaria Tract, closed to
general public access.
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HISTORY

ZONING
Please refer to the Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO)
for specifics regarding the NR-PO-B zone.

APPLICATION

City of

Albuquerque

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW APPLICATION
Effective 4/17/19

Please check the appropriate box and refer to supplemental forms for submittal requirements. All fees must be paid at the time of application.
Administrative Decisions

Decisions Requiring a Public Meeting or Hearing

Policy Decisions

☐ Archaeological Certificate (Form P3)

☐ Site Plan – EPC including any Variances – EPC
(Form P1)

☐ X Adoption or Amendment of Comprehensive
Plan or Facility Plan (Form Z)

☐ Historic Certificate of Appropriateness – Minor
(Form L)

☐ Master Development Plan (Form P1)

☐ Adoption or Amendment of Historic
Designation (Form L)

☐ Alternative Signage Plan (Form P3)

☐ Historic Certificate of Appropriateness – Major
(Form L)

☐ Amendment of IDO Text (Form Z)

☐ Minor Amendment to Site Plan (Form P3)

☐ Demolition Outside of HPO (Form L)

☐ Annexation of Land (Form Z)

☐ WTF Approval (Form W1)

☐ Historic Design Standards and Guidelines (Form L)

☐ Amendment to Zoning Map – EPC (Form Z)

☐ Wireless Telecommunications Facility Waiver
(Form W2)

☐ Amendment to Zoning Map – Council (Form Z)

Appeals
☐ Decision by EPC, LC, ZHE, or City Staff (Form
A)
APPLICATION INFORMATION
Applicant: Parks and Recreation, Open Space Division, Superintendent, Colleen Langan-McRoberts

Phone: 505.768-4214

Address: 3615 Los Picaros Rd SE

Email:

cmcroberts@cabq.gov

Zip:

87105

City:

Albuquerque

State: NM
Parks and Recreation, Senior Planner, Cheryl Somerfeldt

Assisting:

Phone:

Email: csomerfeldt@cabq.gov

Address: 1801 4th Street NW
City:

505.768.5363

State: NM

Albuquerque

Proprietary Interest in Site:

Zip:

List all owners:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST
Request for EPC review and recommendation to City Council for the Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan (Rank 3 Plan) /
Amendment to the City of Albuquerque Major Public Open Space Facility Plan (Rank 2 Plan).
SITE INFORMATION (Accuracy of the existing legal description is crucial! Attach a separate sheet if necessary.)
Lot or Tract No.:

(see separate sheet)

Subdivision/Addition:
G-12-Z and F-12-Z

Zone Atlas Page(s):
# of Existing Lots:

Existing Zoning:

4

# of Proposed Lots:

Block:

Unit:

MRGCD Map No.:

UPC Code:

NR-PO-B

Proposed Zoning:

4

N/A

Total Area of Site (acres): 167 acres

LOCATION OF PROPERTY BY STREETS
Site Address/Street:

Between: Paseo del Bosque Trail

Candelaria Rd NW

and: Rio Grande Blvd NW

CASE HISTORY (List any current or prior project and case number(s) that may be relevant to your request.)

Signature:

Date:

Printed Name:

☐ Applicant or ☐ Agent

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Case Numbers

RZ-2020-00036

Meeting/Hearing Date: December
Staff Signature:

Action

AFP

Fees

Case Numbers

Action

$650

10, 2020

Fee Total: $650
Date: 10/29/2020

Project # PR-2020-004639

Fees

CANDELARIA NATURE PRESERVE – RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN
The Resource Management Plan describes the CNP Legal Description as:
A Parcel of Land, Section 1, Township 10 North (T10N), Range 2 East (R2E) and Section 36, T11N,
R2E, New Mexico Principal Meridian. This parcel comprises portions of Tracts A-1, A-2, and B-1
of the Candelaria Farms Area Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District (MRGCD) Maps 31 and 34
(filed in Bernalillo County Clerk’s Office on December 29, 1967, in Vol. D3 Folio 181).
AGIS shows six (6) Bernalillo County parcels:
1. UPC: 101206049346010810
Owner: CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
Legal Description: TRACT A-1-B REVISED PLAT OF TRACTS A-1 A-2 B-1 & B-2 CANDELARIA
FARM AREA BEING LANDS OF CREDIT CORP & ALL FAITHS RECEIVING HONIE INC
CONT 30.1782AC
2. UPC: 101206138001140114
Owner: CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
Legal Description: TRACT A-1-A REVISED PLAT OF TRACTS A-1 A-2 B-1 & B-2 CANDELARIA
FARM AREA BEING LANDS OF NM CREDIT CORP & ALL FAITHS RECEIVING HONIE INC
CONT 95.8638AC
3. UPC: 101206029953010808
Owner: CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
Legal Description: TR A-2 REVISED PLAT OF TRACTS A-1, A-2, B-1, & B-2 CANDELARIA FARM
AREA (B ING LANDS OF N M CREDIT CORP & ALL FAITHS RECEIVING HOME INC
CONT 8.933 AC
4. UPC: 101206022741310403
Owner: CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
Legal Description: TR B-1 REVISED PLAT OF TRACTS A-1, A-2, B-1 & B-2 CANDELARIA FARM
AREA (BE NG LANDS OF N M CREDIT CORP & ALL FAITHS RECEIVING HOME INC
CONT 9.778 AC
5. UPC: 101206022937920115
Owner: CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
Legal Description: TRS 16B2B1, 16B2A & 16B1 MRGCD MAP 34
CONT 7.0 AC M/L
6. UPC: 101206023331520125
Legal Description: TR X1 SUMMARY PLAT CITY OF ALBUQUERQUES REPL TR X ALVARADO
GARDENS UNIT 2
CONT 15.245 AC
Consisting of approximately 167 acres.

Form Z: Policy Decisions
Please refer to the EPC hearing schedule for public hearing dates and deadlines. Your attendance is required.
A single PDF file of the complete application including all plans and documents being submitted must be emailed to PLNDRS@cabq.gov
prior to making a submittal. Zipped files or those over 9 MB cannot be delivered via email, in which case the PDF must be provided on a CD.

X


INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR ALL POLICY DECISIONS (Except where noted)
X Interpreter Needed for Hearing? ____
no if yes, indicate language: _______________
__
__
X Proof of Pre-Application Meeting with City staff per IDO Section 14-16-6-4(B)
__ Letter of authorization from the property owner if application is submitted by an agent
X Traffic Impact Study (TIS) form (not required for Amendment to IDO Text)
__
X Zone Atlas map with the entire site/plan amendment area clearly outlined and labeled (not required for Amendment to IDO
__
Text) NOTE: For Annexation of Land, the Zone Atlas must show that the site is contiguous to City limits.


X


ADOPTION OR AMENDMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
ADOPTION OR AMENDMENT OF FACILITY PLAN
X Plan, or part of plan, to be amended with changes noted and marked
__
X Letter describing, explaining, and justifying the request per the criteria in IDO Sections 14-16-6-7(A)(3) or 14-16-6-7(B)(3), as
__
applicable
__
X Required notices with content per IDO Section 14-16-6-4(K)(6)
X Office of Neighborhood Coordination notice inquiry response, notifying letter, and proof of first class mailing
__
X Proof of emailed notice to affected Neighborhood Association representatives
__
X Buffer map and list of property owners within 100 feet (excluding public rights-of-way), notifying letter, and proof of first
__
class mailing



AMENDMENT TO IDO TEXT
__ Section(s) of the Integrated Development Ordinance to be amended with changes noted and marked
__ Justification letter describing, explaining, and justifying the request per the criteria in IDO Section 14-16-6-7(D)(3)
__ Required notices with content per IDO Section 14-16-6-4(K)(6)
__ Office of Neighborhood Coordination notice inquiry response, notifying letter, and proof of first class mailing
__ Buffer map and list of property owners within 100 feet (excluding public rights-of-way), notifying letter, and proof of first
class mailing




ZONING MAP AMENDMENT – EPC
ZONING MAP AMENDMENT – COUNCIL
__ Proof of Neighborhood Meeting per IDO Section 14-16-6-4(C)
__ Letter describing, explaining, and justifying the request per the criteria in IDO Section 14-16-6-7(F)(3) or Section 14-16-67(G)(3), as applicable
__ Required notices with content per IDO Section 14-16-6-4(K)(6)
__ Office of Neighborhood Coordination notice inquiry response, notifying letter, and proof of first class mailing
__ Proof of emailed notice to affected Neighborhood Association representatives
__ Buffer map and list of property owners within 100 feet (excluding public rights-of-way), notifying letter, and proof of first
class mailing
__ Sign Posting Agreement



ANNEXATION OF LAND
__ Application for Zoning Map Amendment Establishment of zoning must be applied for simultaneously with Annexation of Land.
__ Petition for Annexation Form and necessary attachments
__ Letter describing, explaining, and justifying the request per the criteria in IDO Section 14-16-6-7(E)(3)
__ Board of County Commissioners (BCC) Notice of Decision

I, the applicant or agent, acknowledge that if any required information is not submitted with this application, the application will not be
scheduled for a public meeting or hearing, if required, or otherwise processed until it is complete.
Signature:

Date:

Printed Name:

☐ Applicant or ☐ Agent

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Project Number:

PR-2020-004639

Case Numbers
RZ-2020-00036
-

Staff Signature:
Date: 10/29/2020

Effective 5/17/18

PRE-APPLICATION REVIEW TEAM (PRT) MEETING REQUEST
Pre-application Review Team (PRT) Meetings are available to help applicants identify and understand the allowable uses,
development standards, and processes that pertain to their request. PRT Meetings are for informational purposes only; they are
non-binding and do not constitute any type of approval. Any statements regarding zoning at a PRT Meeting are not certificates of
zoning. The interpretation of specific uses allowed in any zone district is the responsibility of the Zoning Enforcement Officer (ZEO).
When you submit PRT notes to meet a Pre-application Meeting requirement in Table 6-1-1, you will be charged a $50 PRT fee.
Official Use only

PA#: _________________ Received By: ________________________________________ Date: ________________

APPOINTMENT DATE & TIME: _______________________________________________________________
David J. Simon, Director PRD; Bobbie

505-768-5360, 505-

dsimon@cabq.gov, bobbiejgarc

Applicant Name: ______________________________ Phone#: ________________ Email: _________________________
PROJECT INFORMATION:
For the most accurate and comprehensive responses, please complete this request as fully as possible and submit any
relevant information, including site plans, sketches, and previous approvals.

NR-PO-C

~167 acres

N/A

Size of Site: _____________ Existing Zoning: _________________ Proposed Zoning: ______________________________
N/A

Previous case number(s) for this site: ____________________________________________________________________
none

Applicable Overlays or Mapped Areas: ___________________________________________________________________
N/A

Residential – Type and No. of Units: _____________________________________________________________________
N/A

N/A

Non-residential – Estimated building square footage: _______________________ No. of Employees: _________________
N/A

Mixed-use – Project specifics: __________________________________________________________________________
LOCATION OF REQUEST:
Candelaria Rd NW & Trellis Dr NW

Physical Address: ______________________________ Zone Atlas Page (Please identify subject site on the map and attach) ______

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR REQUEST (What do you plan to develop on this site?)
Seeking approval of Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan, December 2019.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS (Please be specific so that our staff can do the appropriate research)
Seeking approval of Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan, completed draft December 2019.
___________________________________________________________________
PRD understands this document needs EPC review and approval before proceeding to City Council review and
___________________________________________________________________
approval, and wants to schedule this PRT to prepare for EPC submittal. (see attached intro of Draft document.)
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Revised 10/4/2018
X:\PLAN\SHARES\PL-Share\PRT

City of Albuquerque
Planning Department
Development Review Services Division

Traffic Scoping Form (REV 0 7 /2019)
Candelaria Nature Preserve
Project Title: Resource Management Plan
F-12-Z and
Zone Atlas Page: _______
G-12-Z DRB#:
(see attached)
Legal Description:
City Address: 2901 Candelaria Rd NW

Building Permit #:

Hydrology File #:

______ EPC#:

Work Order#:

Applicant: City of Albuquerque Parks and Recreation Department Open Space Division
Contact: Colleen Langan-McRoberts
Address: 1801 North 4th St NW
Phone#: 505.768.5363

cell: 619-573-5324

E-mail: cmcroberts@cabq.gov

Fax#:

jlewis@cabq.gov

csomerfeldt@cabq.gov

Development Information
Build out/Implementation Year: N/A
Project Type: New: ( )

Change of Use: ( )

Proposed Use (mark all that apply):

Current/Proposed Zoning: NR-PO-B
Same Use/Unchanged: (X)

Residential: ( )

Office: ( )

Retail: ( )

Same Use/Increased Activity: ( )
Mixed-Use: ( )

Describe development and Uses:
Habitat restoration, recreational activities, and educational outreach.
The maximum number of program participants allowed at one time is generally limited to 24 people, although exceptions
may be made if there is sufficient staffing available to divide into small groups and ensure a quality educational
experience. There should be a maximum of three events per week. School groups should be limited to 60 students per
fieldtrip and have enough staff and adult supervision to manage the group well.
Days and Hours of Operation (if known): _daylight hours only

Facility
Building Size (sq. ft.): no new building
Number of Residential Units: none
Number of Commercial Units: none

Traffic Considerations
Expected Number of Daily Visitors/Patrons (if known):*

Small groups of 24 individuals, larger student field trips ~60 person
Organized group trips with limited number of vehicles

Expected Number of Employees (if known):*
Expected Number of Delivery Trucks/Buses per Day (if known):*
Driveway(s) Located on: Street Name 2901 Candelaria Rd. NW
Adjacent Roadway(s) Posted Speed:

Street Name
Street Name

Candelaria Rd.

Posted Speed

25 MPH

Posted Speed

* If these values are not known, assumptions will be made by City staff. Depending on the assumptions, a full TIS may be required

Roadway Information (to be completed by City of Albuquerque staff)
Comprehensive Plan Corridor Designation/Functional Classification:
None

Comprehensive Plan Center Designation:

Jurisdiction of roadway (NMDOT, City, County):
Adjacent Roadway(s) Traffic Volume:

Local Urban

City

Low

Volume-to-Capacity Ratio:

Adjacent Transit Service(s):
Current/Proposed Bicycle Infrastructure:

Nearest Transit Stop(s):

low

Rio Grande Blvd.

Existing bike lanes

TIS Determination
Note: Changes made to development proposals / assumptions, from the information provided above, will result in a new
TIS determination.
Traffic Impact Study (TIS) Required: Yes [ ] No [ ] Borderline [

]

Thresholds Met? Yes [ ] No [ ]
Mitigating Reasons for Not Requiring TIS:

Previously Studied: [ ]

Notes:

10/23/2020

TRAFFIC ENGINEER

DATE

Submittal
The Scoping Form must be submitted as part of any building permit application. See the Development Process Manual
Chapter 7.4 for additional information.
Submit by email to plndrs@cabq.gov and to the City Traffic Engineer. Call 924-3991 for information.

Site Plan Checklist
Site plan, building size in sq. ft. (show new, existing, remodel), to include the following items as applicable:
1. Access -- location and width of driveways
2. Sidewalks
3. Bike Lanes (check for designated bike routes, long range bikeway system) (check MRCOG Bikeways and Trails in the
2040 MTP map)
4. Location of nearby multi-use trails, if applicable (check MRCOG Bikeways and Trails in the 2040 MTP map)
5. Location of nearby transit stops, transit stop amenities (eg. bench, shelter)
6. Adjacent roadway(s) configuration (number of lanes, lane widths, turn bays, medians, etc.)
7. Distance from access point(s) to nearest adjacent driveways/intersections

CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
TRAFFIC IMPACT STUDY (TIS) FORM
APPLICANT: COA PRD Open Space Division
DATE OF REQUEST: 10/29 / 2020 ZONE ATLAS PAGE(S): F-12-Z, G-12-Z,
Superintendent, Colleen Langan-McRoberts
G-13-Z
CURRENT:
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
ZONING NR-PO-B
LOT OR TRACT # see attached BLOCK #
PARCEL SIZE (AC/SQ. FT.) approx 167 acres

SUBDIVISION NAME Candelaria Farm

REQUESTED CITY ACTION(S):
ANNEXATION [

]

SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN:
n/a

SUBDIVISION*

[

]

AMENDMENT

[

]

SECTOR, AREA, FAC, COMP PLAN [ X ]

BUILDING PERMIT

[

]

ACCESS PERMIT [

]

AMENDMENT (Map/Text) [

BUILDING PURPOSES [

]

OTHER

]

ZONE CHANGE [

]: From

To

]

[

*includes platting actions
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT:

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ACTION:

NO CONSTRUCTION/DEVELOPMENT

[ X]

NEW CONSTRUCTION

[ ]

0
BUILDING SIZE: 0
# OF UNITS:

(sq. ft.)

EXPANSION OF EXISTING DEVELOPMENT [ ]

Note: changes made to development proposals / assumptions, from the information provided above, will result in a new TIS
determination.
APPLICANT OR REPRESENTATIVE Cheryl Somerfeldt

DATE

10/29/2020

(To be signed upon completion of processing by the Traffic Engineer)
Planning Department, Development & Building Services Division, Transportation Development Section ND
nd
2 Floor West, 600 2 St. NW, Plaza del Sol Building, City, 87102, phone 924-3994
TRAFFIC IMPACT STUDY (TIS) REQUIRED: YES [ ] NO [ ] BORDERLINE [
THRESHOLDS MET? YES [ ] NO [ ]
Notes:

]

MITIGATING REASONS FOR NOT REQUIRING TIS: PREVIOUSLY STUDIED: [ ]

If a TIS is required: a scoping meeting (as outlined in the development process manual) must be held to define the level of analysis
needed and the parameters of the study. Any subsequent changes to the development proposal identified above may require an
update or new TIS.

TRAFFIC ENGINEER

DATE

Required TIS must be completed prior to applying to the EPC and/or the DRB. Arrangements must be made prior to submittal if a
variance to this procedure is requested and noted on this form, otherwise the application may not be accepted or deferred if the
arrangements are not complied with.

TIS

-SUBMITTED
-FINALIZED

/
/

/
/

TRAFFIC ENGINEER

DATE
Revised January 20, 2011
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ADDN

1

the future of Albuquerque's Open Space Program; and
WHEREAS, the Open Space strategic planning effort included

2
3

assistance from both a Citizens Steering Committee made up of City and County

4

representatives and a Technical Team made up of representatives from various City,

5

County, regional and state agencies with an interest in Open Space management:

6

and

7

WHEREAS, the Open Space Facility Plan has evolved from its initial draft to

8

include a series of revisions based on comments received from the general public,

9

the project's Technical Team and Citizens Steering Committee, the Bernalillo County

10

Planning Commission, and Albuquerque's Environmental Planning Commission, and

11

WHEREAS, the Open Space Facility Plan provides a framework for uniform

12

management of existing and future Open Space lands~ and

13

WHEREAS, the Environmental Planning Commission, in its advisory

14

role on all matters related to planning, zoning, and environmental protection,

z .!!

,g

15

recommends adoption of the Open Space Facility Plan.

'
-C

.!

16

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL, THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CITY OF

17

ALBUQUERQUE THAT:

~

C

.
-..~-·--s.
I

:E

"0 ..

18

Section 1. The Open Space Facility Plan, attached hereto and made a part

0 ..
111-

. .,..

19

hereof, is hereby adopted as general guide to management for the City of

"0 0

20

Albuquerque Open Space Network pursuant to the Albuquerque/Bernalillo County

21

Comprehensive Plan and in response to Council Bill No. M-11.

I!!:::.

0 "0
~

C

=>

OS

m
~

22

Section 2. Other plans in place affecting the Open Space Network shall be

23

reviewed and amended as necessary for consistency with the Open Space Facility

24

Plan.

25

Section 3. Work on the implementation of policies called out in the Open

26

Space Facility Plan shall begin immediately and be carried out in a timely manner as

27

a high priority for all involved City departments.

28
29
30
31
32

2

December

, 1998

1

PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS __1=4~tb~--- DAY OF

2

BY A VOTE OF: _ _ __,,__ _ _ _ FOR _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~AGAINST.

3
4

5

Yes: 5
No: Brasher, Bregman, McEntee
Excused: Adams

6
7

B.

8

Alan B. Armijo, President
City Council

9

10
11

APPROVED THIS ____,,5:....-IL_.:--_ _ DAY OF _

_,J..._J.<.:...:...ll\'-"U.:><-,_::._r_y1------~•

BILL NO, R-128

18
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20
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22
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24
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26
27
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CANDELARIA NATURE PRESERVE – RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING COMMISSION (EPC) APPLICATION LETTER

October 29, 2020
Environmental Planning Commission
City of Albuquerque
600 Second Street NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Dear Mr. Chairman,
This is a request to the Environmental Planning Commission (EPC) in its role as advisory to the City
Council to recommend the adoption of a Rank 3 Plan, the City of Albuquerque Candelaria Nature
Preserve (CNP) Resource Management Plan (RMP).
The effective Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO) Section 6-3(C) states that Rank 3 Plans are not
subject to the review and decision processes in the IDO, but relevant implementing City departments
may choose to have Rank 3 Plans reviewed by the EPC and/or accepted by the City Council when
additional input is desired. In addition, the City’s Legal Department determined that EPC
recommendation is required in this case because the existing Rank 2 Plan, the City of Albuquerque
Major Public Open Space Facility Plan (adopted January 1999), states that a new Resource Management
Plan shall be reviewed by the EPC, and recommendation forwarded to City Council for Final Action.
A Resource Management Plan is defined as “a Rank 3 Plan developed by the Open Space Division of the
City Parks and Recreation Department to provide policy guidance on how to manage and protect
natural, historic, or cultural resources and/or scenic views for individual City-owned or managed Major
Public Open Space. Resource Management Plans also guide visitor uses, budgeting, and decision
making.”
The Candelaria Nature Preserve Open Space encompasses approximately 167 acres east of the Rio
Grande within the municipal limits of the City of Albuquerque. The City purchased the CNP lands
partially using the federal Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF), which requires that the property
remain in outdoor recreation use in perpetuity. In 2016 and 2017, the City Council passed two
resolutions (R-16-147 and R-17-159) to develop a Resource Management Plan that will bring the City of
Albuquerque’s Open Space Division into compliance with the LWCF guidelines and address public
concerns. This resource management plan (RMP) provides the framework for implementing that
mandate and helps to ensure compliance with the federal LWCF regulations and guidelines and the
Major Public Open Space Facility Plan. The Open Space Division conducted extensive public involvement
while developing the existing draft as well as the required neighborhood meeting prior to submission of
this application.

CANDELARIA NATURE PRESERVE – RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING COMMISSION (EPC) APPLICATION LETTER

The following applicant responses address the Review and Decision Criteria for an Amendment to the
Rank 2 Major Public Open Space Facility Plan pursuant to IDO Section 14-16-6-7(B)(3).
a) 14-16-6-7(B)(3)(a) The proposed plan or amendment is consistent with the spirit and intent of
the ABC Comp Plan, as amended, and with other policies and plans adopted by the City Council.
ABC Comp Plan Policy 10.1. 1: Distribution: Improve the community’s access to recreational
opportunities by balancing the City and County’s parks and Open Space system within the built
environment.
Applicant Response: The Open Space Division has developed the subject RMP to balance
available resources in the appropriate locations within the CNP. The CNP RMP is designed to
implement habitat restoration to the benefit of wildlife for the purposes of nature study and
wildlife viewing. The plan allows for preservation of existing Open Space lands and conversion
from farming to natural habitat in certain areas, therefore allowing for additional natural habitat
within the existing built environment of the North Valley neighborhood.
ABC Comp Plan Policy 10.1.2: Universal Design: Plan, design program, and maintain parks, Open
Space, and recreation facilities for use by people of all age groups and physical abilities.
A) Design and maintain landscaping and park features appropriate to the location, function, public
expectation, and intensity of use.
Applicant Response: The CNP RMP includes recreation facilities to be used by people of all age
groups and physical abilities by planning to implement habitat restoration to the benefit of
wildlife for the purposes of nature study and wildlife viewing, recreational activities, and
educational outreach. The RMP will design and maintain park features appropriate to the
location, function, public expectation, and intensity of use by outlining expectations for specific
areas of the CNP as well as estimating the time-line and costs to achieve those goals.
ABC Comp Plan Policy 10.1.4: Water Conservation: Employ low-water use and reclamation strategies
to conserve water.
A) Incorporate native vegetation and low-water use species wherever possible, particularly in areas
without easy access to irrigation.
B) Integrate irrigation, water conservation, drainage, and flood control functions within parks and
Open Spaces with ecological preservation and recreational purpose.
Applicant Response: Water efficiency will continue to be a priority in managing the property.
Critical to the operation of the CNP is the use of surface irrigation water rights to irrigate the
property.
The permeability and poor drought tolerance of the soils combined with the variability in rainfall
indicate that the success of habitat restoration depends on efficient use of the irrigation system.
In order to achieve this, application of water in the right amount at the right time is critical.
Fields must be properly laser leveled and the ditches must be kept in good working condition.
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The ability to work closely with the MRGCD during the irrigation period, as described in the
RMP, is imperative to efficiently meet the demands of these fields. The RMP intends to
perpetuate the use of flood irrigation to establish and sustain crops and restored habitat areas
at the Candelaria North Tract.
ABC Comp Plan Policy 10.3.2: Preservation: Identify and manage sensitive lands within the Open
Space network to protect their ecological functions.
A) Manage public access to best protect natural resources.
B) Ensure that development within Open Space is compatible with its preservation purpose.
Applicant Response: The RMP identifies appropriate outdoor recreation activities for the CNP,
as well as outlines a process, schedule, and protocols for reasonable public access consistent
with the wildlife preserve objective. The RMP includes a Public Access and Outdoor Recreation
Implementation Plan and a Habitat Implementation Plan with detailed lists of activities and
implementation schedules over the 20-year plan.
The RMP includes a section describing habitat types that will be improved or newly established
at the CNP and the specific requirements and plant assemblages in developing these areas.
While the OSD will manage the CNP to achieve the wildlife habitat goals, it is unpredictable how
the natural processes, plant succession, and ecosystem functions may unfold. Monitoring and
adaptive management will be essential.
ABC Comp Plan Policy 10.3.3: Use: Provide low-impact recreational and educational opportunities
consistent with the carrying capacity of the Open Space resources.
Applicant Response: The RMP will permit the implementation of low-impact recreational and
educational opportunities consistent with the carrying capacity of the Open Space resources by
including an educational program protocols such as:
• Maximum number of program participants allowed at one time is generally limited to 24
people, although exceptions may be made if there is sufficient staffing available to divide
into small groups and ensure a quality educational experience.
• Maximum of three events per week.
• School groups limited to 60 students per fieldtrip and enough staff and adult supervision to
manage the group well.
• No unguided or unreserved groups. However, groups or individuals who have a Special Use
or other agreement with the OSD may access the CNP unguided under established
protocols.
• May include access for wildlife monitoring, restoration projects, service-learning activities,
educational programs or assisting with management of the property.
• Access through the preserve for guided programs shall generally be restricted to official
trails and roads.
• User created trails shall be closed and revegetated.
• Educational and monitoring activities may take place in the wetland, the farm fields and the
bosque area, taking care to minimize environmental disturbance.
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ABC Comp Plan Policy 10.3.4: Bosque and Rio Grande: Carefully design access to the Rio Grande, the
bosque, and surrounding river lands to provide entry to those portions suitable for recreational,
scientific, and educational purpose, while controlling access in other more sensitive areas to preserve
the natural wildlife habitat and maintain essential watershed management and drainage functions.
A) Minimize disturbance or removal of existing natural vegetation from the bosque.
Applicant Response: Additional goals of increasing bosque physical structural diversity, and
bosque plant species diversity will be considered part of the bosque wildlife habitat function.
Newly planted bosque species will be planned over the next 20 years to provide a landscape
network of wildlife corridors for movement, and habitat for food and shelter. A 20-year multiphase plan will be developed to determine the best landscape arrays, and plant species
compositions of bosque, relative to adjacent habitats.
b) 6-7(B)(3)(b) The proposed plan or amendment promotes the efficient use or administration of
public or quasi-public facilities.
Applicant Response: The intention of the RMP is to administer the efficient use of public
facilities at the CNP. The Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) is to be managed as a nature study
area and wildlife preserve providing access to outdoor recreational opportunities for all
residents and visitors. The vision is an improved ecosystem health and increased biodiversity of
the CNP, ensuring compliance with LWCF guidelines by providing opportunities for nature study
and wildlife-oriented recreation.
c) 6-7(B)(3)(c) The plan or amendment will promote public health, safety, and general welfare.
Applicant Response: The LWCF regulations require that properties acquired or developed with
LWCF assistance shall be operated and maintained so as to appear attractive and inviting to the
public; protective of public safety and health; kept open for public use at reasonable hours and
times of the year, according to the type of facility; kept in reasonable condition to prevent
undue deterioration and to encourage public use; and shall have posted an LWCF
acknowledgement sign at the project site.
The RMP includes a section regarding Conservation Buffers which are recommended to provide
multiple benefits. By establishing a safe distance between outdoor recreation and habitat,
wildlife disturbance is limited. Additional vegetation buffers serve secondary environmental
functions. In addition, the recent increase in non-native vegetation has been identified as the
most significant indicator of failing ecological health in the riparian ecosystem and the RMP
describes methods for managing non-native vegetation. The RMP CNP includes Site and Habitat
Area Protocols such as:
• Keeping the Equipment Area reasonably clean, tidy, safe, and operable. No hazardous
materials shall be kept at the farm without permission from the OSD.
• Vehicles and farm equipment must drive slowly on farm roads, so as to maintain public
safety and avoid creating dust.
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In addition to general guidance on habitat restoration, outdoor recreation, and educational outreach,
the RMP was written to include guidance for specific areas of the CNP such as the Candelaria South
Tract, the Candelaria North Tract, the Woodward House, and the Tree Nursery Tract. The City of
Albuquerque Parks and Recreation Department Open Space Division respectfully requests
recommendation of approval for this thoughtfully developed draft Resource Management Plan (RMP)
for the Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) (included in this application).

Sincerely,
City of Albuquerque
Parks and Recreation Department
Open Space Division
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October 29, 2020

Environmental Planning Commission
City of Albuquerque
600 Second Street NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102

Dear Mr. Chairman,
This is a request to the Environmental Planning Commission (EPC) in its role as advisory to the City
Council to recommend the adoption of a Rank 3 Plan, the City of Albuquerque Candelaria Nature
Preserve (CNP) Resource Management Plan (RMP).
The effective Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO) Section 6-3(C) states that Rank 3 Plans are not
subject to the review and decision processes in the IDO, but relevant implementing City departments
may choose to have Rank 3 Plans reviewed by the EPC and/or accepted by the City Council when
additional input is desired. In addition, the City’s Legal Department determined that EPC
recommendation is required in this case because the existing Rank 2 Plan, the City of Albuquerque
Major Public Open Space Facility Plan (adopted January 1999), states that a new Resource Management
Plan shall be reviewed by the EPC, and recommendation forwarded to City Council for Final Action.
A Resource Management Plan is defined as “a Rank 3 Plan developed by the Open Space Division of the
City Parks and Recreation Department to provide policy guidance on how to manage and protect
natural, historic, or cultural resources and/or scenic views for individual City-owned or managed Major
Public Open Space. Resource Management Plans also guide visitor uses, budgeting, and decision
making.”
The Candelaria Nature Preserve Open Space encompasses approximately 167 acres east of the Rio
Grande within the municipal limits of the City of Albuquerque. The City purchased the CNP lands
partially using the federal Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF), which requires that the property
remain in outdoor recreation use in perpetuity. In 2016 and 2017, the City Council passed two
resolutions (R-16-147 and R-17-159) to develop a Resource Management Plan that will bring the City of
Albuquerque’s Open Space Division into compliance with the LWCF guidelines and address public
concerns. This proposed Resource Management Plan (RMP) provides the framework for implementing
that mandate and helps to ensure compliance with the federal LWCF regulations and guidelines and the
Major Public Open Space Facility Plan. The Open Space Division conducted extensive public involvement
while developing the existing draft as well as the required neighborhood meeting prior to submission of
this application.
The following applicant responses address the Review and Decision Criteria for an Amendment to the
Rank 2 Major Public Open Space Facility Plan pursuant to IDO Section 14-16-6-7(B)(3).
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a) 14-16-6-7(B)(3)(a) The proposed plan or amendment is consistent with the spirit and intent of the ABC
Comp Plan, as amended, and with other policies and plans adopted by the City Council.
GOAL 4.1 Character: Enhance, protect, and preserve distinct communities.
POLICY 4.1.5 Natural Resources: Encourage high-quality development and redevelopment that
responds appropriately to the natural setting and ecosystem functions.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP provides a plan to incorporate the natural setting and
ecosystem function into the core of the City of Albuquerque and North Valley neighborhood;
and provide more opportunities for public interaction.
GOAL 4.2 Process Engage communities to identify and plan for their distinct character and needs.
POLICY 4.2.2Community Engagement: Facilitate meaningful engagement opportunities and
respectful interactions in order to identify and address the needs of all residents.
Applicant Response: The Open Space Advisory Board convened a Technical Advisory Group
(TAG) including but not limited to Neighborhood Association representatives, partner agencies,
and citizen biologists who guided the development of the Plan. In addition, the Open Space
Division engaged in an extensive Public Process including stakeholder interviews, several public
meetings, and nature discovery hikes as outlined under Public Process in the proposed RMP.
GOAL 5.3 Efficient Development Patterns Promote development patterns that maximize the utility of
existing infrastructure and public facilities and the efficient use of land to support the public good.
POLICY 5.3.4Conservation Development: Encourage conservation development to promote private
open space and preserve natural landscape, agricultural lands, and other features of the natural
environment to encourage development that is sensitive to the open, natural character of the area
and the geological and cultural conditions.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP is intended for conservation development by
establishing natural habitat species in previous commercial fields. The RMP provides a plan to
preserve the natural landscape and maintain a smaller portion of agricultural land. In this way,
the proposed RMP encourages development that is sensitive to the open, natural area as well as
the cultural condition of the historic location.
GOAL 5.6 City Development Areas Encourage and direct growth to Areas of Change where it is
expected and desired and ensure that development in and near Areas of Consistency reinforces the
character and intensity of the surrounding area.
POLICY 5.6.3Areas of Consistency: Protect and enhance the character of existing single-family
neighborhoods, areas outside of Centers and Corridors, parks, and Major Public Open Space.
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Applicant Response: The proposed RMP reinforces the surrounding Area of Consistency in the
North Valley neighborhood by maintaining the existing use of the Nature Preserve and
proposing a management plan for the area without significantly changing development use or
intensity.
GOAL 10.1 Facilities & Access: Provide parks, Open Space and recreation facilities that meet the need
of all residents and use natural resources responsibly.
POLICY 10.1. 1: Distribution: Improve the community’s access to recreational opportunities by
balancing the City and County’s parks and Open Space system within the built environment.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP is designed to balance available resources in the
appropriate locations and implement habitat restoration to the benefit of wildlife for the
purposes of nature study and wildlife viewing. The plan allows for preservation of existing Open
Space lands and conversion from farming to natural habitat in certain areas, therefore allowing
for additional natural habitat within the existing built environment of the North Valley
neighborhood.
POLICY 10.1.2: Universal Design: Plan, design program, and maintain parks, Open Space, and
recreation facilities for use by people of all age groups and physical abilities.
A) Design and maintain landscaping and park features appropriate to the location, function, public
expectation, and intensity of use.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP includes recreation facilities to be used by people of all
age groups and physical abilities by planning to implement habitat restoration to the benefit of
wildlife for the purposes of nature study and wildlife viewing, recreational activities, and
educational outreach. The proposed RMP will design and maintain park features appropriate to
the location, function, public expectation, and intensity of use by outlining expectations for
specific areas of the CNP as well as estimating the time-line and costs to achieve those goals.
POLICY 10.1.4: Water Conservation: Employ low-water use and reclamation strategies to conserve
water.
A) Incorporate native vegetation and low-water use species wherever possible, particularly in areas
without easy access to irrigation.
B) Integrate irrigation, water conservation, drainage, and flood control functions within parks and
Open Spaces with ecological preservation and recreational purpose.
Applicant Response: Water efficiency will continue to be a priority in managing the property.
Critical to the operation of the CNP is the use of surface irrigation water rights to irrigate the
property.
The permeability and poor drought tolerance of the soils combined with the variability in rainfall
indicate that the success of habitat restoration depends on efficient use of the irrigation system.
In order to achieve this, application of water in the right amount at the right time is critical.
Fields must be properly laser leveled and the ditches must be kept in good working condition.
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The ability to work closely with the MRGCD during the irrigation period, as described in the
proposed RMP, is imperative to efficiently meet the demands of these fields. The proposed
RMP intends to perpetuate the use of flood irrigation to establish and sustain crops and
restored habitat areas at the Candelaria North Tract.
GOAL 10.3 Open Space: Protect the integrity and quality of the region’s natural features and
environmental assets and provide opportunities for outdoor recreation and education.
POLICY 10.3.2: Preservation: Identify and manage sensitive lands within the Open Space network to
protect their ecological functions.
A) Manage public access to best protect natural resources.
B) Ensure that development within Open Space is compatible with its preservation purpose.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP identifies appropriate outdoor recreation activities for
the CNP, as well as outlines a process, schedule, and protocols for reasonable public access
consistent with the wildlife preserve objective. The proposed RMP includes a Public Access and
Outdoor Recreation Implementation Plan and a Habitat Implementation Plan with detailed lists
of activities and implementation schedules over the 20-year plan.
The proposed RMP includes a section describing habitat types that will be improved or newly
established at the CNP and the specific requirements and plant assemblages in developing these
areas. While the OSD will manage the CNP to achieve the wildlife habitat goals, it is
unpredictable how the natural processes, plant succession, and ecosystem functions may
unfold. Monitoring and adaptive management will be essential.
POLICY 10.3.3: Use: Provide low-impact recreational and educational opportunities consistent with
the carrying capacity of the Open Space resources.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP will permit the implementation of low-impact
recreational and educational opportunities consistent with the carrying capacity of the Open
Space resources by including an educational program protocols such as:
• Maximum number of program participants allowed at one time is generally limited to 24
people, although exceptions may be made if there is sufficient staffing available to divide
into small groups and ensure a quality educational experience.
• Maximum of three events per week.
• School groups limited to 60 students per fieldtrip and enough staff and adult supervision to
manage the group well.
• No unguided or unreserved groups. However, groups or individuals who have a Special Use
or other agreement with the OSD may access the CNP unguided under established
protocols.
• May include access for wildlife monitoring, restoration projects, service-learning activities,
educational programs or assisting with management of the property.
• Access through the preserve for guided programs shall generally be restricted to official
trails and roads.
• User created trails shall be closed and revegetated.
• Educational and monitoring activities may take place in the wetland, the farm fields and the
Bosque area, taking care to minimize environmental disturbance.
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POLICY 10.3.4: Bosque and Rio Grande: Carefully design access to the Rio Grande, the Bosque, and
surrounding river lands to provide entry to those portions suitable for recreational, scientific, and
educational purpose, while controlling access in other more sensitive areas to preserve the natural
wildlife habitat and maintain essential watershed management and drainage functions.
A) Minimize disturbance or removal of existing natural vegetation from the Bosque.
Applicant Response: Additional goals of increasing Bosque physical structural diversity, and
Bosque plant species diversity will be considered part of the Bosque wildlife habitat function.
Newly planted Bosque species will be planned over the next 20 years to provide a landscape
network of wildlife corridors for movement, and habitat for food and shelter. A 20-year multiphase plan will be developed to determine the best landscape arrays, and plant species
compositions of Bosque, relative to adjacent habitats.
GOAL 11.1 Traditional, Rural and Agricultural Heritage.
POLICY 11.1 Acequia Preservation: Support efforts to protect and preserve the acequia system for
agricultural and low-impact recreation purposes and strengthen connections with adjacent
neighborhoods and development.
Applicant Response: The CNP incorporates part of the historic acequia system and intends to
preserve and maintain low-impact recreation surrounding the system as well as respecting
adjacent neighborhoods that rely on the system. The CNP RMP also proposes interpretive
guided educational programs that may include acequia systems and water monitoring.
GOAL 11.3 Cultural Landscapes: Protect, reuse, and/or enhance significant cultural landscapes as
important contributors to our heritage and rich and complex identities.
POLICY 11.3.1 Natural and Cultural Features: Preserve and enhance the natural and cultural
characteristics and features that contribute to the distinct identity of communities, neighborhoods,
and cultural landscapes.
POLICY 11.3.3 Bosque: Regulate development on adjacent lands to preserve and enhance the
Bosque as an important cultural landscape that contributes to the history and distinct identity of the
region, as well as nearby neighborhoods.
Applicant Response: The RMP is intended to preserve and enhance the natural and cultural
characteristics and features of the CNP cultural landscape. The CNP is a cultural landscape
because it occupies a land with a long entrenched natural and human history surrounding the
Rio Grande and its historic relationship to farming and acequia irrigation in the region.
GOAL 12.1 Infrastructure Plan, coordinate, and provide for efficient, equitable, and environmentally
sound infrastructure to support existing communities and the Comp Plan’s vision for future growth.
POLICY 12.1.5Irrigation System: Coordinate with MRGCD and other stakeholders to protect the
irrigation system.
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Applicant Response: The proposed CNP RMP recognizes the importance of partnering closely
with the MRGCD during the irrigation period to efficiently meet the demands of the fields and to
protect the irrigation system and proposes a plan to accomplish this goal.
GOAL 12.3 Public Services Plan, coordinate, and provide efficient, equitable, and environmentally
sound services to best serve residents and protect their health, safety, and well-being.
POLICY 12.3.8Education: Complement programming provided by educational institutions to expand
educational opportunities for residents in all cultural, age, economic, and educational groups.
Applicant Response: Guided programs will be led year-round by OSD staff, RGNCSP, community
partners and trained volunteers. During wintering bird and nesting seasons from November
through July, staff will pay special attention to minimize disturbance to wildlife. Hands-on
activities will be offered that use scientific techniques to engage the public and assist with
monitoring plants and wildlife at the property.
GOAL 12.4 Coordination Coordinate with other providers to leverage resources, maximize
efficiencies, bridge service gaps, and provide added value.
POLICY 12.4.5 Facility Plans: Develop, update, and implement facility plans for infrastructure
systems, such as drainage, electric transmission, natural gas, and information technology that
benefit from cross-agency and public-private coordination.
Applicant Response: This application submits a Facility Plan to implement and benefit from
cross-agency coordination for the CNP.
GOAL 13.2 Water Supply & Quality Protect and conserve our region’s limited water supply to benefit
the range of uses that will keep our community and ecosystem healthy.
POLICY 13.2.2Water Conservation: Foster the efficient management and use of water in
development and infrastructure.
Applicant Response: Please refer to POLICY 10.1.4 above.
GOAL 13.4 Natural Resources Protect, conserve, and enhance natural resources, habitat, and
ecosystems.
Applicant Response: The proposed CNP RMP intends to protect, conserve, and enhance natural
resources, habitat, and ecosystems by increasing habitat types on previously farmed lands,
which will improve local and migratory wildlife and native plants interconnections.
POLICY 13.4.4Unique Landforms and Habitats: Protect areas with unique landforms, and crucial
habitat for wildlife, through sensitive urban development or acquisition as Open Space.
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Applicant Response: The proposed CNP RMP furthers this policy because it endeavors to
protect the unique landscape and crucial wildlife habitat existing within the Candelaria Nature
Preserve, an existing historic Open Space property located in an urban context, by transferring a
large portion of the agricultural land to wildlife habitat and managing the rest of the property to
support sensitive development.

b) 6-7(B)(3)(b) The proposed plan or amendment promotes the efficient use or administration of public or
quasi-public facilities.
Applicant Response: The proposed RMP (submitted herein for EPC review) was prompted by the
State’s LWCF Representative who determined that the City was out of compliance in managing
the property by allowing commercial farming and not providing adequate public access and
outdoor recreation opportunities to the whole property. The Resource Management Plan was
mandated through City Council Resolutions R-16-147 and R-17-159. The CNP RMP was
developed by a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) with oversight from the Open Space Advisory
Board to promote the efficient administrative of the City’s CNP Open Space Facility.
Currently, the property is closed to the public with the exception of guided tours and through
visual access into the property through a perimeter fence. This is mainly due to the designation
of the property as an Open Space Preserve and the fact that education and recreation has been
traditionally served at the property through the activities at the Rio Grande Nature Center State
Park that is on the Candelaria Nature Preserve and managed by the New Mexico State Parks and
Recreation Department through a Joint Use Agreement with the City. Despite this, the LWCF
representative determined that the City was out of compliance by not allowing access to the
entire property, including the farm fields.
The current management plan for the CNP allows agriculture use at the property through a
contract farmer who will grow a percentage of the crops for wildlife and manage the property,
including the farm fields and irrigation ditches, and offset those costs by also growing and selling
alfalfa. The proposed RMP deviates from the current practice by not allowing any crops grown
commercially.
The proposed RMP addresses the issues of access and recreation to come into LWCF
compliance. The property will not be open to the public to limit disturbance to wildlife;
however, a detailed implementation plan has been developed for engaging the public through
citizen science, stewardship activities and guided tours through a limited access scheme.
Enhanced visual access will also be offered through wildlife viewing blinds strategically located
around the perimeter of the property.
The proposed RMP focuses on providing crops solely for wildlife while eventually transitioning
away from farming all together and restoring the farm fields to native vegetation types to
provide the most optimal habitat for a wide variety of wildlife. This puts a larger financial
burden on the City to directly pay for a contractor to grow crops for wildlife and maintain the
property as well as the cost for restoring the farm fields. However, it aligns with the initial intent
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of the property to serve as an Open Space Preserve and allows the City to come into National
Park Service per LWCF compliance.
The intention of the proposed RMP is to administer the efficient use of public facilities at the
CNP by employing efficient protocols for management of each area and converting a portion
from existing commercial farming to habitat. The Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) is to be
managed as a nature study area and wildlife preserve providing access to outdoor recreational
opportunities for all residents and visitors. The vision is an improved ecosystem health and
increased biodiversity of the CNP, ensuring compliance with LWCF guidelines.

c) 6-7(B)(3)(c) The plan or amendment will promote public health, safety, and general welfare.
Applicant Response: The LWCF regulations require that properties acquired or developed with
LWCF assistance shall be operated and maintained so as to appear attractive and inviting to the
public; protective of public safety and health; kept open for public use at reasonable hours and
times of the year, according to the type of facility; kept in reasonable condition to prevent
undue deterioration and to encourage public use; and shall have posted an LWCF
acknowledgement sign at the project site.
The proposed RMP includes a section regarding Conservation Buffers which are recommended
to provide multiple benefits. By establishing a safe distance between outdoor recreation and
habitat, wildlife disturbance is limited. Additional vegetation buffers serve secondary
environmental functions. In addition, the recent increase in non-native vegetation has been
identified as the most significant indicator of failing ecological health in the riparian ecosystem
and the proposed RMP describes methods for managing non-native vegetation. The RMP CNP
includes Site and Habitat Area Protocols such as:
• Keeping the Equipment Area reasonably clean, tidy, safe, and operable. No hazardous
materials shall be kept at the farm without permission from the OSD.
• Vehicles and farm equipment must drive slowly on farm roads, so as to maintain public
safety and avoid creating dust.
In addition to general guidance on habitat restoration, outdoor recreation, and educational outreach,
the RMP was written to include guidance for specific areas of the CNP such as the Candelaria South
Tract, the Candelaria North Tract, the Woodward House, and the Tree Nursery Tract. The City of
Albuquerque Parks and Recreation Department Open Space Division respectfully requests
recommendation of approval for this thoughtfully developed draft Resource Management Plan (RMP)
for the Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) (included in this application).

Sincerely,
City of Albuquerque
Parks and Recreation Department
Open Space Division

NEIGHBORHOOD MEETINGS

Somerfeldt, Cheryl
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Carmona, Dalaina L.
Friday, October 2, 2020 1:23 PM
Somerfeldt, Cheryl
Western end of Candelaria Rd NW Neighborhood Meeting Inquiry
IDOZoneAtlasPage_G-12-Z-outlineb.pdf

Dear Applicant,
Please find the neighborhood contact information listed below.
Association Name
Rio Grande
Compound HOA
Rio Grande
Compound HOA
Alvarado Gardens
NA
Alvarado Gardens
NA
North Valley
Coalition
North Valley
Coalition
Rio Grande
Boulevard NA
Rio Grande
Boulevard NA

First
Name
Ann

Last Name

Email

Address Line 1

King

akingnm@hotmail.com

Judd

West

judd@westlawfirmpllc.com

3004 Calle De Alamo
NW
2900 Calle Grande NW

Robert

Poyourow

vp@alvaradoneighborhood.com

Diana

Hunt

Peggy

Norton

Doyle

Kimbrough newmexmba@aol.com

Doyle

Kimbrough newmexmba@aol.com

Eleanor Walther

2812 Candelaria Road
NW
president@alvaradoneighborhood.com 2820 Candelaria Road
NW
peggynorton@yahoo.com
P.O. Box 70232

eawalth@comcast.net

2327 Campbell Road
NW
2327 Campbell Road
NW
2212 Camino De Los
Artesanos NW

You will need to e-mail each of the listed contacts and let them know that you are applying for a
permit for your project. You can use this online link to find template language if you’re not sure what
information you need to include in your e-mail. https://www.cabq.gov/planning/urban-designdevelopment/public-notice
If your permit application or project requires a neighborhood meeting, you can click on this link to
find template language to use in your e-mail notification: https://www.cabq.gov/planning/urbandesign-development/neighborhood-meeting-requirement-in-the-integrated-development-ordinance
If you have questions about what type of notification is required for your particular project, please
click on the link below to see a table of different types of projects and what notification is required for
each:
http://documents.cabq.gov/planning/IDO/IDO-Effective-2018-05-17-Part6.pdf
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Once you have e-mailed the contact individuals in each neighborhood, you will need to attach a copy
of those e-mails AND a copy of this e-mail from the ONC to your permit application and submit it to
the Planning Department for approval. PLEASE NOTE: The ONC does not have any jurisdiction
over any other aspect of your permit application beyond the neighborhood contact information. We
can’t answer questions about sign postings, pre-construction meetings, permit status, site plans, or
project plans, so we encourage you to contact the Planning Department at: 505-924-3860 or visit:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/online-planning-permitting-applications with those types of
questions.
If your permit or project requires a pre-application or pre-construction meeting, please plan on utilizing virtual
platforms to the greatest extent possible and adhere to all current Public Health Orders and recommendations.
The health and safety of the community is paramount.
Thanks,

Dalaina L. Carmona
Senior Administrative Assistant
Office of Neighborhood Coordination
Council Services Department
1 Civic Plaza NW, Suite 9087, 9th Floor
Albuquerque, NM 87102
505‐768‐3334
dlcarmona@cabq.gov or ONC@cabq.gov
Website: www.cabq.gov/neighborhoods

Confidentiality Notice: This e‐mail, including all attachments is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited
unless specifically provided under the New Mexico Inspection of Public Records Act. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of this message.

From: webmaster=cabq.gov@mailgun.org [mailto:webmaster=cabq.gov@mailgun.org] On Behalf Of
webmaster@cabq.gov
Sent: Friday, October 02, 2020 12:10 PM
To: Somerfeldt, Cheryl <csomerfeldt@cabq.gov>
Cc: Office of Neighborhood Coordination <onc@cabq.gov>
Subject: Neighborhood Meeting Inquiry Sheet Submission

Neighborhood Meeting Inquiry For:
Environmental Planning Commission
If you selected "Other" in the question above, please describe what you are seeking a Neighborhood Meeting
Inquiry for below:
a Rank 3 Plan, the Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan (CNP RMP)
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Contact Name
Cheryl Somerfeldt
Telephone Number
619-573-5324
Email Address
csomerfeldt@cabq.gov
Company Name
COA Parks and Recreation Department
Company Address
1801 4th St NW
City
Albuquerque
State
NM
ZIP
Legal description of the subject site for this project:
TRACT A-1-A REVISED PLAT OF TRACTS A-1 A-2 B-1 & B-2 CANDELARIA FARM AREA
BEING LANDS OF NM CREDIT CORP & ALL FAITHS RECEIVING HONIE INC) CONT
95.8638AC; TR B-1 REVISED PLAT OF TRACTS A-1, A-2, B-1 & B-2 CANDELARIA FARM
AREA (BE NG LANDS OF N M CREDIT CORP & ALL FAITHS RECEIVING HOME INC) CONT
9.778 AC; TRS 16B2B1, 16B2A & 16B1 MRGCD MAP 34 CONT 7.0 AC M/L; TR X1 SUMMARY
PLAT CITY OF ALBUQUERQUES REPL TR X ALVARADO GARDENS UNIT 2 CONT 15.245 AC
Physical address of subject site:
Western end of Candelaria Rd NW
Subject site cross streets:
Candelaria NW and Trellis NW
Other subject site identifiers:
This site is located on the following zone atlas page:
IDOZoneAtlasPage_F-12-Z and IDOZoneAtlasPage_G-12-Z
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.

3

Somerfeldt, Cheryl
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Somerfeldt, Cheryl
Friday, October 2, 2020 1:43 PM
'akingnm@hotmail.com'; 'judd@westlawfirmpllc.com';
'vp@alvaradoneighborhood.com'; 'president@alvaradoneighborhood.com';
'peggynorton@yahoo.com'; 'newmexmba@aol.com'; 'eawalth@comcast.net'
Langan-McRoberts, Colleen; Simon, David J.; Schultz, Shanna M.
Notice of Public Hearing for Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) Resource Management
Plan (RMP)

Public Notice Electronic Mail
In accordance with the procedures in the City of Albuquerque’s (COA) Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO), we are
notifying you as a Neighborhood Association representative that the City of Albuquerque Parks and Recreation
Department Open Space Division, the applicant and property owner of the Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) (2901
CANDELARIA RD NW). is submitting an application to the Environmental Planning Commission (EPC) for review of a
Resource Management Plan (RMP) (a Rank 3 Plan). For more information about the Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP)
and the latest version of the CNP RMP, please visit: https://www.cabq.gov/candelaria‐nature‐preserve
RMPs are not typically subject to the IDO’s review and decision processes; however, the Major Public Open Space
Facility Plan, adopted in 1999, determined the approval process for a new Open Space Resource Management Plan
(RMP) to be an EPC public hearing review with a recommendation to City Council for final action.
Pursuant to the ONC Neighborhood Association Recognition Ordinance 14‐8‐2‐6 (A), the City is required to notify
neighborhood associations located partially or completely within or adjacent to the relevant plan area. Pursuant to IDO
Section 14‐16‐6‐4(C)(4), the Neighborhood Association must respond within 15 consecutive days of the email being
sent. If the Neighborhood Association does not respond or declines the meeting, the applicant may proceed. If the
Neighborhood Association chooses to meet, the meeting must be scheduled for a date within 30 consecutive days of the
meeting request being accepted by the Neighborhood Association.
Due to the Open Space Division’s previous public meetings as described in the RMP (linked above), the Open Space
Division is attempting to finalize the neighborhood meeting for this application before the next EPC application deadline,
which is October 29th, 2020.
Anyone may request a City‐sponsored facilitated meeting based on the complexity and potential impacts of a proposed
project; therefore, the Open Space Division intends to pursue this option if a neighborhood meeting is requested. For
more information about facilitated meetings, visit: https://www.cabq.gov/planning/urban‐design‐
development/facilitated‐meetings‐for‐proposed‐development#facilitated‐meetings‐criteria
The public hearing for this request is anticipated to be on December 10, 2020 at 8:40am. Due to the COVID‐19 health
emergency, this meeting will be a public Zoom video conference. EPC agendas and staff reports are posted one week
prior to the hearing date here: https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards‐commissions/environmental‐planning‐
commission/epc‐agendas‐reports‐minutes
Please contact the Parks and Recreation Department with any questions or concerns via email to myself and Colleen
Langan‐McRoberts, Open Space Superintendent, at cmcroberts@cabq.gov.
Sincerely,
City of Albuquerque Parks and Recreation Department Open Space Division
1

Attachments: Zone Atlas Pages

CHERYL SOMERFELDT
senior planner
o 505.768.5363
c 619.573.5324
e csomerfeldt@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/parksand recreation
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geometry UPC

Owner

Owner Address

Owner Address 2

SITUS Address

SITUS Address Tax Dist Legal Description Prop Acres

PO BOX 15092

RIO RANCHO NM 87174

3136 GLENWOOD NW

ALBUQUERQUE A1AM

*C AMENDED REPLAR

0.25

160 PASEO DE CORRALES
2518 VERANDA ST NW
3001 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
3219 MANCHESTER CT NW
2501 DON ONOFRE TRL NW

CORRALES NM 87048‐9573
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2939
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3113
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3016
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107

3227 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2518 VERANDA ST NW
3001 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
3219 MANCHESTER CT NW
2501 DON ONOFRE TRL NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
X1AM

ALVARADO GARDENR
LT 4 PLAT OF VERANR
LT 1‐A PLAT OF LT 1AR
* 014 VALLEY HAVENR
MAP 31 T L 119 CONR

0.55
0.0884
0.442
0.56
1.19

3105 CALLE DE ALAMO NW
2724 DECKER AVE NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3139
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2969

3105 CALLE DE ALAMO NW
2618 VERANDA RD NW

ALBUQUERQUE A1AM
ALBUQUERQUE A1AM

* 5 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR
*P NEW MEXICO CR R

0.0963
0.45

PO BOX 36371
3015 CALLE DE ALAMO NW
3109 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87176‐6371
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3138
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3119

3113 CALLE DE ALAMO NW
3015 CALLE DE ALAMO NW
3109 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW

ALBUQUERQUE A1AM
ALBUQUERQUE A1AM
ALBUQUERQUE A1AM

* 7 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR
LT 7A LTS 5A & 7A B R
*11‐A REPLAT OF TRR

0.1128
0.2313
0.2399

17665 HIGHWAY 82
3401 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2835 TRELLIS DR NW
PO BOX 2248
2437 CHEROKEE RD NW
2913 CALLE DEL RIO NW
PO BOX 122477
2514 TEODORO RD NW
2420 ARBOR RD NW

CARBONDALE CO 81623‐9516
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2933
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103‐2248
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3003
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104
ARLINGTON TX 76012‐8477
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3051
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3001

3531 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW B
3401 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2835 TRELLIS DR NW
N/A
2437 CHEROKEE RD NW
2913 CALLE DEL RIO NW
2610 VERANDA NW
2514 TEODORO RD NW
2420 ARBOR RD NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

X1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
X1AM
A1AM

TRACT 121A1‐2 HERR
ELY PORTION LT 242R
* 026 ALVARADO GDR
TR X1 SUMMARY PL V
SWLY PORTION OF LR
*14 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR
*O NEW MEXICO CRR
TR J‐3 REPL OF TR J R
LOT 249B SUMMAR R

1.375
0.502
0.58
15.24
0.83
0.1089
0.4362
0.5138
0.386

1220 ST FRANCIS DR
2801 CANDELARIA RD NW

SANTA FE NM 87505‐4225
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2914

2833 CANDELARIA RD NW
2801 CANDELARIA RD NW

ALBUQUERQUE A1AM
ALBUQUERQUE A1AM

* 095 REPLAT OF AL V
* 091 REPLAT OF AL R

0.53
0.53

2801 CALLE DEL RIO NW
PO BOX 6712
2825 CANDELARIA BLVD NW
3228 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2608 TEODORO RD NW
PO BOX 2248
2630 VERANDA RD NW
5501 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2835 TRELLIS NW
2742 VERANDA RD NW
2718 VERANDA RD NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3141
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87197‐6712
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2914
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3068
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103‐2248
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2940
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2941
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2941

N/A
2500 VERANDA RD NW
2825 CANDELARIA RD NW
3228 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2608 TEODORO RD NW
W TERMINUS DECKER AVE NW
2630 VERANDA NW
3313 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
N/A
2742 VERANDA RD NW
2718 VERANDA RD NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
X1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM

TRACT B ALL PRIVATV
LOT 30B1 REPLAT O R
* 093 REPLAT OF AL R
MAP 34TR 119A1B R
LAND OF TEODORO R
TRS 16B2B1, 16B2A V
*R NEW MEXICO CRR
LOT 196 EXCEPT PO R
LOT 26‐B ALVARADOV
* 115 LT 115 EXC SWR
*V NEW MEXICO CRR

2.3935
0.77
0.53
0.29
1.62
7
0.45
0.35
0.266
0.27
0.44

2851 TRELLIS DR NW
3013 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
PO BOX 1293

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2933
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3113
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103‐2248

2851 TRELLIS DR NW
3013 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
N/A

ALBUQUERQUE A1AM
ALBUQUERQUE A1AM
ALBUQUERQUE A1AM

* 025 ALVARADO GDR
LT 6A BLK 5 RIO GRAR
TRACT A‐1‐B REVISE V

0.58
0.1338
3.17

Geocortex.G101206027329520108
Geocortex.G101206023228420134
Geocortex.G101206049346010810

MORGAN BLAZE FAMILY TRUST ATTN: BRAVO
MDANAT & MONICA MONTGOMERY
SILVER CHARLES M & MILLER BRIAN N TRUSTEES
SILVER & MILLER RVT
DAVICK THOMAS K & LINDA E
GOTTLIEB ERIC J & FEIERMAN LISA ANN
SANCHEZ ERNEST G & CYNTHIA A
MONTOYA ELIAS E & VIRGINIA
STEWART STEPHEN MALCOLM & MARITZA TRUSTEES
STEWART TRUST
NAGUAL PROPERTIES LLC
SUNWEST TRUST CUSTODIAN FBO CHRISTINE TURPEN
IRA
BATEMAN DUPUY & ELLEN W
BISSETT PAUL R & JUDITH G
TIERRA ESPERANZA COMPANY C/O MICHAEL G
ROSENBERG & ASSOC
EWING STEVEN C & CORI SIMMS
RICKS J BRENT
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
STONE DANA H & VANGILS FRIEDJE J
FELLOWS CATHERINE CARTER
TAYLOR DIRK GATES
JARAMILLO MICHAEL R & IRENE
ANELLA A ANTHONY
MINERALS & NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
(STATE PARKS)
MORRIS WILLIAM F & ENGEL PAMELA JOY
RIO GRANDE COMPOUND HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION INC
GUADERRAMA LAURO G
MARX JANE & ILENE WEISS
VALENCIA DONALD & YVONNE MAY
PRICE EVE H
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
BENAK MARK S & REMBE EMILY D
GUTIERREZ JOHN R & CONNIE L
RICKS J BRENT
FREDRICKSON CRAIG L & REGINA R
HALL MIRIAM P
BYERS WHEATON H JR & ALEXANDER LAURETTE
TRUSTEES BYERS‐ALEXANDER RVT
CERNOSEK RICHARD W
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

Geocortex.G101206028641410407
Geocortex.G101306005139220419
Geocortex.G101206034344210626
Geocortex.G101306103405230117
Geocortex.G101206027633620116
Geocortex.G101206050836610905

HUNT WARREN L & DIANA D TRUSTEES HUNT RVT
VALENCIA PAUL HENRY
ERICHSEN GERTRUD TRUSTEE ERICHSEN RVLT
ULIBARRI JOANN B
LINNELL SUSAN M
SHAW JEANNE

2810 CANDELARIA RD NW
7008 HARTFORD PL NW
3618 TRELLIS DR NW
1855 GRIEGOS RD NW
2941 TRELLIS DR NW
3117 CAMINO CABALLETE NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2915
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2953
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2834
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2901

2820 CANDELARIA RD NW
3224 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2740 VERANDA RD NW
3535 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2941 TRELLIS NW
3117 CAMINO CABALLETE NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM

* 068 ALVARADO GDR
TR B LAND DIVISIONR
SWLY 100 FT TR 115R
TRS 120B & 120C M R
*A3 REPLAT OF TRA R
LOT 5 LOS ARTESAN R

0.65
0.367
0.23
1.11
0.25
0.2707

Geocortex.G101306000138920303
Geocortex.G101306000939020307
Geocortex.G101306001152521112
Geocortex.G101306000238720339
Geocortex.G101206022326520153
Geocortex.G101306101907930120

WORDEN BRUCE K & PLOWITZ‐WORDEN KATHRYN A
KITTS JAMES C & MARILYN K
DEMERSSEMAN CLYDE W
THOMPSON BRUCE E
MILLER KENNETH M
ROBINS JOAN E & DENISE R WHEELER

3213 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
3221 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2418 ARBOR RD NW
3207 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2908 CALLE DE PALOMA NW
3565 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3031
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3001
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3031
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3144
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107

3213 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
3221 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2418 ARBOR RD NW
3207 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2908 CALLE DE PALOMA NW
3565 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM

LT 33‐D PLAT OF LOTR
* 034 ALVARADO GDR
LOT 249‐A SUMMARR
LT 33‐C PLAT OF LOTR
* 8 4 SUB'D PLAT FOR
TRACT 132A1 CRESER

0.3969
1.21
0.396
0.4114
0.1309
1.052

Geocortex.G101206046139310712
Geocortex.G101306000240220309
Geocortex.G101206049639012019
Geocortex.G101206025228220136
Geocortex.G101306006842420412
Geocortex.G101206150409640118
Geocortex.G101206020425920160
Geocortex.G101206042041110614
Geocortex.G101206019825820162
Geocortex.G101206022425820151
Geocortex.G101206021129020130
Geocortex.G101206154507440116
Geocortex.G101306004548721103
Geocortex.G101206026927420106
Geocortex.G101206023331520125
Geocortex.G101306000850421101
Geocortex.G101206017127120169
Geocortex.G101206042840710612
Geocortex.G101206146312440123
Geocortex.G101306100900531101
Geocortex.G101206028444910801
Geocortex.G101206032043210805
Geocortex.G101206022226020194
Geocortex.G101206048937410708
Geocortex.G101206030244010803
Geocortex.G101306004741320417
Geocortex.G101206142315940127
Geocortex.G101206022937920115
Geocortex.G101206040441810616
Geocortex.G101306004346020901
Geocortex.G101206026628420107
Geocortex.G101206034645310625
Geocortex.G101206037143310621

geometry UPC
Geocortex.G101206037942910620
Geocortex.G101306104803130101
Geocortex.G101206031143610804
Geocortex.G101306001952021111
Geocortex.G101206028434520118
Geocortex.G101206019126020164
Geocortex.G101206145914540124
Geocortex.G101206020925920159
Geocortex.G101206022328720132
Geocortex.G101206144715040125
Geocortex.G101206021828820131
Geocortex.G101206019327220167
Geocortex.G101206022426820154
Geocortex.G101206139215640121
Geocortex.G101206027030220113
Geocortex.G101206138417040130
Geocortex.G101306004537720420
Geocortex.G101206049939412017
Geocortex.G101206026834620112
Geocortex.G101206020827120157
Geocortex.G101206136016040194
Geocortex.G101206029137710404
Geocortex.G101306006541220411
Geocortex.G101306004742420416
Geocortex.G101206051636610906
Geocortex.G101206020726720158
Geocortex.G101206024626920142
Geocortex.G101206027828220195
Geocortex.G101206049538712020
Geocortex.G101206033541910628

Owner
MOFFITT MELINDA J TRUSTEE RVLT & DUNLAP ANN B
TRUSTEE DUNLAP RVLT
BANDONI LAWRENCE A & LINDA S CO‐TRUSTEES
BANDONI RVT
HART JOHN S SR & DEBRA SICKLER‐HART
BARNETT DAVID O JR & KENNEY JAMES C
DOMENICI LISA A
UNDERWOOD ROBERT K & MARY
HINKES JASON
SCOTT AMY A TRUSTEE SCOTT TRUST
HALCOM MIKE
WARD CAROLE TRUSTEE WARD RVT
SCHAAB JUDITH C
DANNESKOLD JAMES D & NEWHALL MARY ANNE
BURROWS RICHARD & PENNY
CHEW WAYNE G & ELAINE W CHEW RVT
MULLANE TIMOTHY P & HELEN H TRUSTEES
MULLANE RVT
CHEW WAYNE G & CHEW ELAINE W RVT
SANTIAGO ANDRES
TONG SUSAN ANN C & EDMUND Y F
OUR LAND LLC
UNZE WAYNE J & MARGARET B TRUSTEES UNZE
FAMILY TRUST
WAYNE G CHEW & ELAINE W CHEW RVT
ALL FAITHS RECEIVING HOME INC
SMITH WILLIAM F & MASSARSKY TARA M
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
MARTINEZ ROBERTO J & ROSITA O
RILEY FRANCES S TRUSTEE RILEY RVT
GINERIS BETH L & ROMANIK RONALD L
GALEWSKY JOSEPH & STERNER JESSICA
MOORE FELICITY M
LUNA ROY R & EMMA O

Geocortex.G101306002749221102
Geocortex.G101206028633320117
Geocortex.G101206020125920161

LEWIS‐PARADOX TRUST & LEWIS JOAN PATRICIA
QUINTANA DARLENE
ALLEN JEANETTE E TRUSTEE ALLEN RVT
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
PARTLOW KAREN M & KARIN L PERRY
KILPATRICK JULIE ELIZABETH TRUSTEE KILPATRICK
RVT
BAUMGARTNER BRUCE E & YOLANDA M
DENECKE ROSELLE
NATIONS KAY
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
TRUJILLO VIRGINIA M
GALICKI ALAN MICHAEL & MCBRIDE MARTA CO‐
TRUSTEES GALICKI RVT
GREENWALT ROBERT L & LOUISE M
ANDERSON JANIE

Geocortex.G101206027142210409
Geocortex.G101206045838610711
Geocortex.G101206049639612016
Geocortex.G101206035444010624
Geocortex.G101206022327220155

SEIS KENT JAMES & DONA MARIE TRUSTEES SEIS RVT
KEATING SHARON N
RODGER DAVID WILLIAM
LEYBA MICHAEL L & ANNETTE
RABY MARK H

Geocortex.G101206043640310611
Geocortex.G101206150608540117
Geocortex.G101206022828620133
Geocortex.G101206028036020126
Geocortex.G101306101705030115
Geocortex.G101206028237020128
Geocortex.G101206039542210617
Geocortex.G101206045038710702
Geocortex.G101206141016340128
Geocortex.G101206022741310403
Geocortex.G101206041241510615

Owner Address

Owner Address 2

SITUS Address

SITUS Address Tax Dist Legal Description Prop Acres

2710 VERANDA RD NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2941

2710 VERANDA RD NW

ALBUQUERQUE A1AM

*U NEW MEXICO CRR

0.45

1705 SAN CRISTOBAL RD SW
2815 CANDELARIA RD NW
2416 ARBOR RD NW
2953 TRELLIS DR NW
3121 CALLE DE ALAMO NW
2516 TEODORO RD NW
3101 CALLE DE ALAMO NW
3021 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
2600 TEODORO RD NW
3101 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐1130
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2914
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3001
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐2935
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3153
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3051
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3139
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3113
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐0000
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3119

ARBOR RD NW
2815 CANDELARIA RD NW
2416 ARBOR RD NW
2953 TRELLIS DR NW
3121 CALLE DE ALAMO NW
2516 TEODORO RD NW
3101 CALLE DE ALAMO NW
3021 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
2600 TEODORO RD NW
3101 CALLE DE BOSQUE NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
X1AM
A1AM
A1AM
X1AM
A1AM

LTS 294 THRU 301 RR
* 092 REPLAT OF AL R
LOT 248‐A SUMMARR
*A1 REPLAT OF TRA R
LT 8A BLK 6 PLAT OFR
LD OF TEODORO PA R
* 4 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR
* 9 5 SUB'D PLAT FOR
LAND OF TEODORO R
*10 5 SUB'D PLAT FOR

4.9
0.53
0.376
0.33
0.2433
1.5
0.136
0.1263
1.56
0.1263

2908 CALLE DEL RIO NW
2912 CALLE DE PALOMA NW
2633 TEODORO RD NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3142
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3144
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3046

2908 CALLE DEL RIO NW
2912 CALLE DE PALOMA NW
N/A

ALBUQUERQUE A1AM
ALBUQUERQUE A1AM
ALBUQUERQUE X1AM

*12 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR
LOT 9‐A PLAT OF LTSR
TR D‐2 OF A CORRECV

0.1589
0.1177
1.18

2901 TRELLIS DR NW
2633 TEODORO RD NW
3216 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
184 CORONA ST
2724 DECKER AVE NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2935
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3046
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94127‐2808
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2969

2901 TRELLIS DR NW
TEODORO RD NW
3216 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2512 VERANDA RD NW
N/A

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
X1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM

LTS 25A & 25B REPL R
LAND OF TEODORO V
LT 2A1 PLAT OF LTS R
LT 2 PLAT OF VERANR
*A4 REPLAT OF TRA V

0.5601
1.71
0.3374
0.0506
0.83

2913 CALLE DE PALOMA NW
PO BOX X
1709 MOON ST NE
3215 MANCHESTER CT NW
PO BOX 2248
3120 CAMINO CABALLETTE NW
2909 CALLE DE PALOMA NW
2912 CALLE GRANDE NW
3712 SILVER AVE SE
2520 VERANDA RD NW
3610 TRELLIS DR NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3145
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87125‐1536
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112‐3973
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103‐2248
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2902
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3145
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3146
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2953

2913 CALLE DE PALOMAS NW
2633 TEODORO RD NW
3001 TRELLIS DR NW
3215 MANCHESTER CT NW
RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
3120 CAMINO CABALLETTE NW
2909 CALLE DE PALOMA NW
2912 CALLE GRANDE NW
2843 TRELLIS DR NW
2520 VERANDA ST NW
2733 CANELARIA RD NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
X1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM

* 2 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR
TRACT A‐1 PLAT OF R
TRACT B‐2‐A PLAT OC
* 013 VALLEY HAVENR
BOULEVARD VIEW SV
* 06 LOS ARTESANOR
* 3 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR
* 5 3 SUB'D PLAT FOR
LOT 26‐A ALVARADOR
LT 5 PLAT OF VERANR
LOT 90B PLAT OF LT R

0.1344
1.0559
2.3198
0.65
0.02
0.1951
0.1498
0.1358
0.2941
0.0882
0.25

2600 VERANDA RD NW
3535 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW D
3017 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
PO BOX 2248
3533 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW A

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3072
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3113
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103‐2248
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3072

2600 VERANDA RD NW
3535 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW D
3017 CALLE DEL BOSQUE
2226 JOHN ST SE
3533 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW A

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
X1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM

LOT N NEW MEXICOR
MAP 31 TR 120A COR
* 8 5 SUB'D PLAT FOR
MAP 34 TR 16B2B2AV
TR A PLAT OF TRACTR

0.45
1.35
0.1136
0.152
0.3187

2724 DECKER AVE NW
2638 VERANDA NW
3113 DALLAS ST NE
2512 ELFEGO RD NW
PO BOX 2248
2624 VERANDA NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2969
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110‐2233
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103‐2248
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107

2724 DECKER AVE NW
2638 VERANDA RD NW
3120 GLENWOOD DR NW
TEODORO RD NW
DECKER AVE NW
2624 VERANDA NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
X1AM
A1AM
A1AM

LOT 2 PLAT OF TRACR
*S NEW MEXICO CR R
*E REPLAT OF NORTR
LAND OF TEODORO V
TR B‐1 REVISED PLATC
*Q NEW MEXICO CRR

0.25
0.44
0.28
1.65
9.77
0.44

2029 SWIFT BLVD NW
2949 TRELLIS NW
3109 CALLE DE ALAMO NW

HOUSTON TX 77030‐1213
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3139

3403 CHEROKEE RD NW
2949 TRELLIS NW
3109 CALLE DE ALAMO NW

ALBUQUERQUE A1AM
ALBUQUERQUE A1AM
ALBUQUERQUE A1AM

LOT 240 EXC SW CO R
*A2 REPLAT OF TRA R
* 6 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR

1.43
0.251
0.1066

2828 CANDELARIA RD NW
PO BOX 1943
2510 VERANDA ST SE
2732 VERANDA RD NW
3018 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104
CORRALES NM 87048
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2939
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2941
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3120

2828 CANDELARIA RD NW
3132 GLENWOOD NW
2510 VERANDA ST NW
2732 VERANDA RD NW
3018 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

* 066 ALVARADO GDR
*B AMENDED REPLAR
LT 1 PLAT OF VERANR
* 116 ALVARADO GDR
LT 10‐A PLAT OF LTSR

1.24
0.21
0.0688
0.55
0.1379

A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM

geometry UPC

Owner

Owner Address

Owner Address 2

SITUS Address

SITUS Address Tax Dist Legal Description Prop Acres

Geocortex.G101306005040020418
Geocortex.G101306005543920415
Geocortex.G101206019226820166
Geocortex.G101206038742510619
Geocortex.G101306001237720315
Geocortex.G101206143515440126
Geocortex.G101206046638210710
Geocortex.G101206029344410802
Geocortex.G101206017427620168
Geocortex.G101206016826220171

ARAGON ANTONETTE F
ROMERO TRANCITO E & DOROTHY L
MENDEN DAPHNE LEA
SPECTOR JANET D & O MALLEY KATHLEEN
CARRILLO GILBERT D & ELIZABETH B
SYKES JONATHAN A & HATCH KARI
BRIN DEBORAH J
AAGAARD JAIME & STOKER CAMERON A
DRAP ALBERT J JR & DONNA M SIGL
RUDDY CHRISTIAN A TRUSTEE RUDDY RVT
TIERRA ESPERANZA COMPANY C/O MICHAEL G
ROSENBERG
BROWN DANA
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
GRAHAM DAVID SCOTT & JEAN A
BANDONI LARRY A & LINDA S
WILLIAMS SHERRY L
JARAMILLO MICHAEL & IRENE JARAMILLO
FITZ‐GERALD ERIN E
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
LUNA ROY R & EMMA O
POYOUROW ROBERT TR POYOUROW RVT & BORGES
STEPHANY P TR BORGES RVT
CUMMINGS JAN A
KEATING SHARON N
SKRAK PAUL J & ELLEN T
PADILLA LAWRENCE & LAURA L
MICHELS ANNE M
CAVANAUGH MARY ANN
SMITH THERESA R & ANTHONY P & HELMICK TERI A &
PARELLO ANTHONY P & ETAL
HOMANN KIERA
ROBERTS NATALIE S
KILPATRICK JULIE ELIZABETH & CECIL LINDA KAY
SCHAUER JANE E

3226 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
3340 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2904 CALLE DEL RIO NW
2704 VERANDA RD NW
3225 1/2 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
PO BOX 5415
2530 VERANDA RD NW
2829 CANDELARIA RD NW
PO BOX 3669
2905 CALLE DEL RIO NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3032
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3142
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2941
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
BERKELEY CA 94705‐5415
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2939
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2914
FORT SMITH AR 72913‐3669
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3143

3226 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
3340 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2904 CALLE DEL RIO NW
2704 VERANDA NW
3225 5 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2604 TEODORO RD NW
2530 VERANDA RD NW
2829 CANDELARIA RD NW
2917 CALLE DEL RIO NW
2905 CALLE DEL RIO NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
X1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM

TR A LAND DIVISIONR
* 017 VALLEY HAVENR
*11 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR
*T NEW MEXICO CR R
ALVARADO GARDENR
LAND OF TEODORO R
LT A‐1 ALVARADO GR
* 094 REPLAT OF AL R
*13 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR
LT 16A BLK 6 REPLATR

0.175
0.39
0.1425
0.45
0.26
1.59
0.606
0.53
0.1382
0.1038

17665 HIGHWAY 82
2908 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
PO BOX 1293
2900 CALLE DEL RIO NW
1705 SAN CRISTOBAL RD SW
3108 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
2512 TEODORO RD NW UNIT B
3007 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
PO BOX 1293
3610 TRELLIS DR NW

CARBONDALE CO 81623‐9516
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3133
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103‐2248
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3142
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3121
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3161
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3113
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103‐2248
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2953

3531 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2908 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
2901 CANDELARIA RD NW
2900 CALLE DEL RIO NW
3525 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
3108 CALLE DE BOSQUE NW
2512 TEODORO RD NW
3007 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
2901 CANDELARIA RD NW
3610 TRELLIS DR NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

X1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
X1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM

MAP 31 TR 133 A V
* 4 3 SUB'D PLAT FOR
TR A‐2 REVISED PLA C
*10 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR
MAP 31 TR 133B R
LT 1 BLK 6 REPL OF LR
TR J‐2 REPL OF TR J R
LT 5A BLK 5 RIO GRAR
TRACT A‐1‐A REVISEV
LOT 90A PLAT OF LT R

0.35
0.1389
8.9
0.1937
0.33
0.1282
0.5138
0.1313
95.86
0.3307

2812 CANDELARIA RD NW
2724 VERANDA RD NW
PO BOX 1943
2923 TRELLIS ST NW
2506 TEODORO RD NW
2514 VERANDA RD NW
2909 CALLE DEL RIO NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2941
CORRALES NM 87048
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2935
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2939
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3143

2812 CANDELARIA RD NW
2724 VERANDA NW
3128 GLENWOOD NW
2923 TRELLIS ST NW
2506 TEODORO RD NW
2514 VERANDA ST NW
2909 CALLE DEL RIO NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
X1AM
A1AM
A1AM

TR 69‐B PLAT OF TRAR
*W NEW MEXICO C R
*D REPLAT OF NORTR
SLY PORTION OF E 2R
TR K‐3 PLAT OF TRA R
LT 3 PLAT OF VERANR
*15 6 SUB'D PLAT FOR

0.3209
0.44
0.32
0.61
2.91
0.0506
0.1058

3225 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2929 TRELLIS RD NW
2917 CALLE GRANDE NW
2724 DECKER AVE NW
2522 VERANDA ST NW

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐3031
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104‐3147
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107‐2969
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107

3225 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW
2929 TRELLIS DR NW
2917 CALLE DEL BOSQUE NW
2728 DECKER AVE NW
2522 VERANDA ST NW

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM
A1AM

TR 34B1 ALVARADO R
NORTH EASTERLY POR
* 1 4 SUB'D PLAT FOR
LOT 1 PLAT OF TRACR
LT 6 PLAT OF VERANR

0.46
0.63
0.1411
0.26
0.0722

Geocortex.G101206150406640115
Geocortex.G101206025226820141
Geocortex.G101206029953010808
Geocortex.G101206018426020165
Geocortex.G101306104604730110
Geocortex.G101206020927620156
Geocortex.G101206146713940133
Geocortex.G101206024028320135
Geocortex.G101206138001140114
Geocortex.G101206034042810601
Geocortex.G101206029440010408
Geocortex.G101206036343710623
Geocortex.G101206045339810713
Geocortex.G101206027531220120
Geocortex.G101206148713440122
Geocortex.G101206050239312018
Geocortex.G101206017026720170
Geocortex.G101306002239620308
Geocortex.G101206027732420111
Geocortex.G101206023427220146
Geocortex.G101206027337620127
Geocortex.G101206049438412021

October 8, 2020
Dear Property Owner,
In accordance with the procedures in the City of Albuquerque’s (COA) Integrated Development
Ordinance (IDO) Subsection 14-16-6-4(K)(2) Mailed Public Notice, we are notifying you as a
nearby Property Owner that the City of Albuquerque Parks and Recreation Department Open
Space Division, the applicant and property owner of the Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) (2901
CANDELARIA RD NW), is submitting an application to the Environmental Planning Commission
(EPC) for review of a Resource Management Plan (RMP) (a Rank 3 Plan). For more information
about the Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) and the latest version of the CNP RMP, please
visit: https://www.cabq.gov/candelaria-nature-preserve
RMPs are not typically subject to the IDO’s review and decision processes; however, the Major
Public Open Space Facility Plan, adopted in 1999, determined the approval process for a new
Open Space Resource Management Plan (RMP) to be an EPC public hearing review with a
recommendation to City Council for final action. Due to the Open Space Division’s previous
public meetings as described in the RMP, the Open Space Division is attempting to finalize the
application before the next EPC application deadline, October 29th, 2020.
The public hearing for this request is anticipated to be on December 10, 2020 at 8:40am. Due to
the COVID-19 health emergency, this meeting will be a public Zoom video conference. The EPC
agenda, the Planning Department’s staff report, and instructions to join the meeting are posted
one week prior to the hearing date here: https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boardscommissions/environmental-planning-commission/epc-agendas-reports-minutes
Anyone may request a City-sponsored facilitated meeting based on the complexity and potential
impacts of a proposed project. The Open Space Division is pursuing this option and is
attempting to schedule a meeting in the evening during the week starting October 19th, 2020.
Please contact me as soon as possible if you would like to be involved. For more information
about facilitated meetings, visit: https://www.cabq.gov/planning/urban-designdevelopment/facilitated-meetings-for-proposed-development#facilitated-meetings-criteria
Please contact the Parks and Recreation Department with any questions or concerns via email to
myself, Cheryl Somerfeldt, Parks and Recreation Senior Planner at csomerfeldt@cabq.gov, and
Colleen Langan-McRoberts, Open Space Superintendent, at cmcroberts@cabq.gov.
Sincerely,
City of Albuquerque
Parks and Recreation Department
Open Space Division
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CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
Project: Pre-EPC application for Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan
Property Description/Address: 2901 Candelaria Rd. NW
Date Submitted: 26 October 2020
Submitted By: Jocelyn M. Torres
Meeting Date/Time: Thursday 22 October 2020 5:00-7:00 pm
Meeting Location: Zoom
Facilitator: Jocelyn M. Torres
Co-facilitator: Philip Crump
Parties:
Applicant: City of Albuquerque Open Space Division of the Parks and Recreation Department
Neighborhood Associations/Interested Parties: Rio Grande Compound HOA, Alvarado Gardens NA, Rio
Grande Boulevard NA, North Valley Coalition.
Background/Meeting Summary:
This meeting was held in order to review elements of the Candelaria Nature Preserve [CNP] Resource
Management Plan [RMP] to be heard by the EPC following application to be submitted on 29 October 2020. A
presentation by the Open Space Superintendent reviewed the history and current status of the CMP and the
impetus for the current application. Discussion generally focused on two areas and issues—transition of the farm
plot (North Tract) from farming to wildlife habitat and the current and future condition of the Tree Nursery.
While City Council resolutions mandate returning the farm area to a nature preserve as originally intended, some
attendees said they like the farm tract as it is and do not see the need to transform it. As for the Tree Nursery,
neighbors complained vociferously about the trash and green waste that is placed there by the Parks Department.
They also expressed concern about the parking plan and the proposed restroom, saying that would negatively
impact the adjacent residents.
Information about the Resource Management Plan, notes from public meetings and reports are on the website
https://www.cabq.gov/candelaria-nature-preserve.
Outcome: Near the end of the meeting, some neighbors complained about the insufficient notice given for the
meeting, and the limited opportunity for all neighbors to express their opinions. They asked that a second
neighborhood facilitated meeting be organized. The City has agreed to provide a second meeting.
Meeting Specifics:
1)

CNP Background:
a) The Candelaria Nature Preserve was initiated by the City’s $600,000 purchase of 167 acres, using
federal Land and Water Conservation Fund money, in 1978.
i) The terms stipulated the area be used in perpetuity for outdoor recreation and wildlife study and
habitat.
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ii) CNP comprises several areas—North and South Tracts, Tree Nursery and the Rio Grande Nature
Center State Park (leased from the City).
(1) The North Tract is currently farmed, with the majority of the tract in alfalfa, sorghum or
fescue.
(a) The alfalfa lease is a source of funding for the Preserve.
(2) Approximately 250,000 people visit the Nature Center each year.
b) A 2016 audit found that the CNP was not incompliance with the original requirements.
i)

City Council Resolutions R-16-147 and R-17-159 resulted from the audit.
(1) The resolutions mandated compliance--outdoor recreation throughout the property, return of
the farmed area to wildlife habitat and creation of a Resource Management Plan for the entire
facility, to be approved by City Council and the National Park Service.
(2) Oversight of the 3-year process was undertaken by the Open Space Advisory Board [OSAB],
a Technical Advisory Group [TAG] of knowledgeable community members, and a group of
expert consultants.
(3) The RMP is designed to cover developments over a 20 year period, with reviews every 4
years.
(a) Numerous public meetings were held, along with guided tours through the property.

2)

(b) Both the OSAB and TAG voted in early 2020 to approve the RMP.
Resource Management Plan:
a) Both South and North Farm Tracts are to be restored to wildlife habitat over 20 years.
i) Over the transition period, alfalfa will no longer be grown, wildlife crops will be planted and
Siberian Elms will be replaced.
ii) Wetlands and bosque will be expanded.
iii) At the end of the 20-year plan, there will be no alfalfa farmed areas and the entire properties will
be restored habitat, with differing eco-zones.
(1) Some habitats may include: bosque, hedgerows, pollinator plantings, wetlands, and grassland.
(2) Areas are specified in detail in the RMP.
b) Outdoor recreation will be available on a limited access basis.
i)

It was decided to limit access to guided tours, restoration projects, wildlife viewing and improved
trails.
(1) Trails in the both tracts will be limited in extent.
(2) Details for the Tree Nursery Tract have not yet been determined.

ii) The number of groups will be limited to groups of 24—and three per week.
c) The Plan estimated total cost is $9,144,000.00, with the majority ($7.4 million) to be spent in the first
four years, as the transition commences.
3)

TAG-Identified Issues & Concerns:
a) Tree Nursery Tract and Public Access
i)

It is felt that the TNT is a more convenient parking area for the North Tract, for guided tours.
(1) Neighbors have concerns about use of the area for parking, due to noise as well as the
potential for use of residential streets for overflow parking.
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(2) Language has been adopted to indicate that “work on the TNT will not proceed until a
complete plan for the site is developed, with neighbor participation.”
(a) This calls for an entire second process specific to the Tree Nursery, starting in 2021.
b) Weed Management
i)

While there are few specific details in the RMP, the general outlines are given.

ii) The approach is to use Integrated Pest Management, designed to control specific weed and
invasive species.
iii) Communication with neighbors will be an important part of the approach.
c) Expectations, Fun ding and Staffing
i) The property will look different in the future from this beautiful farmed area.
(1) The Division is asking for patience during the transition.
ii) Funding is critical—without funding and staffing, there will be no progress toward the desired
future.
4)

Neighbor Questions and Concerns:
a) Q: Is the document approved by OSAB the same as on the website and in the application?
i)

OSAB added two amendments, which are in the submitted version.

(1) The call for an Annual Report was strengthened to say “shall present” such a report.
(2) There were specific items related to the Tree Nursery, as previously noted, to hold any work
until a final plan is approved.
b) Q: Related to the EPC submittal, what are the notes about transportation documentation from City
Planning?
i) These are generic to the process, not specific to the RMP submittal.
(1) After the application is formally submitted, there may be a call for a Traffic Impact Study
when the Transportation Division looks at the submittal.
(2) The assigned case planner can look at transportation issues.
c) Q: LWCF requires that farming cease within 3 years of funding. That should have happened by 1980,
but did not happen. Could there be farming—even wildlife farming—for another 20 years?
i) We have a 1-year extension for alfalfa farming; it does allow for wildlife farming, not commercial
farming.
ii) Ultimately, NPS will approve the transition out of farming into wildlife habitat.
d) Q: How do you propose to fund this $9 million project?
i)

We do not have a full answer; the budget part of the RMP provides a laundry-list of potential
funding sources.
(1) TAG members have committed to helping us find grants and other sources of funds.
(a) We have been able to secure $400,000 in Capital Outlay funds, which is currently
available
(b) It expires within 3 or 4 years.

ii) State Capital Outlay funds provided by the 2020 Legislature ($275,000) are not yet available
e) Q: Do notes on the October 22, 2020 Pre-application meeting become part of the application submittal
to the EPC on the 29th of October?
i) Yes, they are part of the application submittal.
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(1) The case planner is assigned when the application is submitted.
(a) Written comments to be reviewed by staff and included in the EPC packets may be sent to
the planner up to one week prior to the EPC hearing—November 30th.
(b) Other comments may be sent up to 48 hours prior—9:00 am on December 8th.
ii) The application will distributed to the adjacent NAs and will be available from the assigned case
planner via email or in hard copy.
f) Q: The initial construction cost table of the RMP calls for 4-strand tensile fence material. What are
these fences going to be?
i) A concern has been discussed about providing wildlife-friendly access, but inhibiting illegal
human access.
(a) We will need to assess in which areas fencing is needed. And which type.
(b) We will identify breaches along the northern section, working with adjacent homeowners.
(c) Along the Rio Grande Nature Center, there are breaches in the chain link fence, mainly for
wildlife, where animals have burrowed under the fence
(d) Along the South Tract, there is no fence along the west side due to the presence of elms
and the ditch; this area may not need fencing.
g) Q: Is there a map of fencing somewhere?
i) Even on the north side of the North Tract, near homeowners, probably just wood posts and hightensile wire would be needed.
ii) For the South Tract, there needs to be discussion.
(1) TAG determined that with limited access, we should secure all the boundaries.
(2) We need community conversations about fencing, as we will about weed management.
h) Q: What will the Tree Farm planning process timetable and format be?
i) We will be working with the MRW and contractor as soon as the RMP is approved by Council.
ii) They will also be planning the wildlife blinds and viewing platform, and try to include all in the
process, which should start in 2021.
(1) Initial planning for the blinds and platform might not be finalized until the Tree Nursery Tract
plan is complete.
i)

Q: I have been inconsistently informed of meetings; how will we be informed?
i)

j)

Distribution will be made to everyone who sent email addresses to the facilitator; these will be
provided to the Open Space Division.

Q: will you commit to notify neighbors by mail?
i)

Perhaps the facilitators could supply these addresses.

(1) These are not available to the facilitators.
(2) Parks and Recreation has the ability to notify adjacent neighbors by email or mail, if the Open
Space Division agrees.
k) Q: No parking is allowed at the end of Candelaria. Heather of Nature Center said it was for fire
protection. Can we get the same protection, if there is an increase in visitors?
l) Q: In 2009, with paving in the North Valley, there was a lot of oil dripping on the ground from
construction equipment. We have lots of restrictions through the IDO, but the City is leaving a lot of
trash (not just green waste) in the Tree Nursery. Trash bags are being buried. The Tree Farm is open
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space and trash is not permitted within 300 feet of such an area. Wells are 6 to 14 feet deep. Compost
piles are not worked and turned. Can the City do the right thing? Is this going to continue?
i)

For the long term, the Park management stopped the trash delivery to the nursery—there is a
massive transition in how we operate, including dealing with compost.

ii) We were not aware of buried trash.
iii) We have been working with other departments to restrict access to the site with a locked gate,
though it is sometimes left open.
iv) Water testing is part of the planning process.
v) Comment: The City needs permits for bringing in trash and storing green waste, which triggers an
inspection process.
(1) We are looking for alternatives to composting on site. We spent almost $100,000.00 in
hauling away green waste.
m) Q: The budget for managing the Tree Farm is shown as $5,000.00. Is that realistic?
i) The most recent version of the RMP has a section of capital costs—construction about
$750,000.00 and about $75,000.00 for design.
(1) And by designating parking in the Tree Nursery, we will reduce chances of parking on
residential streets.
n) Q: The OSAB is disturbed by photos of the piles of trash 15-20 feet tall. Last Tuesday, 3 trucks were
dumping waste. This is a violation of the Zoning Code. When will the area be cleaned up?
o) Comment: Neighbors to the south and east of the Tree Farm do not have good internet service or do
not do Zoom for meetings. Why the rush? Especially with the short notice, we find it arbitrary that the
City is going ahead after doing nothing for months.
p) Comment: Also, the RMP has contradictions in language, especially regarding the Tree Farm; for
example, it refers to “ongoing use” which may include using the area as a dump. This is a Zoning
violation. This needs to be cleaned up. There are other examples.
q) Comment: In a meeting report, there is reference to neighbor “concerns” about parking, gates, etc.
These are actually strong objections, not concerns. There is reference to “community support,” though
there is no support from neighbors to the south, north or east.
r) Comment: Tree canopies on the ditches are what draw people to the ditches. TAG wants to plant
native trees, removing Siberian Elms. Articles indicate that Siberian elms are not necessarily pests—
they are drought hardy and able to thrive in an urban environment. Why rip out mature trees?
s) Q: Bridge across the Duranes Lateral. Is this along the walking trail? It is on the project plan, the
Acequia that runs along the east of the property.
t) Comment: The Open Space meeting minutes are inadequate, with no detail for references. It is hard
for the public to follow. For instance, what does “minimize use of herbicides” mean, when there is
reference to a plan for use of herbicides?
u) Comment: I want it on record that with the short notice of this meeting, there is not a good feeling that
the City has acted in good faith.
v) Comment: My concern is that we are running out of time and we have not gotten to all the neighbor
comments, per the agenda.
i)

Facilitator: Unfortunately, we have only the two hours for the meeting.

w) Q: Will our letters be sent to the EPC?
i) All written material should be sent directly to the case planner, when that person has been
designated. We send the report only.
Candelaria Nature Preserve Pre-App Report 10/26/20
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x) Comment: I am really disturbed at the short notice (48 hours to that neighbor) of this meeting. There
are important issues to be addressed, including oversight of the RMP and other neighbors have not had
a chance to comment.
i)

We will relay that to the City. We have discussed the possibility of a second meeting; we will
inquire whether a second meeting can be held.

Action Items:
1)
Attendees were asked to send their email addresses and affiliations to the facilitator, for distribution of
this report as well as future notifications.
2)
Cheryl or Colleen will let the facilitator know whether the City can notify other adjacent residents of
future meetings.
3)
Cheryl or Colleen will notify the facilitator, who will notify the attendees when the case planner has
been designated, along with the contact information.
Application Hearing Details: For an application submitted on 29 October 2020—
Hearing will be scheduled for 10 December 2020
1. Hearing Time:
a. The Commission will begin hearing applications at 8:30 a.m.
b. The actual time this application will be heard by the Commission will depend on the
applicant’s position on the Commission’s schedule
2. Hearing Process:
a. Comments from facilitated meetings will go into a report which goes to the City Planner.
b. City Planner includes facilitator report in recommendations.
c. The Commission will make a decision and parties have 15 days to appeal the decision.
3. Resident Participation at Hearing:
a. Written comments to be considered by the planning staff and included in the EPC packet must
be received by Monday 30 November and may be sent to:
The designated City Planner - 600 2nd St., 3rd floor, Albuquerque, NM, 87102 OR
Dan Serrano, EPC Chair, c/o Planning Department, 600 2nd St., 3rd floor, Albuquerque, NM,
87102
i. Additional written comments may be sent as late as 9:00 am Monday 8 December.
4. EPC makes recommendations to the City Council. The Council decides whether to accept the
recommendations.

MEETING ADJOURNED
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Names of Attendees Providing Affiliations and Contact Information:
Cheryl Langan-McRoberts, Open Space Superintendent
James Lewis, Open Space Assistant Superintendent
Cheryl Somerfeldt, Open Space Senior Planner
Mark Chavez, Parks & Recreation Assistant Director
Christianne Hinks, Neighbor
Cori and Steve Ewing, Neighbors
Eleanor Walther, Rio Grande Boulevard NA President
Friedje vanGils, Neighbor
Diana Hunt, Alvarado NA President
DM Sigler, Neighbor
Malinda Moffitt, Neighbor
Gil Carrillo, Neighbor
Peggy Norton, North Valley Coalition
Trancito Romero, Neighbor
Michael Jensen, Neighbor (several former CNP roles)
Twyla, Neighbor
Marta and Alan Galicki, Neighbors
Doyle Kimbrough, North Valley Coalition & Rio Grande Boulevard NA
Denise Wheeler, Neighbor
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CABQ FACILITATED 2ND MEETING
REPORT AMENDMENT
Candelaria Nature Preserve Pre-Application Meeting
Date Submitted:

November 23, 2020

Original Submission:

November 16, 2020

Submitted By:

Jocelyn M. Torres

Facilitator:

Jocelyn M. Torres

Co-facilitator:

Philip Crump

Project Name:

Candelaria Nature Preserve Pre-application (Second Facilitated Meeting)

Meeting Date and Time:

November 12, 2020, 5:00 PM – 7:00 PM

[Changes or additions indicated with italics.]
Meeting Specifics:
5) TNT Fire Code Permit and Zoning.
a) ii) Q/C: There was a Fire Code enacted in 2019 for larger storage of chips and wood products.

CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
Project #: EPC 2020-004639 for Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan—2nd Meeting
Property Description/Address: 2901 Candelaria NW
Date Submitted: 16 November 2020
Submitted By: Jocelyn M. Torres
Meeting Date/Time: Thursday 12 November 2020 5:00-7:00 pm
Meeting Location: Zoom
Facilitator: Jocelyn M. Torres
Co-facilitator: Philip Crump
Parties:
Applicant: City of Albuquerque Open Space Division of the Parks and Recreation Department
Neighborhood Associations/Interested Parties: Rio Grande Compound HOA, Alvarado Gardens NA, Rio
Grande Boulevard NA, North Valley Coalition
Background/Meeting Summary: This was a second meeting to review elements of the Candelaria Nature
Preserve [CNP] Resource Management Plan [RMP] to be heard by the EPC on 10 December 2020. The
previous Zoom meeting, held on 22 October 2020, concluded with some of the attendees complaining that
there was insufficient notice for the meeting and that some were unable to share their views. This second
meeting was requested and agreed upon by all participants.
The Agenda for this meeting was developed to address issues and concerns brought forward by Neighborhood
Associations and nearby residents. Much of the discussion centered on the Tree Nursery Tract [TNT]—use of
herbicides and pesticides and monitoring thereof, tree removal, trash and green waste piles at the tract, parking
and access, and budget and administration of the TNT.
Information about the Resource Management Plan, notes from public meetings and reports are on the website
https://www.cabq.gov/candelaria-nature-preserve.
Outcome: This meeting provided an opportunity for neighbors to express voice their opinions. City personnel
also participated, provided background information and subject matter expertise. Eight current TNT photos
and the recorded meeting are appended to the email circulating this report. The photos were discussed during
the meeting and circulated to participants thereafter. Agenda items and timelines were carefully followed so
that all neighbors had an opportunity to speak.
Meeting Specifics (in line with the published Agenda):
[Q/C: refers to a question or comment from an NA representative or other citizen]
1)

Herbicide/Pesticide Use in the RMP and Integrated Pest Management Plan:
a) Open Space Division Superintendent Colleen Langan-McRoberts reviewed the Integrated Pest
Management Plan outlined in Section 5.2.3 of the December 2019 Candelaria Nature Preserve
Resource Management Plan [https://www.cabq.gov/parksandrecreation/documents/2019-cnprmp_master-copy_03272020.pdf].
i)

This has been a major topic of discussion with the Technical Advisory Group [TAG].
(1) It has been worked on for the past year.
(2) It will take a lot of work, research and planning as the area transitions from farm to wildlife
habitat.
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ii) IPM is a systems approach that involves looking at all plant and animal species within the CNP
that “interfere with the land management goals.”
(1) The array of control methods is based on evaluation of the present or potential economic,
social and ecological impact of each species.
(a) After identifying all the species in the soil with seed bank analysis, there will be a plan for
each individual weed species.
(b) The City will utilize advice from contracted experts, including from the Valle de Oro
National Wildlife Refuge, which is also transitioning from farmland to native habitat.
(2) Although IMP targets the management goals, defined when the RMP is final and approved,
certain actions are being undertaken already.
(a) CNP is out of compliance with Park Service regulations, so we need to start working now.
(b) There will be an evaluation every four years to determine whether the process is helping
move toward the established goals.
(c) We are taking decades-old farmland and turning it into native vegetation, which requires
managing for weeds.
(d) Q/C: I am concerned about the emphasis on Valle de Oro, which uses herbicides and
pesticides and would rather see no herbicides or pesticides, as in the Whitfield
Conservation Area.
(i) An agreement years ago that the Nature Preserve would use neither has been violated.
(ii) Although it might make sense to blanket spray, I’d rather not see that; we are
recovering from a blanket spray five years ago.
(iii) Herbicides are actually considered pesticides; we—TAG—agreed that any herbicide
use would be approved by a committee including neighbors.
(iv) Response—We have not used herbicides for the past couple of years; we are really
trying to limit their use.
1. We will not use herbicides first. As we transition to native habitat; we will use
mechanical approaches but need every tool in our toolbox.
2. We are working closely with Whitfield.
(3) Q/C: I am concerned that using herbicide on all the trees along the Duranes Lateral would get
down into the water table.
(a) Would anybody monitor that?
(b) Response—We are using mechanical means to get rid of smaller Siberian Elms and will
use the same approach selectively for larger Elms.
(i) Larger Elms provide nesting habitat.
(ii) Once a tree is cut, we apply a direct herbicide to the stump to prevent re-sprouting.
2)

TNT Herbicide/Pesticide Monitoring and Wells
a) In the RMP, we talked a lot about the TNT—what purpose it could serve, and potential for parking,
public access, restrooms, gates, storage areas.
i)

The Tree Nursery Tract is discussed in RMP 6.5.

ii) There will be a detailed planning phase (including neighbors) for a Site Plan for that 7 acres out of
the 67 acres for the whole farm.
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(1) The Site Plan will be developed only after the RMP is in place.
b) Q/C: Are there plans for monitoring if you are going to be spraying herbicides on the whole
property—monitoring for groundwater?
i)

Currently there are no monitoring wells.

ii) Response--There will be monitoring; a huge portion of the RMP concerns monitoring, to ensure
that we do not repeat mistakes.
3)

Exotic Tree Stump Removal
a) Q/C: There was concern in an early TAG about removing all the Elms along the Duranes Lateral
i)

Response—That was not the actual plan—it was to remove some of the trees and plant native
grasses along the ditch, to reduce the maintenance and spraying
(1) That plan has not gone anywhere.
(2) We are going to remove trees, but not along the Duranes Lateral—we cannot do that.

ii) Q/C: The trees along the Duranes Lateral kind of prohibit viewing into the property.
(1) Response—They really do provide important wildlife habitat and also hold the bank soil in
place; removal could have some impact on the ditch itself.
(a) We have had conversations with the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District about
clearing those larger Elms and placing the wildlife blinds and maybe thinning smaller
Elms.
(b) All those things would be considered even for the one area completely cleared for the
wildlife blind.
(2) Q/C: We live on the south side of the fenced TNT and do not want all the trees removed; we
do not want to be looking at buildings. We need that buffer.
(a) Response—We are thinking about how to beautify that area and add to it.
(i) We can do visual screens along the edges
(ii) There will be a lot of thought about existing trees and what resources are available to
maintain them.
4)

Deadline for Removal of (Compost and Other) Piles at the TNT and Photos
a) Trash is no longer being stored at the TNT.
b) A lot of the green waste piles have been reduced.
i)

We are trying to figure out the best place to store that type of material.
(1) We do not have a timeline for when that is going to happen.
(2) There are several types of piles—sand, wood chips for playgrounds, and green waste from
trees.
(3) This is a central location; we have to put the material somewhere.

ii) There was some material and equipment stored there during the construction of the Candelaria
roundabout, but that has not happened since.
c) Q/C: We are right across from the TNT and are the ones that get the wood chips and stench when the
wind blows from the west.
i)

Two concerns—traffic and where the structure is going to be.
(1) We do not want to be looking at a building.
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d) [Recent photos are appended to the email for this Report and were circulated to participants].
5)

TNT Fire Code Permit and Zoning
a) Is a Fire Code Permit required and how is it obtained? And if not, why not?
i)

Response—I am not aware of a Fire Code Permit requirement.
(1) At the appropriate time, we will get in touch with the Fire Department to determine what we
need.
(a) The primary goal is not to permit continued use of the property to store that type of
material; the goal is to remove all of that material.
(b) When we get to the detailed site planning, we will get to the Fire Code and Zoning issues.

ii) Q/C: There was a Fire Code enacted in 2009 for larger storage of chips and wood products.
(1) I am thinking of the safety of adjacent houses.
(2) I want it recognized that the goal is to get those piles out of there as quickly as possible.
(a) Response—We are going to get it out of there as soon as money and resources become
available.
b) Q/C: Do you have a start date or timeline for the TNT site planning; for what this is going to be and
look like?
i)

Response--Yes, we have two consultants on contract already.
(1) One is for the TNT planning and the other is to design the wildlife blinds and viewing
platform.
(2) Once the RMP is approved, we will start the process, because it is so complicated.

c) Q/C: I assume that none of the zoning issues will be addressed.
i)

What I understood is that that is going to be part of the proper planning process, but not addressed
right now.
(1) Response—Yes, it will be addressed in the planning process.

6)

Vehicle and Bus Parking, Public Access
a) Will there be bus bays in the parking lot? If so, how many and where will they be located? What will
the parking lot capacity be?
i)

Response—Through the RMP process and the TAG, it was determined that the best place for
parking and public access would be at the TNT.
(1) It has not been finally determined; perhaps there will be five; the Site Plan will be more
specific; that is when we determine the layout, ADA access and other things.
(a) Nothing will be final until completion of the site plan developed in coordination with
neighbors.

b) Q/C: If access would be in small groups of 4 at varied times of the week, why would there need to be
four bus spaces?
i)

So you are saying that bus and vehicle parking are a done deal, though the exact layout has not
been determined.
(1) The TAG vote on that issue was illegal—the chair voted before the rest of the group had
finished voting.
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(a) Response—The RMP was approved unanimously by the TAG and the Open space
Advisory Board.
(2) Also, the neighbors on three sides were not notified until the very end of the process, when
suddenly here were dramatic plans for the TNT.
(a) We have written letters and raised this issue several times.
ii) If there is no bus parking at either of the Nature Center lots, why at the TNT?
(1) There is no bus parking at the Nature Center; buses drop off kids and then come back to pick
them up.
iii) There is no parking all the way down Campbell Road--.6 miles--and the last block of Candelaria.
(1) A longtime resident said it was a real safety problem when they were building the Nature
Center.
c) Q/C: The main issue is about parking potential on Glenwood and Veranda.
i)

We do not want or need more parking there; we already have a lot of traffic coming through
Candelaria getting to the Nature Center.

d) Q/C: The easement between Veranda and Candelaria is a private road.
i)

We do not want this identified as a great parking area.
(1) We want the neighbors to be able to walk through what is essentially our driveway.

ii) Response—This is why we ended up identifying TNT for parking—it is not on a residential road;
it already has an electric gate.
(1) We talked about having signs to divert people away from Cherokee or other residential areas.
(2) Also, there is a bus stop there, to accommodate the larger community and people who do not
drive.
e) Q/C: It does concern me when I see they are talking about access to the Preserve; our Veranda and
Glenwood already gets a lot of parking for access to the bike path.
i)

A couple of years ago, there was parking for access to the walking trail when the cranes were
there—a solid flow of cars.

f) Considering Public Access, TAG felt strongly to keep the area as a nature preserve and limit access
except through monitored stewardship activities and guided tours.
i)
7)

We do need to provide perimeter access to viewing blinds

Budget and Oversight of the RMP
a) [A Screen Share showed the detailed budget] The budget was reviewed in detail by the TAG, by staff,
and by two different consultants; it will change but for now, it is our best guess.
i)

Design was allocated $75,000 but came out less than that.

ii) We have not fully defined capital costs because needed items have not been fully defined.
(1) We developed a draft site plan, just to be able to think through what budget items should be.
iii) Operation and management for the entire property includes a lot of different things and we may
find more or less expenses, but we identified $930,000 plus for years 1-4 and about $1.6 or $1.7
million for years 5-20.
(1) The actual costs may change but we are looking at how to leverage our resources to get more
money—through grants or partnering with other agencies.
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(a) We really hope to rely on our Nature Preserve Friends group to support us in that effort, as
they have mentioned.
8)

Other Items
a) Blinds—
i)

Not every place that people will want to be able to use viewing platforms will result in parking or
access.
(1) Visual access is an important recreation activity on the property.
(2) We do want to find places that could be ADA compliant.

ii) Q/C: I appreciate the opportunity later to help plan the blinds so that we do not have concrete
walls with windows and parking.
b) Enforcement—
i)

Q/C: One thing I have not noticed is money set aside to monitor the plan.
(1) If there is to be no parking on Cherokee Road, no dumping (as there is now) on Cherokee,
where is the enforcement?
(a) Someone needs to come along and give out parking tickets.
(b) There is planning on one side and follow-up and assurance that the planning is made real.

c) Leave it—
i)

Q/C: Is there any possibility that they can just abandon ship and leave this tree farm?
(1) Just clean it up and add to it.
(a) The city needs trees; nothing beautifies an area so much as greenery.
(2) Response—We have some amazing ideas in terms of the tree nursery—how it can be used in
keeping mature trees and rotating the small ones.
(a) That was the original intent, but they got a little big for us to move.

d) Historical Area—
i)

Q/C: This area is an historical landmark.
(1) There used to be a historic sign right in front of the tree farm and somebody stole it.
(a) We have reported it and reported it but no one seems to want to acknowledge this as an
historic area.
(b) The post is till there.
(2) The sign was posted during the Marty Chavez administration.
(a) It said something like acknowledging one of the first settlements in the North Valley and
the early settlers of Albuquerque.
(3) Response—it would be interesting to know the historical significance of the property, to tie in
to the planning process.
(a) There is a Historic Preservation Planner on staff—and she is the case planner for this
application.—Leslie Naji.
(b) ACTION ITEM—I [Cheryl] can contact her and get her to follow up on this.

e) Transition Team—
i)

Q/C: We have seen administrations change and things did not work out because personnel
changed.
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(1) I would like to see a Transition Team of TAG members to help with some of this transition.
(2) Response—In the Executive Summary of the RMP page iv, it notes that the plan covers 20
years and is to be implemented in four-year phases.
(a) There is to be a report to the Open Space Advisory Board every 4 years, to discuss
potential updates and changes to the plan, in accordance with the goals of outdoor
recreation and habitat restoration.
(3) Q/C: Okay, but what they get is a report at the end of the year rather than some sort of
collaborative effort to plan.
(a) What is going to happen during the year?
(b) Response—We can add in quarterly or monthly meetings with our Friends group.
f) Correction to prior Chat Log of 10/22/20 -- Chat log should have said: “...wasn’t a tie breaker” (not
“want a tie breaker”).
Action Items:
a) Historic Landmark—Cheryl Somerfeldt will contact Case Planner /Historic Preservation Planner
Leslie Naji to determine the historic status of TNT
Application Hearing Details: For an application submitted on 29 October 2020—
Hearing will be scheduled for 10 December 2020
1. Hearing Time:
a. The Commission will begin hearing applications at 8:30 a.m.
b. The actual time this application will be heard by the Commission will depend on the
applicant’s position on the Commission’s schedule.
2. Hearing Process:
a. Comments from facilitated meetings will go into a report which goes to the City Planner.
b. City Planner includes facilitator report in recommendations.
c. The Commission will make a decision and parties have 15 days to appeal the decision.
3. Resident Participation at Hearing:
a. Written comments to be considered by the planning staff and included in the EPC packet must
be received by Monday 30 November and may be sent to:
b. Planner Leslie Naji, lnaji@cabq.gov, (505) 924-3927,
c/o Planning Department, 600 2nd St., 3rd floor, Albuquerque, NM, 87102
c. OR
Dan Serrano, EPC Chair, c/o Planning Department, 600 2nd St., 3rd floor, Albuquerque, NM,
87102
i. Additional written comments may be sent as late as 9 am Monday 8 December.
4. EPC makes recommendations to the City Council. The Council decides whether to accept the
recommendations.
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Names of Attendees Providing Affiliations and Contact Information:
David Simon, PRD Director
Colleen Langan-McRoberts, Open Space Superintendent
James Lewis, Open Space Assistant Superintendent
Cheryl Somerfeldt, Open Space Senior Planner
Mark Chavez, Parks & Recreation Assistant Director
Diane Dolan, City Councilor Isaac Benton’s Policy Analyst
Christianne Hinks, Neighbor
Cori and Steve Ewing, Neighbors
Eleanor Walther, Rio Grande Boulevard NA President
Friedje vanGils, Neighbor
Diana Hunt, Alvarado NA President
Donna Sigl, Neighbor
Melinda Moffitt, Neighbor
Gil and Liz Carrillo, Neighbors
Peggy Norton, North Valley Coalition President
Trancito Romero, Neighbor
Marta and Alan Galicki, Neighbors
Doyle Kimbrough, North Valley Coalition & Rio Grande Boulevard NA
Denise Wheeler, Neighbor
Jeannie Allen, Rio Grande Compound Homeowners Association
Heather MacCurdy, Neighbor
Suzanne Shave, Neighbor
Joseph Sabatini, Near North Valley NA
Kiera Homann, Neighbor
Wendy Pederson, Neighbor
Richard Barish, Bosque Issues Sierra Club Chair
David Parsons, Neighbor
Mary Anne Santos Newhall, Neighbor
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11/12/20 Chatbox
From S Shave to Everyone: 05:05 PM
I am. S uzanne Shave
From Pedersen to Everyone: 05:05 PM
I'm a resident f Alvarado Gardens
From marta & alan galicki, neighbors to Me: (Privately) 05:09 PM
I would like to ask a question after presentation. thanks
From Joseph Sabatini to Me: (Privately) 05:11 PM
I'm Joe Sabatini. I'm on the Board of the Near North Valley NA, but am attending out of personal
interest.
From Kiera Homann to Everyone: 05:12 PM
Kiera Homann - khomann@hotmail.com
From marta & alan galicki, neighbors to Me: (Privately) 05:12 PM
Marta & Alan Galicki mmgalicki@me.com
From Richard Barish to Everyone: 05:12 PM
Hi everyone. I'm Richard Barish. I'm the Bosque Issues Chair of the Sierra Club.
Richard.barish@gmail.com
From Mark to Me: (Privately) 05:12 PM
you can mute people as the host
From Pedersen to Everyone: 05:13 PM
Wendy Pedersen, Alvarado Gardens, antiwendy@yahoo.com
From Diana Hunt, Pres AGNA to Me: (Privately) 05:17 PM
can I just make a comment in the chat for the record instead of having to speak?
From Me to Diana Hunt, Pres AGNA: (Privately) 05:17 PM
Sure
From Denise Wheeler to Everyone: 05:18 PM
Denise Wheeler member RGBNA
From David Parsons to Everyone: 05:24 PM
David Parsons - ellobodave@comcast.net
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From DM Sigl to Everyone: 05:25 PM
was the attachment to this meeting only a one page/photo? thank you.
From David Parsons to Everyone: 05:25 PM
David Parsons, resident of Alvarado Gardens, member of CNP Technical Advisory Group
From Doyle Kimbrough to Me: (Privately) 05:34 PM
Jocelyn,
From Diana Hunt, Pres AGNA to Everyone: 05:35 PM
AGNA would like to add a short formal comment here but will also submit a longer comment in print
prior to the EPC hearing: On pg 91 I believe, of the Resource Management Plan (RMP) there is mention
of Glenwood/Trellis being an access point with parking. AGNA is in opposition to anything that would
increase additional parking on neighborhood streets. We feel new parking is better suited off Rio
Grande.
From Me to DM Sigl: (Privately) 05:35 PM
I'll present the photos tonight.
From Doyle Kimbrough to Me: (Privately) 05:35 PM
Jocelyn my email is newmexmba@ol.com Doyle Kimbrough
From Peggy Norton to Everyone: 05:40 PM
I hope we will be talking about more than the Tree Nursery for the rest of this meeting.
Jocelyn - If we have our hand raised, could we please get called on.
From Heather MacCurdy to Me: (Privately) 05:44 PM
we don't see pictures
From Pedersen to Everyone: 05:45 PM
all I see is your directory
From . to Everyone: 05:45 PM
Photos are not showing on screen share
From Denise Wheeler to Everyone: 05:46 PM
I do not see any pictures
From Diana Hunt, Pres AGNA to Everyone: 05:47 PM
it is a tree farm right?
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From . to Everyone: 05:48 PM
Try opening on your desk top before going to screen share
From friedjevangils to Everyone: 05:49 PM
Diana and AGNA: As a direct neighbor of the tree farm I hope that by parking “off Rio Grande” you don’t
mean Cherokee Rd.!
From Diana Hunt, Pres AGNA to Everyone: 05:53 PM
Hi Friedje. I would create a space that is not on Cherokee but within the tree farm or elsewhere. I don’t
believe parking of buses and cars should be on neighborhood streets.
From Melinda Moffitt to Everyone: 05:53 PM
Melinda Moffitt. dunlapmoffitt@gmail.com
From Eleanor to Everyone: 06:00 PM
As was stated in the last meeting, it seems designing blinds before the tree farm design is done seems to
be putting the cart before the horse.
Why can't use use the parking lot at the RG State PArk since the City owns the land.
From marta & alan galicki, neighbors to Everyone: 06:07 PM
and at meeting Steve referenced the chairman voted & it want a tie breaker. illegal vote. can chair vote
if not a tie? also some changed their vote 3 times
From Diana Hunt, Pres AGNA to Everyone: 06:07 PM
The comments about parking at the Nature Center - can you speak to why this is a problem?
From Colleen McRoberts to Everyone: 06:13 PM
https://www.cabq.gov/parksandrecreation/documents/2019-cnp-rmp_master-copy_03272020.pdf
From Peggy Norton to Me: (Privately) 06:13 PM
What happened to item 6 on the agenda?
From Colleen McRoberts to Everyone: 06:14 PM
LInk for RMP
Total budget - $9,144,416
From Diana Hunt, Pres AGNA to Me: (Privately) 06:18 PM
thanks Jocelyn.
From Diana Hunt, Pres AGNA to Everyone: 06:25 PM

CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
11/12/20 Chatbox
Thank you for your comment Wendy.
Peggy thank you for your comment. AGNA has seen a lot of traffic and unauthorized parking.
From Diana Hunt, Pres AGNA to Me: (Privately) 06:36 PM
need to leave now but feel that a historic landmark/site is super interesting.
From marta & alan galicki, neighbors to Everyone: 06:38 PM
historic sites can be designated by city, state or federal govt. Look forward to hearing who placed
marker there.
From Mary Anne Santos Newhall to Everyone: 06:51 PM
Thank you all.
From marta & alan galicki, neighbors to Everyone: 06:53 PM
thank you Ms Torres
From Philip Crump to Me: (Privately) 06:53 PM
let's talk...
From DM Sigl to Everyone: 06:54 PM
thank you!
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18-0098.001
Candelaria Farm Preserve Resource Management Plan
November 15, 2018
1:30 PM

Attending:
By:

Ken Romig, Heather MacCurdy, James Lewis, Matt McMillan,
David Lightfoot
Ken Romig

Copies To:
Issue Date:

Attending
11/20/18

Discussion Items:
1. This conversation record is derived from a meeting with SWCA, CABQ Open Space, DPS and Heather
MacCurdy to discuss the existing environmental information available for the planning team.
2. Access issues are critical to the RGNC State Park.
a. Stray dogs: 3-4 times a years there are reports of loose dogs in Candelaria Preserve and the
CABQ animal control is called out to catch them. Many dogs are loose on the ditch and get into
the preserve from the MRGCD laterals surrounding the property. When confronted the owners
are usually dismissive or rude to Rangers. There have been numerous instances of dogs
swimming in the ponds and chasing ducks and wildlife.
b. Vehicles: The RGNC gates are often run into by vandals or partyers. At least once a year there
are reports of unauthorized vehicles entering the property and ramming gates trying to get out.
There have been instances of vehicles getting hung up on the berms around the ponds.
c. Persons: There are often people walking in the Nature Preserve.
d. Vandalism: Many things are stolen and vandalized on the property including the farm equipment,
locks, and stolen stuff
3. There needs to be a permanent presence at the nature preserve to watch for public intrusion- which
would take an upgrade of the Woodward house to have working bathrooms.
4. Heather has a staff of five to watch 38 acres and feels like that is not enough personnel to watch the
preserve. The Center has 180 volunteers and the impression is that these volunteers are stretched thin
across their responsibilities at the center. The CNP ought to have a 501c3 organization that can pursue
grants and have a full time volunteer organizer.
5. Heather sees the CNP and RGNC as have similar goals and resources though the RGNC may be tasked
with more responsibilities for the CNP. She fears that without a cooperative management agreement
RGNC will have too much to manage and not enough resources. Specifically an agreement regarding
income from visiting groups needs to be worked out. I.e. if groups access the nature center from CNP
then the RGNC will not see any income from that visitation.
6. Rio Grande Nature Center does not use pesticides or herbicides because they do not want the residue
and concentrations affecting the water quality in the ponds. They control invasive species with physical
removals and do not burn weeds. Goats could be a solution to control invasive species and the center
does not use fire to control vegetation. They trap animals and relocate them on a regular basis.
7. Heather reports that there are few amphibians except bullfrogs in the ponds and many turtles including
snapping and soft shell turtles that are relocated to the river.
8. The center is very aware of runoff from adjacent farmed fields as affecting pond water quality. (This may
be why there are berms around the ponds). Ponds are sometimes pumped into the fields. The ponds are
plastic lined and their condition is unknown though the age of the liners may be reaching the end of their
life. Tracking down the original construction plans would be valuable.
9. Habitat fragmentation and disturbance is a big concern to Heather who sees these threats as
considerable difficulties the management plan should address. Judy should be consulted and asked what
the definition of reasonable public access is to satisfy LWCF regulations.
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10. Discovery walks: Dan Collins is a good person to conduct the
discovery hikes. The thought is to have 1 hike on a weekend and 3
others during the weekday with no more than 20 persons who have to
pre-register for the hike. Ken suggested that the topic of the
urban/wildland interface be a significant topic of the discovery hikes.
Ken will develop a series of potential talking points for the hikes to consider.

This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue.

End of Report
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18-0098.001
Candelaria Farm Preserve Resource Management Plan
12/06/18
11:00
Neighborhood meeting

Attending:

By:

Peggy Norton, Oscar Simpson, Will Hoffman, Rob Dickerson,
Pat Martinez, Leroy, Kyle, Catherine- North Valley Coalition
and Ken Romig DPS
Ken Romig, DPS

Copies To:
Issue Date:

Attending
12/11/18

Discussion Items:
1. Ken gave an overview of the planning process and why the planning effort is taking place. Explanations of
the LWCF funding and LWCF regulations were described and outlined.
2. A member mentioned that constructed wetlands and restoring the urban tree canopy could be a use for the
property.
3. Questions were asked regarding the target species for habitat development and currently the sandhill crane
and the Canadian goose are the primary concern. To address other birdlife (quail or pheasant) will require the
return of cover that was removed to reduce fire potential.
4. What does a mosaic of habitats look like?. Ken explained that hedgerows may grow in width and be planted
with a variety of plants that provide food and parcels may be determined that provide a patchy set of habitats
for wildlife.
5. The group agreed that the perimeter ought to fenced and access limited. No dogs ought to be allowed on the
preserve. The majority of access will be visual. Overlooks or viewing areas could be fenced with window-like
blind areas.
6. There will be at least one person in the Alvarado Park Neighborhood that would like to see a park.
7. Parking on Veranda for bird watchers has to be addressed.
8. The group stated that the preserve is not an isolated plot of land and the resource management plan being
developed could be a model for the city or county open spaces.

This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the contrary
is received within 10 calendar days of issue.

End of Report
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18-0098.001
Candelaria Farm Preserve Resource Management Plan
October 13, 2018
4:00 PM

Attending:
By:

Ken Romig, Carolyn and Johnathan Siegel
Ken Romig

Copies To:
Issue Date:
Discussion Items:
1. The Siegel’s live on Veranda Road and the neighborhood is very tight and communicative. i.e. many
evenings the neighbors stroll the road and talk to one another and mingle.
2. They are aware of the loss of wildlife due to herbicide and pesticide use and are against using pesticides on
the farm.
3. The neighborhood has entertained the construction of a small plaza at the corner of Trellis and Veranda with
a small seating space and paved area. The Siegel’s went so far as to ask the city if they could construct the
plaza on public ROW and the idea was acceptable to Barbara Taylor, the previous assistant director of parks.

This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue.

End of Report
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18-0098.001
Candelaria Farm Preserve Resource Management Plan
October 13, 2018
4:00 PM

Attending:
By:

Ken Romig, Christianne Hinks
Ken Romig

Copies To:
Issue Date:

Attending

Discussion Items:
1. Christianne has been living in ABQ for 23 years and she never realized that the area was a Farm Preserve,
not a nature preserve until she saw herbicides being used on trees in an irresponsible manner.
2. Christianne’s primary concern is the use of pesticides and herbicides which is responsible for the loss of
wildlife and the diversity of animals that she saw every day.
3. Christianne remembers corn being planted on the farm and seeing hundreds of cranes on the farm property in
1997.
4. The observed animals were weasels, toads and quail. After the herbicide spraying the wildlife populations
declined and disappeared due to the loss of cover.
5. She is of the opinion that Jim Roberts maximized contiguous farming areas for his operations and the result
was the loss of cover for wildlife.

This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue.

End of Report
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18-0098.001
Candelaria Farm Preserve Resource Management Plan
11/27/18
5:30
Stakeholder interview- North and East Homeowners Group

Attending:

By:

Jason Hinkes and Carmel Lepore, Christianne Hinks, Karin
Perry, Wayne Chew, Tony Anella, Cara McCulloch, Eve Price,
Carole Ward, Joan Robins, Denise Wheeler
Ken Romig

Copies To:
Issue Date:

Attending
11/28/18

Discussion Items:
1. The meeting began with Ken giving an overview of the planning effort including the purpose of LWCF
compliance and the current CABQ operations of the Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP). Primary elements of
the overview included CNP compliance with the following:
a. Reasonable public access for outdoor recreation
b. Required Resource Management Plans to LWCF state representative and NPS.
c. Definitions of commercial/contract farming, LWCF compliance and CABQ commitments to phase out
contract farming in the foreseeable future.
2. Tony Anella requested the letter outlining the LWCF regulations and CNP compliance issues be forwarded to
him. Ken agreed that this was public information and will be shared.
3. Outdoor recreation access was an important subject to all of the homeowners. Free and unhindered access
was not an acceptable solution to the group. Picnic tables, bike and walking paths were something they do
not want to see as part of the plan.
4. The homeowners also agreed that the CNP has to be monitored to limit access- there was a report of two
bicyclists on the north edge of the property.
5. The group is concerned about the economics of operating the CNP. How will the farmer be paid if not
through a sharecropping scenario? The city will have to find the funds to pay a full time farmer. Questionhave funds been identified to pay for a farmer? Ken replied that the management plan will identify sources
and collaborative partners to develop a funding source. The graphic and statistics Ken presented about how
much land was dedicated to wildlife crops versus commercial crops in 2017 was disputed. There is the
opinion that not as much wildlife crops were grown as indicated.
6. Tony Anella specifically asked that ecological science lead the design effort. He stated that the Rio Grande
Bosque trail was not led by ecological science. Due to some past CABQ planning efforts there is a distrust of
planning and the sense that public engagement can be perfunctory. Ken expressed the hope that this
planning effort reestablishes trust between communities and CABQ administrations.
7. Pesticide/herbicide use was a discussion item that drew a lot of attention. The city resolution calls for no
pesticide use, organic farming techniques and herbicide use shall be minimized. The group is a wary and
cautious of herbicide use and do not have faith in monitoring the use of herbicides on CNP. Ken
mentioned that there are strict protocols for Fish and Wildlife use of herbicides and this can be explored
further r
8. Christianne mentioned that the current antagonistic relationship between the farmer/adjacent property owners
and Open space has the potential to be less antagonistic with a good plan.
9. Side subjects: Drones should be banned from the CNP and Balloonists know they should not be landing on
the CNP.
10. Ken mentioned that the RGNC is concerned about domestic animals, vehicles and human access from the
edges, which disturb wildlife. Fencing/ barrier solutions will have to be discussed as part of the planning
effort.
11. The Resource management plan will be approved by a variety of agencies including the TAG, Open Space
Division, NM State parks, and the City council.
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12. Ken stated that designs for the site that involve habitat/mosaic and crop
relationships have yet to be developed. The homeowners would like to
see their views and vistas into the agricultural areas preserved. Ken
asked the group what limitations to their views they would accept, i.e. tall
corn or tall perennial crops may block the view into the preserve. The
group does not want a shrub screen/buffer, but seemed okay with tall crops that blocked views for a period of
time like sorghum from July to October.
13. There was some discussion about the public making the decisions for the CNP and what kind of outcomes
would be considered. The group wants experts to review the plan and scrutinize solutions that fit the purpose
of CNP- the preservation of nature. Ken mentioned that the TAG, made up of experts in the field of ecology,
biology and plants, is the primary group to focus the plan on wildlife/habitat support. The groups has
confidence in the TAG’s expertise.
14. There was a consensus that access to the CNP should be restricted to public education guided tours only and
the Woodward House should not be a hub for public access i.e. parking lots and groups tours starting at that
location. All visitation to the site should happen through the RGNC.
15. Ken asked if an observation decks along the Duranes lateral would be acceptable. There was a mixed
reaction to this suggestion. Parking to access the lateral was problematic and should not occur on Arbor- but
could occur at the tree farm. The general consensus is the observations decks/blinds would bring more foot
traffic to the lateral and this was not desirable and that access to CNP be visual and not physical.
16. The ALB. Wildlife federation ought to be added to the list of stakeholders.
17. The planning team ought to be aware that the storage of farm equipment has caused contamination of soils
with petrochemicals in the past.

This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue.

End of Report
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18-0098.001
Candelaria Farm Preserve Resource Management Plan
11/30/18
2:00PM
Stakeholder interview- Sierra Club and New Mexico
Wilderness Alliance

Attending:

By:

Richard Barish; Sierra Club
Ken Cole; New Mexico Wilderness Alliance
Ken Romig, Drew Seavey; D/P/S
Drew Seavey

Copies To:
Issue Date:

File; Parties present
12/4/18

Discussion Items:
1. Ken, Drew, Richard and Ken met at the D/P/S office to go over initial comments and concerns regarding the
Candelaria Nature Preserve resource management plan.
2. Richard introduced himself and discussed his involvement with the Rio Grande Chapter of the Sierra Club
and its Bosque Action Team.
3. Ken Cole introduced himself and discussed his involvement with the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance. Ken is
currently serving as their treasurer. Ken indicated that he had not interfaced very often with LWCF but worked
more with the National Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management.
4. Richard indicated that he was familiar with the TAG and suggested they be given substantial deference in the
creation of the resource management plan. Richard also indicated that the use of pesticides and herbicides
should generally be forbidden and that any use of a pesticide or herbicide should be rare and done only with
the approval of the relevant authority. The use of pesticides or herbicides should comply with stringent,
specified criteria and only used if a conservation goal cannot reasonably be met some other way. Richard
added that the use of pesticides or herbicides should not be used solely to increase crop yield.
5. Richard also expressed concern over public access to the preserve and its potential to disturb habitat. Ken
Romig indicated that access would likely be limited to guided tours.
6. On the topic of trails, Richard suggested proposed trails should be limited in number and that they be narrow
and constructed of natural materials that will minimize habitat fragmentation for small critters.
7. Richard indicated that the land should be managed to provide habitat for native species.
8. Richard mentioned a Todd Caplan who had done previous work in the Bosque on the topic of site
characterization. Richard suggested a similar study be conducted on the preserve so decisions on what to
plant where could be made based on soil type, distance to groundwater, etc.
9. Ken Cole and Richard both indicated that Valle de Oro, and Bosque del Apache would be valuable examples
to study in the creation of the resource management plan. Ken Cole mentioned the Farm to Table restaurant
in Albuquerque’s north valley. The Hubbell Oxbow was mentioned, but Richard indicated this site had
changed over the years and would not be a good example to draw from.
10. Ken Romig indicated that adjacent residents have expressed their desire to maintain views into the preserve,
but some form of buffer may provide critical habitat. The concept of ‘urban wildlife zones’ came up while
discussing what to do with the perimeters of the preserve. These transitional areas can be customized to
bolster habitat and also work with the neighboring land owners.
11. On the topic of publicity, Richard indicated that he has a list serve of over 2,300 people. Richard offered to
help get the word out regarding public meetings and other opportunities for the public to get involved.
12. On the topic of integrated pest management, Richard expressed his concern over the use of any herbicide or
pesticide. Ken Romig asked if Ken Cole or Richard had any experience with ‘goat crews’ to control weeds.
Richard indicated that this can cause a burst of weed growth, especially kochia.
13. The topic of parking was discussed. Ken Romig indicated that the bulk of the parking for the preserve would
likely be located at the Rio Grande Nature Center. This remains a topic to be studied and vetted with
stakeholders.
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14. Ken Cole suggested that the Tree Farm to the east of the preserve would
be valuable for the cultivation of native plant species to be planted
throughout the preserve.
15. Ken Cole suggested involving the Central New Mexico Audobon Society
in the planning process.
16. Richard suggested getting in touch with the head of the UNM Economy Department. This fellow (whose name
Richard could not recall) had done research on the positive economic impact of conserving wild lands.

This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue.

End of Report
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18-0098.001
Candelaria Farm Preserve (CNP) Resource Management
Plan
12/3/18
1:30

Attending:
By:

Scooter and Julia Haynes, Ken Romig, DPS
Ken Romig

Copies To:
Issue Date:

Attending
12/10/18

Discussion Items:
1. Ken began the discussion to describe the events that have led up the CNP planning process including the
LWCF funding and its regulations pertaining to the property.
2. Scooter stated that his farming operation on the Alamo Farm is a hobby and he is a developer by trade. And
has only began farming the property in mid-2017. 2018 will be his full year of farming the Alamo.
3. The CABQ open space division farmed the area before them.
4. Scooter found that the soil health was very poor and inert. CABQ did not plant cover crops to rejuvenate the
soils and the soils were extremely compacted. He and the CABQ open space worked out an arrangement
that allowed him to spread CABQ compost over the site for $450.00 an acre. (Manure typically costs 1K an
acre)
5. Scooter planted a cover crop of peas in October and the crop was entirely eaten by the birds before any
seeds were produced.
6. Scooter stated that the best way to run an operation at the CABQ open space farms was through a private
operational model. The reasons being is that the water can come at any time- day or night- and you have to
be able to adjust your schedule quickly- it is not an 8-5 job.
7. Scooter began his operation by ripping the caliche layer to a depth of 24- 36” to provide drainage. Then
plowing and running a screen of the soil clogs to break them up for planting.
8. Scooter cuts his silage to small pieces to till the silage into the soil, however, much of the silage clogs his
machines. Whereas other farmers would cut the stalks into larger, bale able lengths for baling and sale.
9. Scooter suggested that anything less than a 5 year contract would not allow the farmer to make back any
capital investments he makes in the property. I.e. Purchase of equipment or the use of compost. There are
tilling costs and irrigation labor which runs $85.00/hour.
10. Other farmers to talk to include Jim Wagner of Wagner farms
11. Scooter expressed concern about the loss of contract farming arrangements the CABQ. Ken informed him
that it is only land purchased with LWCF funds that are subject to contract farming scrutiny.
12. Scooter suggested a variety of crops to consider and he hopes to utilize these at the Alamo- buckwheat,
canola, clover, vetch (although vetch is hard to control without herbicides) and sunflowers.
13. Scooter and Julia both mentioned that covered storage is critical to a good farm operation because the sun
beats up tractors and equipment.

This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue.

End of Report
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18-0098.001
Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan
12/04/18
1:00PM
TAG Field Trip to the Bernardo Waterfowl Area, a part of the
Ladd S. Gordon Waterfowl Complex

Attending:

Brian Hanson, Carolyn Siegel, Dave Parsons, Peggy Norton,
Richard Barish, Yolanda Homann; TAG
Jim Stuart, Ryan Darr, Art Anaya, Milnor Lucero, Chuck
Schultz; NM Dept. of Game and Fish
Matt McMillan; SWCA
Drew Seavey; D/P/S

By:

Drew Seavey

Copies To:
Issue Date:

File; Parties present
12/12/18

Discussion Items:
1. Overview - The TAG, project consultants, and representatives of the NM Dept. of Game and Fish
(NMDGF) met at the Bernardo Waterfowl Area (BWA) which is a part of the Ladd S. Gordon Waterfowl
Complex (LGWC) to gather and share information on existing wildlife management practices. Ryan Darr,
a lands program manager with NMDGF, indicated that in addition to the BWA, there are three other
properties in Valencia and Socorro Counties that are a part of the LGWC where habitat is maintained for
migratory birds. These other areas include La Joya Wildlife Area north of Socorro, Belen Waterfowl Area,
and the Casa Colorada Waterfowl Area south of Belen. Ryan indicated that a 500-acre revegetation
project is planned for the property in Bernardo in the spring of 2019.
2. Farming - The group convened on a wildlife viewing platform, with hundreds of sandhill cranes
trumpeting in the background, Milnor Lucero, Ryan Darr and Chuck Schultz described the farming
practices employed at the BWA.
a. The main forage crop grown to attract sandhill cranes on this site is corn. Sandhill cranes prefer
larger grains, and corn is a good size for this species. Chuck mentioned that the reason cranes
like larger grains is because they don’t have to expend as much energy foraging. With smaller
grains, cranes will have to peck, scratch and lower their heads more often to get comparable
nutrients.
b. In addition to palatability, corn is also widely used because it is less water intensive compared to
other grains. Milnor indicated that they use GMO corn at BWA in order to maximize crop yield and
to select corn varieties that use less water.
c. Milnor indicated that they use RoundUp and 2,4-D herbicide to control weeds. Several members
of the TAG indicated that pesticides and herbicides will not be used, or at least limited in use, at
the Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP), and asked NMDGF staff if they had any
recommendations for weed control without the use of chemicals. Milnor indicated that disking the
fields after letting the first flush of weeds grow from early spring irrigation may limit weed growth.
Ryan also indicated that some “weeds” that are carried by irrigation water are native and have
habitat value. The wholesale eradication of weeds that occurs at BWA is due to the fact that
some crops, such as alfalfa, are used to generate revenue. Ryan indicated that if crops were not
to be sold from the CNP, then it would not be as important to enforce a monoculture, and that
allowing certain volunteer plants to grow would actually increase habitat value.
d. On the topic of soil fertility, Milnor indicated that they use chemical fertilizers at BWA. Brian
Hanson asked if there were alternatives to adding chemical fertilizers. Milnor and Ryan discussed
crop rotation, green manures, intercropping, compost and the no till method of farming as
alternatives to chemical fertilizers.
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i. Corn and alfalfa are rotated on a four-year cycle at
BWA. Alfalfa is a nitrogen fixing legume, and crop
rotation with nitrogen fixing plants bolsters the soil for
corn production. Ryan indicated that there are other
leguminous, nitrogen fixing species that could be
used instead of alfalfa, but alfalfa is used at BWA because of its market value. Since the
CNP will not be used for commercial farming, other leguminous, nitrogen fixing species
should be explored for habitat value and native status in addition to their soil building
abilities. It should be noted that alfalfa exhibits allelopathic tendencies and will actually
start to choke itself out over time. Another characteristic of alfalfa is that it is a relatively
water hungry plant. It can be cut/harvested between three and six times per year. Milnor
indicated that urea fertilizer is used for alfalfa crops and cow manure is used for corn
crops at BWA.
ii. Milnor indicated that winter wheat is used as a winter cover crop between successions of
corn. It is turned under as a green manure in the spring prior to corn planting.
iii. Ryan briefly touched on the concept of intercropping. One possible example would be to
have 20-30’ width rows of corn separated by strips of a groundcover species. This
method has been shown to increase yields, as there will be less competition of the same
resources that one would find in a monoculture crop. One could imagine greater
biodiversity with this method.
iv. Milnor discussed compost. They use cow manure for corn crops at BWA, but also
mentioned it can sometimes burn crops. It was suggested that manure be composted first
to avoid burning crops. Milnor also suggested several potential sources for cow manure
such as programs associated with the NM State Fair/Downs.
v. Ryan brought up the no-till method of farming as a way to grow forage crops without the
use of chemical fertilizers. See items 4(c) and (d) below under research questions. No-till
farming was not discussed in depth at this meeting but was brought to the discussion as
a viable land management strategy to avoid the need for chemical fertilizers.
e. Chuck mentioned the NMSU cooperative extension service as a resource that should be
consulted. Chuck mentioned there are a handful of NMSU Agricultural Experiment stations
around New Mexico. There may be some existing research that can guide future farming
practices.
f. Milnor summarized the sequence of actions normally taken to grow corn at BWA.
i. In the winter, cranes eat corn after it is mowed down.
ii. After cranes have exhausted the corn, the fields are disked and the residue is left to
compost into the soil.
iii. The fields are then ripped at a common depth of 30”.
iv. After ripping, the fields are then disked twice, laser leveled and borders added to contain
flood irrigation water.
v. The fields are irrigated and any volunteer species are allowed to grow. The volunteer
plant succession is then disked, and finally corn or other crops are planted.
g. Corn, millet, milo, and Sudan grass were mentioned as crops that have been grown at BWA for
wildlife forage. Sunflowers, triticale and native perennials and grasses such as New Mexico olive,
wolfberry, inland saltgrass, alkali sacaton and three-leaf sumac were also mentioned as valuable
wildlife species. Chuck suggested looking up the New Mexico Forestry plant list.
h. Milnor suggested using small test plots to determine what species do best at CNP.
i. At BWA corn is cut on a daily basis to provide forage for cranes. Milnor shared a simple equation
to determine how much of a corn crop should be cut per day to provide easily accessible forage.
Divide the area of the crop by 75 days, and this will indicate how much corn should be cut per day
to ration forage throughout the migration season. It was mentioned that the cranes will continue
browsing until the cut corn supply runs out and more needs to be cut.
3. Water management
a. Brian mentioned the uncertainty of water going into the future. Ryan indicated that millet and
Sudan grass are some of the crops grown at BWA that may tolerate drier conditions.
b. Chuck discussed that concrete ditches allow for more efficient delivery of water without loss to
infiltration. He also mentioned that there may be some hydrological benefit to having unlined
ditches. This is an item that needs further research. Chuck indicated that the average lifespan for
a concrete irrigation ditch is about 20 years depending on how it was constructed .
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c.

The topic of water rights came into the discussion and Ryan
indicated that wetlands are not normally given the same
priority as normal agricultural use of irrigation water.
d. Ryan suggested that the planning efforts for the CNP include
early discussions with the MRGCD. It was also suggested
that the CNP project may benefit from the counsel of a water rights attorney.
e. It was suggested that excess water from flood irrigation can be used to irrigate various wildlife
mosaic pieces such as native shrub breaks and wetlands.
4. Research Questions (Drew Seavey)
a. CNP is not going to grow crops for revenue, and alfalfa is commonly grown for its market value.
Per Ryan Darr with NMDGF, there are other leguminous, nitrogen fixing species that could
replace alfalfa in the intercropping modality of rotating corn and alfalfa on four-year cycles. What
other leguminous, nitrogen fixing species could be used in lieu of alfalfa, and are any of them
native and/or species with habitat value?
b. Besides winter wheat, what other species can be used as green manure to be planted between
corn seasons?
c. How can no-till farming be employed at CNP? The following are research leads that will uncover
opportunities and constraints associated with no-till farming.
a. Profit and yield – no-till farming has been shown to reduce labor, fuel, irrigation and
machinery costs (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No-till_farming). No-till farming has been
shown to increase yield due to better infiltration and storage of water on a site.
b. Grants associated with no-till farming. Can the CNP receive grant money from
sequestering carbon and engaging in conservation tillage?
d. Conservation tillage is defined as any method of soil cultivation that leaves the previous year’s
crop residue on fields before and after planting the next crop to reduce soil erosion and runoff.
This method helps sequester carbon and build soil. Local examples of this method should be
investigated.
e. What habitat supporting plants could be intercropped with corn, millet, milo, Sudan grass and
other wildlife forage crops?
f. Are there any existing publications or research that indicate irrigation ditches that are not lined
with concrete help with groundwater recharge?
g. What did cranes eat prior to the widespread cultivation of grains? Are there any native plants that
cranes will attract cranes?
h. What other allelopathic species besides alfalfa could be used at CNP. Can any of these species
be used to control weeds?

This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue.

End of Report
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CIUDAD SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS MEETING
NRCS Field Office
100 Sun Avenue
Room 160
Albuquerque, NM 87109
December 17, 2018
DRAFT
Meeting Minutes
1.

Call to Order
4:37 pm
A. Supervisors present: Steve Glass, Tom Allen, Dan Conklin, Maria Young (arrived at 4:41pm) A quorum was
present.
B. Supervisors absent: Zoe Economou
C. Others Present: Astrid Hueglin, Melissa McLamb, Zach Withers, Kate Zeigler, Andy Yuhas, Valerie Smith, George
Schroeder, Ken Romig, Sarah Wintzel-Fisher, Ethan Williams, Sandy Withers, Brook Armijo, Gregg Schmades,
Sani Withers, Ethan Withers

2.

Agenda Review and Approval (Action Item): Mr. Conklin made a motion to approve the agenda as is, which was
seconded by Mr. Allen. The agenda was approved unanimously.

3.

Guest Presentation A. Kate Zeigler with Zeigler Geological Consulting, Andy Yuhas with Western Geoinformatics - A powerpoint was
presented (a copy is included in the digital meeting packet). Ms. Zeigler discussed the benefits of having a
comprehensive long-term study of groundwater in the East Mountains. Zeigler’s approach focuses on geology
including the porosity, permeability and confinement of underground layers of rock to discover what the water
table is actually doing. An overview of the implications for having a groundwater data set was provided
including concerns for agriculture, commercial and residential development, etc. Mr. Zeigler shared a case
study in Union County (Clayton, NM) where the water data set was initiated in 2007 by local SWCD. The data
has been used to inform cropping rotation practices in a way to prevent water table decline. Recent geology
and hydrology mapping of East Mountains area is available. A proposal was encouraged to review data which
has already been done, identify data gaps to inform data collection and to use in planning. Mr. Withers
addressed the Board regarding the significance of implementing a groundwater assessment of data done to
date to assess what needs to be done. Mr. Glass informed that CSWCD has no regulatory power over
development but does serve in advisory and education to regulatory authorities such as Bernalillo County
Zoning. USGS is reinitiating a basin wide study regarding the Middle Rio Grande Valley, which could be
helpful in this effort. On behalf of the board, Mr Glas offered to coordinate and support by offering letters of
support and advice as needed. Question arose: Is there a way CSWCD can put the science in front of the
decision makers? Is there an existing status report for policymakers? Mr. Glass will arrange a meeting with
Dan MacGregor of Bernalillo County and County Commissioner to strategize how to utilize existing data and
communicate it to commissioner and legislators. State Rep, 22, Mr. Schmedes encouraged the District to
consider requesting capital outlay funds to support further mapping. Ms. Zeigler commented that capital outlay
funds have been utilized previously for geologic mapping and will send that proposal to Mr. Schmedes and
CSWCD to consider in potentially planning for a capital outlay request for further mapping in the East
Mountains. The Board will continue to encourage Bernalillo County Zoning to request comments on
development proposals from CSWCD and consider how to best inform landowners and development interests
regarding the critical water resource concerns in the East Mountains.
B.

Ken Romig with SWCA on Candelaria Farms Preserve plan - Mr. Romig addressed the board regarding the
preserve and his role in consulting for the City of Albuquerque on this project and requested comments and
invited ongoing involvement. Land was originally purchased through land and water conservation funds, one
of the stipulations being to provide “reasonable public access”. Working with Technical Advisory Group to
inform a regulatory plan on the land. Mr. Romig requested support from Ciudad SWCD to develop partnership
on this project. The City will be looking for a farmer who is interested in farming fully for wildlife crop on the
property. Mr. Allen expressed interest in being involved in the preliminary planning stages. Mr. Schroeder
invited Mr. Romig to present to Grow the Growers (GTG) program in the Spring, with the possibility to utilitize
GTG in future wildlife crop farming operation. Board Chair suggested to utilize Valle de Oro’s management
plan in regards to balancing protection and support of wildlife habitat with public access. Valle de Oro has a
Standards of Practice which could perhaps be used to inform plan. Board Chair suggested planning for a
riparian mosaic that would mimic pre-1940s Bosque riparian habitat as has been proposed by Kim Eichorst of
University of New Mexico and Bosque Ecosystem Monitoring Project. Board provided several suggestions for
organizations and groups to connect with which could be supportive in the planning process. The Board Chair
requested that the District be placed on a list-serv regarding future announcements requesting public input
and regarding development of the property.

4.

Reports of Partners.
A. EMNRD (Lawrence Crane): Mr. Crane was absent and no report was provided.
B. BCOS (George Schroeder): Mr. Schroeder was present and a report of the Grow the Growers (GTG) program
was provided and reviewed. Mr. Schroeder informed the Board that Agri-Cultura, the current manager of GTG,
was recently selected by a sole procurement process. Funding has been allotted to continue to support the Rio
Grande High School project managed by Querencia Institute, through a separate agreement with Ciudad SWCD.
Bernalillo County provides support for GTG via staff support related to water rights and water infrastructure and
funding. Mr. Glass mentioned that it is the District’s position to help support local governmental agencies that
align with the District initiatives which GTG absolutely does. Mr. Schroeder commented that he is pleased with
the program thus far and CSWCD operational support. Collaborative efforts are occurring with Community of New
Mexico (Kristen Benedict) to evaluate and enhance GTG curriculum for the participants.
C. NRCS (Pearl Armijo): Ms. Armijo was absent and a report was provided and reviewed outside of the meeting.
D. NMDA (Katie Mechenbier): Ms. Mechenbier was absent and a report was provided and reviewed. Mr. Glass
remarked on a couple of trainings which were attended since November (Local Election Act and Inspection of
Public Records trainings) and informed Board members who are coming up on end of term of service that they
are to inform the County Clerk to put their names on a ballot. The District is to receive a notification from the
Secretary of State and the County Clerks regarding the election process. As is, the District is required to pay
$250 to the Secretary of State for each election. Mr. Glass will contact Ms. Mechenbier regarding the potential
IRS standard rate mileage reimbursement for District staff.
E. NMED (Meg Hennessey): Ms. Hennessey was absent and no report was provided.
F. NMACD (Debbie Hughes): Ms. Hughes was absent and no report was provided.
G. MRGSQT (Steve Glass): Mr. Glass was present and no report was provided.
H. NMCCD (David King): Mr. King was absent and no report was provided. Mr. Glass recommended that the District
pursue membership of NMCCD with an annual fee of $100. This consideration will be placed on the Board
meeting agenda for January. Membership in the NMCCD is likely to help leverage CSWCD comments in regards
to the development of the implications for SWCDS with the new local election act.

5.

Review and Approval of Minutes (Action Item)
A. Regular Board Meeting Minutes 11.19.18 - Mr. Conklin made a motion to postpone the approval of the meeting
minutes until January which was seconded by Ms.Young and approved unanimously.

6.

Finance Committee Report (Action Item)
A. Year to date report (Astrid Hueglin) - Fiscal reports were provided and reviewed by the Board. Mr. Allen made a
motion to accept the fiscal report which was seconded by Mr. Conklin and approved unanimously.

7.

District Staff Report – Melissa McLamb & Sean Ludden - A report was provided for review outside of the meeting. Ms.
McLamb offered to answer any questions regarding programs at anytime.

8.

Action Items
A. Consider approval of Joint Funding Agreement with Bernalillo County for Grow the Growers Program - Mr. Allen
made a motion to authorize the Board Chair to sign the document on behalf of the Board. This motion was
seconded by Ms. Young and approved by all.
B. Consider designation of Custodian of Public Records - Mr. Glass suggested that Ms. Young be considered as the
custodian. Mr. Conklin made a motion to appoint Ms. Young as the Custodian of Public Records. This motion was
seconded by Mr. Allen and approved unanimously.
C. Consider fee policy for Public Records Request - Mr. Allen made a motion to set the fee at the maximum amount
of $1.00 per page, which was seconded by Mr. Conklin and approved unanimously.

9.

Reports and possible Action Items
A. Consider approval of IRS standard reimbursable mileage rate for District employees. Action was postponed
pending clarification from Ms. Mechenbier on the statute.

10. NMDA Points System FY2019
11. District Action Plan FY2019
12. Other Business
A. Logistical Updates - District shirts, files and materials at Hubbell House, District filing system. Ms. Economou was
absent and not available to give an update on the shirts. Ms. Young will report more after the new year and Mr.
Glass will meet with District staff to review the filing system and report back to the Board as needed.

Adjourned

7:14PM

Submitted by: ___Melissa McLamb__
Date approved: __________________
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Project No.:
Project:
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Time:
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18-0098.001
Candelaria Farm Preserve Resource Management Plan
12/20/18
1:30

Attending:
By:

Jim Roberts, JT Farms, Ken and Drew DPS
Ken And Drew

Copies To:
Issue Date:

Attending and TAG
12/26/18

Discussion Items:

Conversation with Jim Roberts- Farmer of Candelaria Nature Preserve
Ken and Drew described DPS responsibilities for the planning process for the nature preserve.
Jim was surprised by the involvement of the federal government in the ownership of the property and was not
aware of the federal land use requirements associated with the parcel. He was brought on the farm by Matt
Schmader in 2016 (?) and was asked to “clean the place up.” The idea was that Jim was the best person to fix the
irrigation laterals, gates and turnouts, get rid of the trash, trees and make the farm efficient. Jim did not expect
Matt to retire a year later, and he was expecting a 10 year lease on the contract farming agreement. As it stands
Jim was given a two year lease and an option for another two years.
Jim was given control of the farm in May 2016(?). May was not the ideal month for him to have begun the
farming operations. He had to hurry to get the plowing, discing and leveling done to have any crop that first
year.
Jim spoke about the improvements and capital investments he has made:
 Concrete removal and reconstruction of irrigation laterals, turnouts and gates.
 Laser leveling of fields and grading the fields to maximize flood irrigation system.
 Removal of trash and dead/down trees.
 Purchasing of farm equipment and implements.
Factors effecting contract farming profit:
 Water availability
 Product quality and marketability
 Prior infrastructure capital investment
 Longevity of contract
 Cost and availability of fertilizers and seed
 Weather, soil stability, and the ability to run equipment on the land
An important point Jim wanted to make is that a farmer needs ten years to make up the capital investment they
make in infrastructure to get a farm running efficiently.
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Jim spoke about farming operations:
Jim is proud of his operation. He pointed to wildlife that was on the alfalfa
fields on the north and claimed that there are many more cranes and geese
in the preserve than when he started. There were many hundreds of geese and cranes in the alfalfa. Jim stated
that he only got two cuts of alfalfa this year where in normal years there could be four. Jim made a point of
saying that the wildlife that day were mostly feeding in the alfalfa, not the recently cut Sudan sorghum. Jim
noted that wildlife were not in the fields of fescue.
Alfalfa and sorghum seed was expensive this year due to some regional Southern Colorado farming conditions.
Controlling the invasive plantain, curly dock and Johnson grass is difficult without herbicides. He noted a two
year old field that was infested with plantain. If there are weeds in alfalfa bales he must sell the alfalfa for a
lower price. Jim stated that in normal water years he takes the first cut of the sorghum and pearl millet,
however, because of the water conditions he did not get a first cut this year. He did not cut because he wanted
for the sorghum to get a good seed head on it for the wildlife.
It is very difficult, if not impossible, to develop a cropping plan without knowing what the water availability will
be. A cropping plan due in January may not be feasible to achieve if there is not enough snowpack to assure
adequate water for the entire season.
Jim stated that he had some soil samples and that the soil was not healthy for the crops he had to grow. Jim
used chemical fertilizers. He will send us the soil sample information and the chemical composition of the
fertilizers.
According to the January 2018 contract supplement Jim is supposed to cut ¼ of the wildlife crops four timesonce in October, November, December and January. The unexpected two inches of rain and snow in October
made conditions difficult for adherence to the contract.
1.

The rain and snow bent the 8’ high sorghum over and covered the soil from sunlight. The soil took a
long time to dry out, was difficult to drive on due to the risk of getting equipment stuck in the mud.
2. The bent over sorghum created humps of vegetation that could hide a coyote from sight. The birds
would not use the field for fear of the predation.
3. The sorghum seed heads were buried and could not be easily reached by the birds.
In consultation and agreement with Open Space, Jim cut the entire field. Jim noted that the birds are eating not
only the seeds, but also the downed stocks and leaves. Jim will cut the entire field in the spring, bale the stems
and give the bales away. Jim mentioned that the zoo does not want to feed the zoo animals from the farm.
Jim stated that he would help the panning team to understand the costs of operating the farm.
This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue.

End of Report
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18-0098.001
Candelaria Farm Preserve Resource Management Plan
1/10/19
5:30
Stakeholder Interview

Attending:
By:

See attached attendance list
Ken Romig

Copies To:
Issue Date:

attending
1/11/19

Discussion Items:
1. Ken described the planning process, LWCF funding requirements and events that initiated the planning effort
by the CABQ Open Space Division. The primary issues for LWCF compliance were emphasized 1. Public
outdoor recreation access, 2. The contract/commercial farming operational framework and 3. The
conservation of wildlife habitat.
2. Bruce spoke to the history of the area being a farm and that changes to the farm may diminish the sense and
history of farming in the North Valley. The love for the farming landscape was shared by the group. Bruce
was concerned that the focus on habitat diversity may change the landscape from its original
3. Each person in the group spoke to the issues above:
a. Dianna- She loves the focus on migratory birds and hates roundup. She does not want mosquitos and
wants the feel of Veranda Road to remain the same, and she loves the calm landscape.
b. Carolyn- Wants an increase in diversity and no use of pesticides and fertilizers
c. Christianne- With the TAG and Rio Grande Boulevard Association. Wants IPM and no artificial fertilizers
and suggests a natural method for soil building that does not involve chemical fertilizers. Christianne
mentioned that the CNP is an experiment in managing an open space. She also supports an increase in
diversity.
d. Leroy- Leroy supported Christianne’s comments and is concerned about the loss of species and wants
the CNP to focus on diversity beyond the migratory birds currently being focused on.
e. Debra- Wants variety and diversity and does not want the open views disturbed. She likes the idea of
organic farming and is concerned that organic plant material could be affected by drift from other nonorganic farms. She’d like to see a focus on pollinators and is not opposed to a walk being established in
the CNP, although the primary access to the CNP should be visual.
f. Ken mentioned that the feedback from other stakeholders had been that the access to CNP be primarily
visual. The group seemed to be in agreement with that approach.
g. Trudy- Trudy thinks that pesticides and herbicides at a necessary evil in farming and recommended that
they be handled responsibly. She is concerned about traffic and the number of visitors the CNP could get
as a result of this plan. As the Alvarado Gardens NA president she wants the plan to address parking,
access and safety.
h. Felix- Loves the CNP as it is and does not want uncontrolled bird blinds all over the place. Supports
diversity and farming for diversity.
i. Phyllis- Phyllis is alright with cars parking on Veranda to watch the wildlife, She had no toads this
summer- maybe because of the clearing of hedges. There were also fewer crickets and bees
j. Cathy- Loves the CNP. If the fencing changes she wants to be part of the conversation. The
neighborhood has taken care of the Veranda road area for 30 years and cleaned up the dump that was
there.
k. Kristin- She loves the CNP and did not see any toads, turtles this year either. She has seen some
change in summer birds.
l. Arana- Suggested that if we leave the CNP alone it will have less diversity. She would like to see the
ecological balance restored and soil health prioritized. She does not want any pesticide use.
m. Yolanda- Yolanda does not think that inviting the entire city to a meeting is a good idea. The less people
the better. Toads and other wildlife are killed by the CABQ mosquito control program.
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n. Bruce- Bruce likes the CNP as it is and has seen the management go
downhill since the roundup incident. Bruce wants more diversity and
wants the farm to be self-sustaining. Bruce does not trust that the
City can manage the farm and does not have the longevity of purpose
or capacity to keep it operating. He like to watch the people that
come to view the wildlife and thinks that they are interesting to watch.
o. Lynn- Lynn is from Iowa so farming reminds her of home. She’d is ok with perennial cropping and wants
the national organic standards to be employed on the farm. She does not want any pedestrian traffic
through the CNP and the majority of access be visual from the perimeter.
p. Craig and Gina- They have lots of toads, turtles, owls, coyotes and skunks and raccoons.( they trapped
12 last year) This could be associated with the reduction in irrigation? They have seen a decline in Quail
and pheasants. Craig likes the plowing and that the plowing controls the grasshoppers. He is not a fan
of elms. They are okay with the controlled us of pesticides and want the management to be simple.
Please don’t post any more signs.
q. Joan- Preserve the views and birds, she does not want more traffic or elms. She remembers seeing the
mountains from Veranda and the elms have grow to an extnt that has blocked that view. Pesticides and
herbicides are a necessary evil- but must be limited in use. She wants to see only visual access to CNP
and a return of the groundcover that harbored wildlife. Some beehives died recently and would give
priority to pollinators
4. The group requested LWCF information and the letters from LWCF liaison and CABQ regarding compliance
issues.
5. There is the opinion that the Japanese green beetles are coming from the tree farm compost and it is
effecting the vegetation and gardens around the CNP.

This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue.

End of Report
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Candelaria Discovery Hike Questionnaire responses 2/23/19
22 attendees
8 paper responses
1. What is the importance of the Candelaria Nature Preserve?
Preserve/protect wildlife habitat (5)
Restore native habitat (2)
Preserve Open Space property, wildlife diversity, plant diversity
Open Space & wilderness areas are crucial (2)
Access to edges for visual recreations and perhaps incursions with viewing platforms
Smart land use, no excessive water use
Part of migratory corridor
Educational & community science opportunity
2. What do you think Candelaria Nature Preserve should look like in ten years, twenty years, and
beyond?
Mixture of nature habitat for all species
Continued growth and planting of native species (2)
Remove elms (2)
Increase wildlife (2)
Habitat restoration
Connect to migration of all species
Hedgerows
Planting both annuals and perennials
No cropping
Mosaic of wildlife-oriented crops and covered habitat
Access to public
Organic farming for wildlife pollinators
As much native habitat as possible, keeping climate change & water conditions in mind
3. Who else should we interview or involve in the planning process?
Public who goes outside (2)
Middle Rio Grande Endangered Species Collaborative
BEMP (2)
UNM Sustainability School
Neighbors (2)
State parks
SWCA
Indigenous groups
“Hidden Park” ABQ model
Experts on wildlife-beneficial cropping
Next Door app
Valle de Oro, Friends of Valle de Oro
4. What are your thoughts on:
a. Farming for wildlife management?
Positive reponse (2)

No herbicides, no more cropping
Great if done to support all wildlife & within ecological limits
b. Native and invasive species management?
Positive response (3)
Remove invasives without toxic methods
Add wild grasses
There are a lot of elms
Consider dominant species in the future
c. Water management and water rights?
Important to preserve rights for natural areas
Use existing structure for water capture
Preserve groundwater table
Use solar powered pumps
Utilize water most efficiently, in multiples ways to optimize use
d. Climate resilience?
Plant & plan for drought
Soil preservation important
Positive response (2)
Climate change needs to be planned for in all ways moving forward
e. Habitat that improves biological diversity
Positive response (3)
Wildlife friendly plant species
Most important goal; include mammals
Increase porcupine, shrew, New Mexican jumping mouse
Pollinators: herbs & flowers; grains for geese & cranes
Multi-rotational plantings; swales; canopy habitat
Diversity builds resilience & enhances ability to adapt to change
f.

Outdoor recreation that is suitable for wildlife habitat?
Minimal
Photo hikes
Planting sessions
Positive response (3)
Public access along periphery only
With education, science, & community involvement; incorporate monitoring through
professional & community scientists to learn about baseline change & impact of
restoration

g. Funding and phasing for management transitions?
Work with non-profits & state & local government
Lobby for federal funds
Positive response

Discovery Hike Notes
9:00 to 10:30 AM
Discussion:
1. Farming types and CABQ resources available to maintain farm. CABQ capacity to farm versus
contracting with a farmer for maintenance of the property and wildlife crops.
2. Concerns were expressed over mosquito spraying and pesticide effects on the edges of the
nature preserve. This is a coordination issue with CABQ environmental health.
3. Concerns were expressed regarding the loss of views due to hedgerow plantings.
4. Judy Kowalski reiterated the priority of LWCF funding to be outdoor recreation.
5. Further discussion involved the primary access to the CNP being visual from the perimeter.
6. Habitat can involve ephemeral ponds
7. The RMP may span 20 years and education was mentioned as a key to perpetuate the site. The
idea of investing in education – more staff for environmental education is important. Many
organizations were mentioned including involving BEMP, UNM resiliency institute, APS and the
creation of a non-profit for CNP.
8. Wildlife observed- Blue Heron, Kestrels, Sandhill crane, Canadian geese,
11:00 to 12:30
Discussion:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ted Hodoba from the Whitfield Nature preserve attended the hike and talked extensively about
the management and operation of the facility. The Whitfield is managed by the soil and water
conservation district and used to be an old dairy. The facility does not allow dogs, bikes or
vehicles. The Whitfield sustains a salt grass meadow that took three years to create by mowing
Kochia and other weeds. They use no till farming techniques and cover crops such as daikon
radish. Ted mentioned that he has planted thousands of trees and established native grasses.
The center does not farm anymore because the value of farming for two weeks of sandhill crane
visitation was not worth it. They use no herbicides or pesticides and only organic herbicides.
They hope to have only electric vehicles on site soon.
Monitoring of the Whitfield occurs through the master naturalist program which monitors wells
and phenology for Sevillita, Whitfield, Valle Del Oro, ABQ Biopark and Santa Fe Botanic Gardne.
The Woodward house could be used as a center for citizen science.
No tilling farming techniques were discussed.
Wolfberry is a suggested plant for habitat value.
The question was asked- can volunteer activities (such as planting. monitoring or weeding)
count towards the LWCF definition of outdoor recreation?
NM legislature just passed the healthy soils act which may provide an opportunity for the CNP to
apply for funds.
Filling ponds with irrigation water introduces trash fish into the ponds
There were some mixed feelings about access and some suggested that the Woodward house
be very accessible to the public and that there be a loop for walking into the CNP.
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Public Access public input notes
Raw input from Public meeting 12/30/19
Compiled by Ken 2/4/19
General Access notes









Concerned with general access and dogs
Limited Access- mentioned 3x
No dogs allowed (except service animals?) Mentioned 2x
Better Handicapped access from Candelaria
No hunting allowed
Lots of bird blinds
Viewing Boardwalk- elevated like a bridge
Provide a fence at perimeter

Vehicle access concerns




Will the plan bring more vehicles into the neighborhoods? Will this increase in traffic be
accommodated with parking and roads? If so- accommodate traffic on the perimeter, not on
Candelaria.
Make Veranda a one-way street with parking for visitors to watch the wildlife.

Perimeter access




Add viewing areas on the public perimeter- add 1 to 3 areas
Only reasonable access- bird blinds on the eastern or southern boundaries
Provide public access round the entire perimeter with access provided during operating hours
except at critical nesting periods. 2x. Opposition from homeowner was encountered to
providing access on the northern perimeter.

Interior access








Fewest possible visits into the preserve- Guided only and integrated/balanced with the ecology2x
Only periodic (Quarterly) guided tours into the interior and not on existing farmed lands
Silent retreat groups
More (interior) access with some trails and viewing areas
If (interior) trails are constructed- keep to existing roadway network
No unhindered (interior) access
Provide visual access (to interior) principally

What is the importance of CNP?


Historic preservation of natural, river wildlife setting in the middle of our city.

What do you think CNP should look like in ten, twenty years and beyond?



More carefully developed and managed as….. (sentence not finished)

Who else should we interview or involve in the planning process


Teachers/meditation community leaders the folks in charge of Cochiti Damn (sic).

What are your thoughts on: recreation suitable for wildlife habitat? Funding and phasing of
improvements?



Silent retreats
Provide a meditation pavilion for retreat groups in Candelaria South parcel.

General notes



(Like, CNP) connection to other refuges
Citizen science a good idea
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Farming public input notes
Raw input from Public meeting 1/30/19
Compiled by Drew 2/6/19
General Farming notes (written on large sheet of paper by participants)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Less alfalfa and more crops for birds.
Do farming smaller-scale, more sustainably, less chemically, more focused for wildlife.
No commercial farming!
Please grow the hedgerows back! (wildlife need the cover!)
Break up the fields with native plant areas and grasses.
No RoundUp! / herbicides
Not opposed to farming that is sustainable/organic: also prioritizes wildlife.
Limited resources for management. Can for-profit farmers supplement financial needs?
Farm medicinal marijuana or industrial hemp.

General Farming notes from conversations at the farming table as recorded by Drew Seavey
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

There is a big difference in the historic depth to water table (2-3’) vs current (10’)
Two participants noted that no-till farming will increase grasshopper populations. Per these
participants, tilling disturbs grasshopper populations.
The question was asked as to how long it will take to transition from alfalfa crops to crops grown
exclusively for wildlife.
It was asked whether other, less water consuming species could be used as an alternative to
alfalfa.
One participant recalled the fields being full of hay bales at one point, and the coyotes standing
on hay bales to survey the land.
What are the implications of leaving land fallow?
Several participants asked about the profit from cash crops. How much and who is benefiting?
One participant noted that they had not seen any pheasants, and less toads/frogs, with an
increase in rabbit population after the farmer had used chemicals on the property.
One participant mentioned that the entire property had been sprayed by the farmer.
The idea of a wildlife tunnel was floated. The question is how can we allow for greater porosity
(for wildlife) at the perimeter of the property? It was mentioned that the coyotes currently use
the foot bridge to cross the Albuquerque Riverside Drain to gain access to the property. They
must be using holes in the fence to get in. How can this be intentionally designed into the RMP?
Goats were discussed.
One participant and neighbor to the preserve noted an increase of beetles in his garden after
the City started storing compost at the tree farm.
It was mentioned that raccoons use storm drains in the area for their transportation needs.
It was mentioned that the contract with the farmer should be written so that there is required
monitoring of agricultural activities.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

One participant noted that taking crops away from the property is a big problem.
One participant suggested that the field on the north side of Arbor Rd be used as a parking
facility for visitors to the preserve. The Tree Farm was also indicated as a potential place to
include guest parking.
Rotating crops is crucial for success.
The proposed plaza at Terrace and Veranda was mentioned.
One participant indicated a preference for multiple access points to the preserve.
Bosque del Apache was noted as an example for circulation, namely its winding roads should be
looked at.
No glyphosate should be used.
Small scale farming would be better.
Lots of weeds are native and should be encouraged at the preserve so they can fulfill their
ecosystem services.
One participant suggested breaking up the edge condition of the preserve with bird blinds,
trellises with vines, etc. The take away was variation.
Vertical habitat is to be studied and considered.
Hemp should be looked at for its forage value for wildlife as well as its abilities to clean soil
(phytoremediation).
What about hops? Would the native variety serve wildlife in any way?
The piece of land north or Arbor Rd was discussed more in depth
o Possible access point to preserve.
o Part of the land could be used for parking.
o Would need to be acquired with public money.
o Not ideal since it will be a reduction to historic farmland.
The Tree Farm along Rio Grande was discussed in more depth
o Possible access point to preserve.
o Part of the land could be used for parking.
o The big question is where OSD can move the material they are currently storing at the
Tree Farm. One possible solution would be to move the Tree Farm’s function to a
portion of the Candelaria South site.
o Seeing that the Tree Farm is already being flooded with water from the acequia, a
nursery for Bosque native species would make a lot of sense.
o The physical connection between the Woodward house and the Tree Farm was
discussed. There is a programmatic opportunity here due to their proximity.
The ‘peripheral experience’ of the preserve should be further explored in the RMP process.

Ecology Table Comments

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

A gentleman requested a handicap accessible parking area if and when we develop the South
Candelaria Property as there’s no parking near the bosque on Candelaria road.
Respect the land to accommodate wildlife & nature plants.
No farming for profit. Pay a farmer/maintenance person for this.
Candelaria wetlands was dug too deep for a wetland. Great pond, but could there also be a
wetland? Mud for shorebirds, seasonal or permanent.
Less agricultural land mesic habitats, mosaic of habitats keeping in mind lower flows of Rio
Grande (which is not connected with Candelaria Preserve) & warmer temps. I agree with this –
CRS
Establish ecological limits as overriding parameters: carefully chaperoned tours should not
violate development of ecological web/systems.
Compliant with LWCF, there’s lots of public access already in this entire area; I would prioritize
wildlife, ecology, etc.
Build some ponds.
Please try to NOT duplicate other wildlife & nature areas in the city & county. Ie: Valle del Oro,
Rio Grande Bosque, Nature den.
As invasives removed, habitat need to be replaced not (left blank).
Farming is rapidly becoming/vanishing in the valley. As to the mandate to include recreation:
watching a tractor plow a field, watching crops grow IS recreation.
More shrubs to diversify habitat.
Have a small area that demonstrates a historic backyard vegetable garden.
Not commonly observed meadowlark, snow geese, pheasant.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

Rio Grande Boulevard Neighborhood Association

My name is Eleanor Walther and I am president of the Rio Grande Boulevard
Neighborhood Association. The Rio Grande Boulevard Neighborhood Association
(RGBNA) and the Alvarado Neighborhood Association are the two Neighborhood
Associations that surround the Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP). The RGBNA is the
neighborhood association that borders the Tree Nursery Tract.
The RGBNA has four issues it would like to raise.
1. Plans for the Tree Nursery Tract
2. Use of pesticides and herbicides
3. Community involvement in oversight of the CNP Resource Management Plan
(RMP)
4. The budget
Plans for the Tree Nursery Tract
The Tree Nursery Tract was originally purchased in 1978 with City, State, and Federal
funds. It was rezoned from R-2 to SU-1 for a Nature Study Center and Preserve City
resolution R-16-147, p1.) The SU-1 imposed restrictions on the land. When rezoning
occurred under the IDO, the land was designated as NR-PO-B. So do the original
restrictions of the SU-1 zone carry over with the land, or do the broader permissive uses
apply to the land. The IDO appears to be silent on this issue.
The RMP states on page 98, “The TNT will continue to serve Park Management in a
limited fashion, including the ongoing use and improvements of the tree nursery, but will
predominantly be a multifunctional space to support the CNP. It is proposed that this
site be considered for parking, pedestrian access, storage, and a grow-out station for
restoration efforts.” Also on page 98, it states “Currently, a draft schematic identifies a
parking lot for limited cars with additional bus and designated ADA parking.” “A structure
that provides storage, bathrooms, and a potential meeting space to support volunteers,
contractors, and staff is also identified on the draft schematic.”
Is this multifunction allowed under R-16-147 since the original purpose was a tree
nursery? The RGBNA strongly objects to this multifunction use.
On page 120 of the RMP, it states “During the many meetings of TAG, the group
decided that the best location for parking was the TNT on Rio Grande Blvd. Limited
parking can still occur at the Woodward House and the asphalt pad to the south.
Parking at the Nature Center would require a long hike to the Woodward House.” We
contest that at the TAG meeting the majority voted for parking at the TNT. Although the
TAG has concluded that the TNT is the “best” location the Open Space Division has not
answered questions as to why the parking lot and the meeting space at the Rio Grande
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Center State Park (RGCSP) can’t be used. The above statement implies that walks will
start from the Woodward House but is this really necessary? Does this imply nature
walks won’t occur on the southern region of the north section of the preserve? The
Open Space Division has stated that there is a charge for parking at the RGCSP. Since
the RGCSP leases the land from the city, can’t something be worked out?
Both the Alvarado NA and RGBNA have raised questions about why parking can’t occur
at the RGCSP. Both neighborhoods have raised concerns about cars parking in front of
their residences to access the CNP. Ms. Somerfeldt, senior planner for Parks and
Recreation, commented at the facilitated meeting on November 12, 2020 that “we
ended up identifying TNT for parking—it is not on a residential road.” “Residential road”
is not a term defined in the IDO. The planners use the term ““local street,” which could
be either residential or commercial. There’s no good way to tie the designation of a
street to the land use that may be along it, since things change within a block and from
block to block.” We also want to note that the tree nursery is bordered by residences on
three sides, the fourth side being the irrigation ditch. So under Ms. Somerfeldt’s
definition, why isn’t Rio Grande Boulevard a residential street?
Ms. Somerfeldt also stated that the RMP was unanimously approved by the TAG.
While it is true that in the TAG meeting that the vote was unanimous, the representative
from the RGBNA quickly realized her mistake (She was very sick at the meeting.) and
sent an email to Brian Hanson on January 27, 2020 “RE: Draft minutes of TAG meeting
January 24, 2020, please review” of her mistaking and asking him to “communicate this
information to the Open Space Advisory Board at the meeting on January 28th.” Thus
we feel it is a misrepresentation to say the TAG unanimous approved the RMP.
The Open Space staff has not justified the need for parking that cannot be
accommodated at the RGNCSP parking lot. Ms. Somerfeldt stated at the RMP
facilitated meeting on October 22, 2020, the RGNCP has approximately 250,000 visitors
a year. That means there is an average of 685 visitors a day.
Rio Grande Nature Center State Park Management Plan of 2010 states that in 2008, a
total of 1896 people participated in their nature walk, bird walks, and twilight hikes. In
addition the Friends of the RGNCSP sponsored Nature Discovery classes. They served
207 children for nine weekday sessions and 237 people at 15 Friday night classes.
5,295 kids and 1,106 adults attended guided group programs. This is a much lower
number than the reported 250,000 visitors to RGNCSP.
The Open Space staff has stated that the number of groups will be limited to three days
a week with no more than 24 in a group. So how much parking is really needed?
It has been stated that the RGNCSP charges for parking. Since this land is leased from
the City why can’t some arrangement be made to accommodate parking for these
tours? Another reason stated why the TNT is the best place for parking is that they
want to start tours at the Woodward house and that it is too far to walk from the
RGNCSP parking lot. Why must tours start at the Woodward House? Another reason
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stated is that the ponds are north of the parking lot. There could be a path that stays
east of the parking lot and would be on the CNP property.

Several people (in the chat box) during the facilitated meeting raised the question as to
why the RGNCSP parking couldn’t be used but the issue was not addressed at the
meeting.

The OSD has stated that neighbors will be involved in the planning for the TNT, but they
have yet to commit to notifying adjacent neighbors by mail. The two facilitated meetings
were scheduled only a week in advance, putting a great burden on the Neighborhood
Associations to notify the neighbors. That short window does not allow the NAs to mail
a notice. And we do not have email addresses for all the neighbors. We request that
the OSD notify all neighbors early enough so they can plan to attend the meeting.
Use of pesticides and herbicides
Page 5 of the R-16-147states “however, organic farming practices shall be encouraged,
use of pesticides shall be prohibited, and use of herbicides shall be minimized.”
Page 79 of the RMP states, “Use of chemical herbicides and pesticides will be largely
eliminated, and only applied sparingly when necessary to prevent further spread and
encroachment of noxious weeds.”
Page 120 of the RMP states “Our goal is to manage “weeds” through mechanical
means to the extent practicable. But we recognize that careful, targeted use of
herbicides may be necessary, especially for the elimination of elms and other nonnative plants. We will establish decision protocols to minimize herbicide use.”
The definition of a pesticide from the EPA:
What is a Pesticide?
Pesticide law defines a “pesticide” (with certain minor exceptions) as:
•
•
•

Any substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing, destroying,
repelling, or mitigating any pest.
Any substance or mixture of substances intended for use as a plant regulator,
defoliant, or desiccant.
Any nitrogen stabilizer.

Thus R-16-147 prohibits pesticides, and herbicides are pesticides, so therefore
herbicides are also prohibited. The RMP states that targeted use of herbicides may be
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necessary, so there is an inconsistency within the RMP. We ask that wide area
spraying of herbicides be specifically banned and that neighbors have input into the
protocols to define minimizing herbicide use.
Community involvement in oversight of the CNP Resource Management Plan
(RMP)
We ask that a committee of stakeholders to include TAG members and neighbors be
formed to oversee the progress of implementation of the RMP. And that this committee
be updated at least quarterly. Once a year updates seems too infrequent.

The budget
The RMP estimated total cost is $9,144,000, with the majority ($7,400,000) to be spent
in the first four years. (CNP Pre-App Report 10/26/2020, p2).There is $400,000 in
Capital Outlay funds which is currently available. The 2020 Legislature provided
$275,000 State Capital Outlay funds which are not yet available. The estimated cost of
designing the TNT site and blinds are $70,000 and $5,000 respectively. Since it is not
clear what can be built on the TNT and where accesses to the CNP will be built, it
seems to us that a more appropriate use of this money would be to use the money for
habitat restoration. The sooner the habitat is restored, the sooner we will have a rich
environment of native plant and animal life.

Respectively submitted,

Eleanor Walther, PhD
Rio Grande Boulevard Neighborhood Association, President
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Candelaria Nature Preserve Resource Management Plan
Comments
Michael Jensen
November 29, 2020

1. BACKGROUND

A. Professional Background
Since 2005 I have worked in the environmental field. From 2005-2014, I worked for
Amigos Bravos, a statewide non-profit water and river conservation organization. From
2014-2015, I was the Federal Urban Waters Partnership Program, Albuquerque Urban
Waters Ambassador, based out of the Bosque School and funded by the federal
Environmental Protection Agency. From 2015-2017, I had my own consulting firm
providing grant writing, project implementation and environmental education. From
2017-2020, I was Communications and Public Outreach Director for the New Mexico
Environmental Law Center. Since April 2020 I have been Communications Director for
Conservation Voters New Mexico.
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Work relevant for the Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) Resource Management Plan:
• Conceived, secured funding for, and implemented a two-year water quality
monitoring project – working with students from School on Wheels and Rio Grande
High School – in the drains and ditches along the urban Rio Grande; the project
documented – among other things – the widespread presence of pharmaceuticals and
personal care products (PPCPs) and prompting the Albuquerque Bernalillo County
Water Utility Authority to begin monitoring its treated drinking water and wastewater
for PPCPs.
• Conceived, secured funding for and implemented a project to hold community-based
charrettes in the South Valley on the use of green infrastructure to manage
stormwater; developed the concept and edited a training manual – distributed
nationally – for agencies on how to do community-based stormwater management
using green infrastructure in underserved communities
• Wrote the proposal for Amigos Bravos and participated in a River
Network/Groundworks USA national network of community-based organizations on
“Flooding and Equity” – on how community-based organizations can advocate more
effectively for better stormwater management in their communities
• Participated actively in the community response to the Bosque Restoration Program
plan to install hardened trails in the Bosque from Central to Montaño – advocating for
trail alignments that would be less prone to seasonal flooding and for the use of
natural surface trails as much as possible
• Participated in the Army Corps of Engineers multi-year process to identify
“recreation” related projects as part of its Middle Rio Grande Restoration Program;
this included participation in a study to identify “ecosystem services” and other
economic benefits associated with restoration projects
• Participated actively in and helped edit the 2012 Middle Rio Grande Conservation
Initiative / A Citizens’ Report: Strengthening our Heritage in the Middle Rio
Grande.” This was a response to Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar’s request for a
proposal on conservation, education and recreation in the middle Rio Grande
• Participated actively in the early years of planning for Valle de Oro National Wildlife
Refuge, as a community member, as Urban Waters Ambassador, and as a member of
the Open Space Advisory Board
B. Tenure on the Open Space Advisory Board
I served on the Open Space Advisory Board (OSAB) from 2014-2019, beginning with a
partial term and a subsequent full term. I was Vice-Cahir and Chair for part of that time.
One of my first actions was to convince the OSAB to pass an annual Open Meetings Act
resolution and otherwise come into compliance with the Open Meetings Act. Other
important work accomplished while I was on the OSAB:
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• Updated the process and the list for the Priority Purchase List, which the Council now
needs to approve
• Investigated and reformed the process for investing and dispersing funds in the Open
Space Trust Fund, including a Council amendment to the Open Space Trust Fund and
Land Administration Ordinance
• Updated the process and criteria for Extraordinary Facilities evaluation
• Developed a manual for OSAB members on Board procedures and conduct and
compiled a file of important OSAB documents
• Held numerous discussions and meetings regarding the Petroglyph National
Monument Visitor Use Management Plan
• Initiated the process for developing a Resource Management Plan (RMP) at
Candelaria Farm Preserve – now known as Candelaria Nature Preserve.
C. Role with the Resource Management Plan
i. Draft Council Resolution
After community members alerted me in mid-2016 to irregularities with the way that
Candelaria Nature Preserve (CNP) was being run by a new farmer (Jim Roberts), and
after discussions with the State Parks Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF)
liaison to the National Park Service (NPS), I alerted the OSAB to the need for an
LWCF-compliant management plan and the related need for a City Council-approved
RMP that complied with the City’s 1999 Rank 2 Open Space Facility Plan.
In November 2016, I presented a draft document to the OSAB that would get Council
approval to establish a Technical Advisory Group that would develop an RMP for
Council and NPS approval and which would also meet the requirement for a Council
approved management plan under the Facility Plan. The draft was approved by
OSAB in December 2016 and submitted to the Council. The Council approved the
draft resolution with minor changes in December as Resolution R-16-147.
Upon approval of the Council Resolution, which designated the Open Space Division
and Parks and Recreation as responsible for the Technical Advisory Group and
development of an RMP for Candelaria Nature Preserve, Barbara Taylor, Parks and
Recreation Director, told OSAB that her department did not want that responsibility
and passed it on to the OSAB. In response, I drafted an amended resolution for
Council approval, which was passed in early 2017 as R-17-159.
ii. Formation of the Technical Advisory Group
Based on the amended Council resolution, the OSAB nominated me to create the
Technical Advisory Group (TAG) and coordinate its actions. Using the contacts I had
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across local, state and federal agencies and among the non-profit conservation
community, I assembled a TAG, following the guidelines in the Council resolution; I
deviated slightly from those guidelines in inviting more neighborhood association
representatives in order to get representation from all associations bordering CNP.
The TAG initiated its work in May 2017 with an on-site tour and discussion of the
issues that needed to be dealt with by the TAG and a tentative timeline for completion
and approval by the Council and the NPS in 2018.
The TAG immediately agreed to set up several committees to focus attention on key
issues: 1) the “South Tract” (the area south of Candelaria Blvd, part of which is
managed by State Parks as part of the Rio Grande Nature Center State Park); 2) the
“Tree Farm”; and 3) the question of access, trails, and recreation. These committees
met regularly and reported back to the TAG during the bimonthly meetings (these
eventually became monthly meetings for the most part).
iii. Technical Advisory Group Landscape Workshop & Draft Resource Management
Plan
In mid-2017, I started planning a workshop with the help of Paul Tashjian of the US
Fish and Wildlife Service (now with Audubon New Mexico). The workshop was
meant to provide the TAG and other participants with information on the history of
the site, its pre-urban hydrology, and the wider context provided by Bernalillo
County’s open space program, the Middle Rio Grande Conservation District, and
Valle de Oro National Wildlife Refuge (VdO). The “Land-Use Workshop” took place
on October 4-5, 2017 and resulted in several proposals for how to convert CNP from
agricultural lands to a “natural mosaic landscape.”
Following the workshop (the expenses for which I paid myself), I began drafting a
Resource Management Plan, taking into account extensive research I had done on the
site, the results of the various committee’s work, and the land-use workshop results.
The draft RMP used the 2004 Resource Management Plan – never approved by the
Council or the NPS – as a template with space for additional material required to
comply with the LWCF rules and the City Open Space Facility Plan. I had a table of
contents and rough drafts of preliminary contextual material in November 2017.
At this point, City Open Space declared that the process was taking too much time
and that they – despite the language in the amended Council resolution of 2017 – and
not the OSAB would produce an RMP by hiring a contractor who could expedite the
process. It took two more years and several contracts with various contractors to get
the current RMP under consideration by the Environmental Planning Commission
(EPC). It has taken a year to get that version in front of the EPC for consideration at
their December meeting.
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iv. Research on Candelaria Nature Preserve
During most of 2017 and intermittently after that as needed, I conducted significant
research on Candelaria Nature Preserve, the rules pertaining to its management, and
on conversion of croplands to natural landscapes. I put most of this material into a
Dropbox account (for which I paid myself) made accessible to the TAG, Open Space,
and anyone else who asked for permission to access the files (or in some cases to add
files).
• I spent several days going through the jumbled files at the Open Space offices at
Montessa Park, collecting information on the initial community efforts in the 60s
to begin preserving Albuquerque’s unique landscapes (volcanoes, foothills,
bosque, arroyos); the specific effort to preserve the area then known as Candelaria
Farms at the end of Candelaria Boulevard; the application by the City and State to
the Land and Water Conservation Fund to support acquisition of the land; the first
management plan put together by Antoine Predock calling for converting the land
to a “Nature Center and Wildlife Preserve” (never approved by the NPS); and the
long process after 1979 that led to degraded soil, invasive plants, and the
continuation of agriculture in violation of the LWCF rules. I collected a large
number of maps and historical photographs as well.
• I read the original 1965 LWCF Act from Congress and the LWCF Federal
Financial Assistance Manual (2008 – the manual in effect for purposes of this
RMP). I also read various articles regarding implementation of the LWCF,
especially regarding agricultural activities on land purchased using LWCF funds
(regardless of the percentage of funds from LWCF that made up the total
purchase). I also read State Park rules and documents related to LWCF, including
the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP; this is a
required document for evaluating LWCF grants to each state)
• I read the 1999 Open Space Facility Plan, paying close attention to those sections
dealing with management plans for “Open Space Preserves” like Candelaria
Nature Preserve (and previously the Candelaria Farm Preserve)
• Finally, I did extensive research – consulting documents, visiting sites, and
talking with experts – on the conversion of croplands to natural landscapes. This
is a growing area of interest to land managers working on conservation easements
for agricultural lands. We have very good examples right here in the middle Rio
Grande:
o Valle de Oro NWR, which is converting a former dairy and its alfalfa fields
o Whitfield Wildlife Conservation Area (run by the Valencia Soil and Water
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Conservation District and also converting both agricultural fields and lands
overrun by invasive plants
o Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge, which has a large natural
landscape and a smaller area of fields to attract the huge numbers of sandhill
cranes and geese and which are rotated regularly by being converted into
natural grasslands and wetlands)
In addition to speaking with managers at these sights, I also had several
conversations and two site visits at CNP with staff from the USDA Natural
Resources Conservation Service (in Los Lunas) as well as several conversations
with seed suppliers and agricultural extension scientists on best practices for
converting alfalfa fields to natural grasses, shrubs and forbs and on eradicating
difficult plants like Johnson grass and bindweed, both of which were allowed to
run rampant at CNP by poor farm management practices.
2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CANDELARIA NATURE PRESERVE
RMP
A. Land & Water Conservation Fund
There continues to be – after more than four years – confusion over “agricultural
activities” (the term used by the LWCF) at Candelaria Nature Preserve. One issue needs
to be dismissed immediately: some people continue to use the term “commercial
agriculture” when discussing CNP’s past and proposed management, seeking to
somehow differentiate that from the past and future agricultural activity at the site.
However, the term “commercial agriculture does not appear anywhere in the LWCF
Act or Manual. This is a distraction at best. The City has never attempted to determine
what, if any, profit the various contracted farmers have made or might make from using
City-owned land. Furthermore, according to the Internal Revenue Service, someone in
“commercial agriculture” (or any other trade or business) does not need to make a profit
to be considered a business as long as the person seeks to improve their “business
interest” (by, for example, improving the irrigation works) and intends or attempts to
make a profit. The USDA Economic Research Service defined a “farm” as any operation
that produced, sold, or normally would have produced goods worth at least $1000.
Farming under both these federal agencies’ criteria has been taking place at CNP since
before it was purchased using LWCF funds up to the present and for up to 20 more years
under the proposed RMP.
The Land and Water Conservation Fund Act (LWCF) of 1965 (and amended versions in
1970 and 1977) does not mention agriculture or farming. This might not be too surprising
if we remember that the LWCF Act and the Wilderness Act were both passed in 1965.
Some see the LWCF Act as the “urban counterpart” to the Wilderness Act; the emphasis
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(at least initially) of LWCF purchases was in the eastern United States, while the
Wilderness Act was aimed primarily at western states.
However, the Land and Water Conservation Fund State Assistance Program “Federal
Financial Assistance Manual” (October 1, 2008) does mention agriculture. This
document contains the rules for implementing the LWCF program. The 2008 Manual is
the most recent version and is the one governing development of the Resource
Management Plan for the Candelaria Nature Preserve. The rules exclude all agriculture
on lands acquired using LWCF funds with some limited agricultural activity allowed
during a three-year transition period if it existed at the time of the purchase using LWCF
funds. These rules have been in effect during prior versions of the Manual, although I did
not determine if they were definitely in place in 1977 when CNP was purchased;
however, these rules are in effect now and have been since 2008. The relevant parts of
the rules are:
i. “3.B.5. Criteria for Acquisition. Acquisition involving compatible resource
management practices. Acquisition of land upon which the project sponsor proposes
natural resource management practices such as timber management and grazing, not
including agriculture, may be carried out concurrently within the area if they are
clearly described in the project proposal, are compatible with and secondary to the
proposed outdoor recreation uses, and are approved by the NPS.” [p3-4; emphasis
added]
Comment: This section states categorically that agriculture is not permitted on lands
acquired using LWCF funds. This language regarding agriculture was apparently not
in place in the rules in effect in 1976 when the site was purchased. However,
agriculture was not a proposed use of the site in 1976 [see below p7] so this does
not matter; agriculture would still be excluded from the site. Even if this section did
allow agriculture as a permitted “natural resource management practice”, it would
not be permitted on Candelaria Nature Preserve because the original proposal, the
subsequent zone map amendment (from Rural to Special Use – Nature Center and
Wildlife Preserve), and the initial management plan (the Predock plan) did not
mention agriculture as a use. The NPS therefore could not have approved such a use
(even if they had been presented with a plan). Finally, agriculture – if it were allowed
– is not “compatible with and secondary to” outdoor recreational uses. Clearly, some
kind of land use management has to occur in order to provide outdoor recreation
opportunities. Creating a nature preserve alongside a nature study area (the Rio
Grande Nature Center State Park, which uses about 40 acres leased from the City out
of the original ~167 acres) has meant carrying out some significant land use activity.
Creating habitat and forage for wildlife within the nature preserve would imply
significant changes to the existing fields, hedgerows, and pond areas and the plants
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established in these areas. This is the single most important decision that needs to
be made regarding a new Resource Management Plan: how to create a nature
study area and wildlife preserve with outdoor recreation opportunities.
ii. “3.B.7.a. Criteria for Acquisition. Acquisition for delayed outdoor recreation
development. General. LWCF assistance may be available to acquire property for
which development of outdoor recreation facilities is planned at a future date. In the
interim, between acquisition and development, the property should be open for those
public recreation purposes that the land is capable of supporting or that can be
achieved with minimum public investment. Non-recreation activities such as
agriculture occurring on the property at the time of acquisition may continue for
up to three (3) years. In this case NPS will place a financial hold on the project
precluding reimbursement until the non- recreation use is terminated.” [p3-5;
emphasis added]
Comment: This section makes it clear that agriculture may continue if it was in
place at the time of purchase, which was the case when the Candelaria Nature
Preserve lands were purchased. However, since agriculture was not specified as one
of the uses for the land in the 1976 proposal to the LWCF, it should have stopped by
1979/80, with an LWCF-approved plan in place and implementation taking place
for the transition away from agriculture. This did not happen.
iii. “4.C.6.b. National Historic Preservation Act, Section 106 Process. Applying
Section 106 to types of LWCF proposals. New acquisition projects and amendments
involving delayed development and interim uses. In some instances, LWCF grants
are approved for the acquisition of land on which non-LWCF assisted development
of outdoor recreation facilities is planned at a future date. In the interim, between
acquisition and development, the property should be open for those public
recreation purposes that the land is capable of supporting or which can be achieved
with minimum public investment. Interim uses for such lands acquired for delayed
development may also include the temporary continuation of an existing use and
non-recreation uses, such as agriculture (see Chapter 3.B.7 for delayed
development policy). Any new planned or unplanned development and uses for the
newly acquired property during the three year period after acquisition is subject to
compliance with this chapter. Failure to protect historic properties constitutes
grounds for termination of a LWCF grant.” [p4-12; emphasis added]
Comment: The language here, specific to implementing the National Historic
Preservation Act, reiterates the requirement that agricultural activities cease within
three years on lands acquired using LWCF funds.
The rule for LWCF-purchased lands is clear: land acquired using LWCF cannot
have agriculture as a planned management activity; if agriculture exists at the time
of the purchase, it must end within three years and be replaced by activities designed
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to foster access to outdoor recreation. NOTE: there are a small number of National
Park sites that have agriculture taking place. Most of these are grazing activities that
were specifically allowed when the LWCF Act was written as a way to appease
western Congress members wary of federal public lands management. Most of these
permitted grazing activities were time-limited, not open-ended. A very small
number of National Park sites have crop activities; these are all “heritage farms” and
not a site like CNP, which was never intended to “preserve agricultural practices” or
“preserve heritage” or have anything to do with agriculture.
Plans to preserve the land at the end of Candelaria began in the late 1960s.
• The 1969 “Rio Grande Valley State Park Plan” called for acquisition of the site as a
recreational area, with a nature study area located on the bluff across the river to
the west
• The Bosque del Rio Grande Preserve Society collaborated with the City on a 1975
study of the Rio Grande and Bosque. One of the main recommendations was for
creation of a pond and marsh on the site; the study also recommended a nature
center on the west bluff
• By 1976, these ideas became a City and State proposal to the LWCF for funding of
the land acquisition. LWCF funds were supplemented with some City and State funds
to complete the package.
Agriculture was never mentioned among the reasons for acquiring the site. The
proposal noted that the Rio Grande “is a unique natural and recreation resource” for the
City and State. It noted that use of the Bosque “as an open space, park, recreation, urban
shaping, and education area” was “clearly defined” in both State and City plans. The
proposal noted that the Candelaria Preserve site purchase was “clearly designated” in
neighborhood and City plans and that the site “is unusual” for its large size, its proximity
to the Rio Grande, its aesthetic qualities, and its access from a major metropolitan
population and that the site was “under considerable pressure” of development requiring
“immediate action” to preserve it for “public purposes.” Because the west bluff site was
not available to be sued for a nature center, the Candelaria site became both the location
of a nature center and a nature preserve. After the City acquired the land in 1977, the
Environmental Planning Commission approved a zone map amendment request to rezone
the entire site from R-2 (residential) to Special Use Zoning/SU-1 (Nature Study Center
and Wildlife Preserve).
Based on both LWCF rules and the intended use of the area as a Nature Center and
Wildlife Preserve, in 2016 and again in 2017, the State Parks LWCF liaison wrote to the
City and made it clear that the City had to transition away from agricultural activities
within three years – the language of the LWCF – with the expectation that preparatory
activity for this transition would take place while a Resource Management Plan was
being drafted and approved by the City and the NPS. This was reinforced three years later
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by the National Park Service when they noted that the City had made no progress in the
transition and risked serious repercussions from the agency, including a declaration of
unauthorized “conversion” of the land and the loss of future LWCF funding. [documents
attached]
That means that the City should have halted all agricultural activities on CNP by
early 2020, which it clearly has not. In fact, the City’s proposed RMP allows agricultural
activities to take place for up to another 20 years. The TAG, during numerous discussions
with the Open Space Division (OSD) and its contractors, made it clear that we were
willing to accept agricultural activities for another 3-4 years (the end of the proposed first
4-year planning period), but that was it. In recent public meetings, the OSD has made it
clear that it expects to use the full 20 years to achieve transition on the approximately 90
acres of land currently being farmed. This is a flagrant violation of the terms of the
LWCF Manual and of the intended use of the land starting back in the mid-1960s through
to the TAG’s work from 2017-2020.
Finally, one major criterion for awarding LECF funds for a particular proposed site is that
the proposed use of the site conforms to the State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation
Plan (SCORP). Each state is required to develop a SCORP that details what it intends to
do in order to develop its outdoor recreation program, including the kinds of activities it
regards as components of outdoor recreation. In New Mexico, agriculture is nowhere
mentioned in the SCORP and therefore, LWCF funds would almost surely not be given
for a project that contains a major agricultural component – even if LWCF rules allowed
funding agricultural activities, which, as we have seen, they do not.

B. Open Space Facility Plan 1999
There are three issues related to the application of the 1999 Rank 2 Open Space Facility
Plan (Facility Plan: 1) some confusion (apparent among some Open Space Division staff
as well as, it seems, some City Planning staff) over the relative status of City Rank 2
plans and the rules in the Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO); 2) requirements in
the Facility Plan for Candelaria Nature Preserve; 3) conflicts between requirements in the
Facility Plan and those in the LWCF rules.
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i. Status of Facility Plan under Integrated Development Ordinance
The IDO makes it clear that the standards laid out in a resource management plan
approved by the Open Space Division take precedence over standards otherwise
applicable under the IDO. This is in Part 14-16-2: Zone Districts, 2-5(F): Nonresidential
– Park and Open Space Zone District (NR-PO) in subsection 2-5(F)(3)(b) Sub-zone B:
Major Public Open Space:
1. “Uses and development standards specified in a Resource Management Plan or
Master Plan approved or amended by the Open Space Division of the City Parks
and Recreation Department for each facility or in the Facility Plan for Major
Public Open Space prevail over IDO standards and may be reflected in Site
Plans approved pursuant to this IDO.” [emphasis added]
REMEDY: The current proposed RMP should be amended to make it clear that the
City shall transition all farm fields to a natural mosaic landscape within three years.

In discussions with land managers and seed suppliers, as well as extensive article
research and discussions with agricultural extension scientists, it is quite clear that the
entire area could be freed of all recalcitrant invasives like Johnson grass and bindweed
and planted in a variety of native, climate-change relevant grasses, shrubs and forbs in
this time period. It could have been done in the three years since the State Parks liaison’s
letter in early 2017 (or the results of the Land-Use Workshop). It should have been done
decades earlier.
Perhaps the confusion stems in part from language in Part 14-16-6: Administration
and Enforcement section 6-3(C) Rank 3 Plans, where it states that these plans “are not
subject to the review and decision processes in the IDO” but may be reviewed by the
EPC and approved or not by the City Council if the implementing agency wishes this
input. But the prior section on the status of Rank 2 plans clearly states that their
standards prevail and the Facility Plan clearly states that resource management plans
require review by the EPC and approval by the Council. This is under Management
Planning in Policy A.2.C.:
“Resource Management plans shall be reviewed by the Open Space Advisory Board
(OSAB). The OSAB will make recommendations to the Environmental Planning
Commission (EPC) …” and the Council will then approve or not. [emphasis added] So
under the prevailing Rank 2 Facility Plan, all Open Space resource management plans
shall be reviewed by the OSAB and sent to the EPC for subsequent submittal to the
Council for approval. It is not up to agency discretion to follow this process.
ii. Requirements for Resource Management Plans in Facility Plan
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The Facility Plan lays out the general purpose of Open Space in the City (and
County). In fact, the RMP itself contains the relevant sections from the Facility Plan
in a summary of relevant documents that I largely wrote in my initial draft and
supplied to the contractors – so the Open Space Division was well aware of what the
Facility Plan required, as follows.
“Open space is relatively undeveloped City or County owned land dedicated to
conservation, preservation, outdoor recreation and low impact recreation.
The MPOS Network provides visual relief from urbanization and offers
opportunities for education, recreation, cultural activities and conservation of
natural resources.” (p. i) [emphasis added]
Elaborating on the idea of Open Space lands being “relatively undeveloped”, the
Facility Plan states:
“These lands and waters or interests therein have been or shall be acquired,
developed, used, and maintained to retain their natural character to benefit
people throughout the metropolitan area by conserving resources related to the
natural environment, providing opportunities for outdoor education and
recreation, or defining the boundaries of the urban environment.” (p. 1) [emphasis
added]
There are several types of Open Space. The one with the most restrictive management
policies is an Open Space Preserve. As stated in the Facility Plan, an Open Space
Preserve is:
“An area that is set aside for its exceptional natural, cultural or scenic value.
Resources are fragile, and protection is the primary management objective. An
Open Space Preserve provides protection of views, native vegetation and
wildlife habitat, geological features and/or archaeological, historical, or cultural
features. Management emphasis is on restoring, preserving and enhancing the
characteristics of the area. Development is limited to the minimum required
for public safety and resource protection and enhancement. Public access is
only allowed under the supervision of staff and by permit. Open Space
Preserves may be closed to public access to protect habitat and historic, cultural
and archaeological resources.” (p12) [emphasis added]
It should be noted that an Open Space Preserve could protect “historical, or cultural
characteristics” of a site. In later years, Open Space staff have tried to argue that
Candelaria “Farm” Preserve (the name given in the 2004 Resource Management Plan
that was never approved by the Council or NPS) was intended to provide the public a
glimpse into “traditional farming” in the valley. However, this was never an
expressed intention of those public groups working to protect “unique” landscapes in
the City starting in the 1960s – when agricultural land was rapidly being converted
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into urban development in the North Valley around the “Candelaria Farms” site – and
continuing through into the 1976 proposal to LWCF and the 1979 Predock
management plan. Even the 1983 management plan that enshrined agricultural
activity at the site referred to the site as the “Rio Grande Nature Center” or as the Rio
Grande Nature Center” even though it was clearly a plan for both the actual Rio
Grande Nature Center (built on about 40 acres of land leased by the state from among
the original approximately 170 acres of the entire site) and the half dozen or so other
“management units” that included “wildlife crop” fields, paths, hedgerows, and other
units. And, in any case, LWCF funding does not allow agricultural activities anyway.
According to Policy A.2.C., a resource management plan “shall” do the following:
• “identify land use “carrying capacity”;
• identify access points;
• identify facility locations, including utility and transportation corridors;
• identify areas to be monitored and develop a monitoring and management plan;
• establish policies for resource management, access and parking, facility
management, staffing, fees, interagency cooperation and enforcement;
• classify the parcels within the Resource Management Plan area according to
MPOS type according to the criteria contained in Table 2-1;
• evaluate impacts of proposed development within the Major Public Open Space
on adjacent areas; and
• evaluate reasonable alternative development scheme.”
Those items highlighted in bold, above, are not addressed in the current proposed
RMP. There is discussion in the RMP on starting slowly with the numbers of people
admitted to the site at any one time and how frequently visitors may enter. However,
despite being told, by me, many times that “carrying capacity” had to be analyzed, the
Open Space Division and its contractors failed to do any assessment of what baseline
visitor use (carrying capacity) might be.
Similarly, the RMP does not specify with any certainty or clarity what the “access
points” will be and how they will be monitored to ensure that visitors are controlled.
There are currently two gates into the site, as well as a back way in on foot near the
Staff area of the RGNC but no discussion of what will be done with this access
points. Nor does the plan provide definitive information on “access and parking.” The
TAG early on in mid-2017 suggested that the Tree Farm (off Rio Grande Boulevard
and separated from the rest of the site by an acequia and path) could provide some
parking along with being a source of plant material for CNP (and possibly other City
Open Space sites). However, the City contractors did not deal with this until near the
end of the RMP development process and then the Open Space Division surprised
everyone, including the TAG, with a set of sketches for parking and access through
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the Tree Farm site. Nobody was pleased with this process and it ended up causing
extreme pushback from residents on Cherokee, directly north of the Tree farm site.
[Unfortunately, these residents chose not to attend any meetings on the RMP
development process until after this plan was dropped on the TAG, so their sudden
passion about what is to be done at CNP is less about coming up with a good plan and
more about a certain entitled NIMBYism]
There is also no discussion of how staffing for the site will be determined, managed.,
and funded. There are repeated references in the RMP regarding the possible shortage
of staff (due to funding) or to activities occurring based on the availability of staff. In
only one place is staffing dealt with in any detail – in the draft budget for the 20 years
of the RMP. There, three staff are identified. One, a “Biologist or Ecologist” was
repeatedly described by OSD staff during the development of the RMP as a person
who would also assist with other Open Space sites – it is not clear, therefore, how
much staffing would devolve to CNP nor why the full cost of this position should be
assigned to the cost of developing CNP. A second position is a “Technician” with no
description of what this person would be doing. Finally, there is an “Educator” whose
work is described (indirectly) in the RMP in terms of leading groups into the site on
guided tours and likely helping with “citizen science” events on the site; this position
would be shared with the RGNC.
Finally, although there is actually more, there is no discussion of any substance
regarding “interagency cooperation” and “enforcement”. Clearly, enforcing rules is
an ongoing issue across Open Space sites. It is a funding problem. But nowhere in the
RMP is there any mention of “enforcement” with the lone exception of the summary
of Facility Plan requirements at the start of the draft RMP. As for “interagency
cooperation”, that also is mentioned only one time in the same summary of Facility
Plan requirements.
However, interagency cooperation is critical to the success of the RMP. The entire
LECF-funded site includes nearly 40 acres leased by the State for the Rio Grande
Nature Center State Park (RGNC). The RGNC also manages a small part of the
“South Tract” – the area known as the “Discovery Pond” and the land immediately
surrounding it. The RGNC develops its own management plans. It is imperative that
the management plans for the RGNC and for CNP are collaborative in nature,
reinforcing each other’s work and sharing resources wherever possible. This is, in
fact, what the Memorandum of Agreement states about the relationship between the
RGNC and the CNP – what was collectively referred to back in the early 1980s as
“Rio Grande Nature Center.”
The failure to have anything at all in the RMP regarding the necessary and required
collaboration between the RGNC and CNP is incomprehensible. Of course,
references are made about getting support from the RGNC staff for field trips into the
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CNP and similar statements. These do not constitute a “policy” for interagency
cooperation.
And there are other agencies with which CNP and the Open Space Division should
cooperate, such as the US Fish and Wildlife Service and the Valle de Oro National
Wildlife Refuge and the Refuge program more generally. I made it clear early on that
Valle de Oro (VdO) represents a larger version of exactly what CNP should be doing
– transitioning from agricultural fields to a natural mosaic landscape. VdO is four
times as large (in terms of field conversion size, it is more like seven times as large)
and has a lot of federal hoops to jump through. But the Refuge staff are a huge
resource and VdO’s manager has made it clear that she wants to help create a network
of so-called “Refuge-connected” sites up and down the valley. These connections
would be both financial (where possible) and in intent – to (re)create natural
landscapes that would include diverse habitats and increased water attributes, like
ponds and wetlands. Valle de Oro is mentioned in terms of providing a model for
what the TAG wanted for CNP, but the draft RMP makes no mention of an effort to
establish “interagency cooperation” with VdO or with any other relevant agency or
site, like Bosque del Apache of Whitfield Wildlife Conservation Area or with the
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service.
iii. Conflicts Between the Facility Plan and LWCF Rules
This is very straightforward: the LWCF rules prevail. Therefore, while the Facility
Plan intends that Open Space Preserves have extremely limited access in order to
protect the resources, the LWCF’s purpose is to provide access to outdoor recreation.
However, the LWCF requirement for “access” is not absolute; it can be limited where
it is necessary. In fact, a court has found that “access” could be the ability to look into
a preserved area to enjoy it and not require physical entry at all. The TAG was aware
of this case and clearly chose to open CNP up to physical entry in order to have
outdoor recreation experiences for the public. However, we also clearly stated that
there had to be a balance on the side of protecting the resources, especially protecting
wildlife from intrusive human activity on the site.
Therefore, we stated clearly that access would be minimal to start, with periodic
(perhaps at the 4-year review period) assessment of the monitoring data in order to
evaluate possibly increasing access, either by size of groups at any one time,
frequency of groups, or both. This would be, in other words, an adaptive management
process for visitor use management.
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3. SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON CANDELARIA NATURE PRESERVE RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PLAN
I will first summarize the major, structural and fatal flaws of the current draft Resource
management Plan for Candelaria Nature Preserve:
• The RMP fails to meet Land & Water Conservation Fund requirements, especially
the requirement that LWCF-funded sites are meant to provide access to outdoor
recreation and the ban on “agricultural activities” for all the reasons laid out above
• The RMP fails to meet Open Space Facility Plan requirements, especially regarding
the very specific and limited management activities applicable to Open Space
Preserves within the overall Major Public Open Space network – to manage for
protection of native vegetation and wildlife” using the minimal activities necessary
for resource protection and public safety
• The RMP fails to address the role of the Rio Grande Nature Center State Park and
the critical and required interagency cooperation between the RGNC and CNP, along
with other cooperative relationships necessary to successful and sustainable
implementation of the RMP.
In addition, there are a few more issues that need to be addressed in the RMP and that,
therefore, require it to be amended before being approved by the Council and the
National Park Service.
• Failure to Use Best Management Practices for Land Conversion
The Open Space Division has chosen – for reasons inconsistent with their consistently
stated position that the City does not have the resources to change its management
practices at the CNP – to hire consultants to carry out transition of the CNP, especially
the transition of nearly 90 acres of agricultural fields to a natural mosaic landscape, who
have no or very limited experience with this kind of conversion work. There is absolutely
no reason why the approximately 90 acres of fields could not have the invasive species
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that plague some of the fields removed and native grasses and forbs drilled within three
years. Wider and more diverse hedgerows could also be created using broadcast seed at
REMEDY: The current proposed RMP should be amended to address all the
missing components required of an Open Space Preserve Resource Management
Plan. This includes those items listed above as well as conforming to the overall policy
for an “Open Space Preserve” – managing for the protection of the “natural vegetation
and wildlife” and the minimum human intrusion necessary “for public safety and
resource protection and enhancement.” Doing so would also bring the RMP into
conformity with the LWCF’s ban on agricultural activities and the insistence by the NPS
and the State Parks LWCF liaison that the CNP be developed in accordance with the
stated aims of the TAG: that CNP be converted to a natural mosaic landscape that would
complement – as Antoine Predock foresaw in his 1979 plan – the educational resources
of the RGNC.
3. SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON CANDELARIA NATURE PRESERVE RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PLAN
I will first summarize the major, structural and fatal flaws of the current draft Resource
management Plan for Candelaria Nature Preserve:
• The RMP fails to meet Land & Water Conservation Fund requirements, especially the
requirement that LWCF-funded sites are meant to provide access to outdoor recreation
and the ban on “agricultural activities” for all the reasons laid out above
• The RMP fails to meet Open Space Facility Plan requirements, especially regarding
the very specific and limited management activities applicable to Open Space
Preserves within the overall Major Public Open Space network – to manage for
protection of native vegetation and wildlife” using the minimal activities necessary for
resource protection and public safety
• The RMP fails to address the role of the Rio Grande Nature Center State Park and the
critical and required interagency cooperation between the RGNC and CNP, along with
other cooperative relationships necessary to successful and sustainable implementation
of the RMP. In addition, there are a few more issues that need to be addressed in the
RMP and that, therefore, require it to be amended before being approved by the
Council and the National Park Service.
• Failure to Use Best Management Practices for Land Conversion
The Open Space Division has chosen – for reasons inconsistent with their consistently
stated position that the City does not have the resources to change its management
practices at the CNP – to hire consultants to carry out transition of the CNP, especially
the transition of nearly 90 acres of agricultural fields to a natural mosaic landscape,
who have no or very limited experience with this kind of conversion work. There is
absolutely no reason why the approximately 90 acres of fields could not have the
invasive species that plague some of the fields removed and native grasses and forbs
drilled within three years. Wider and more diverse hedgerows could also be created
using broadcast seed at appropriate times. The idea that one or two fields will be
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converted every few years, perhaps, and that hundreds of thousands of plants have to
be propagated to place in the fields is hard to believe. The better practices have been
implemented at Whitfield and have been recommended by staff at the Natural
Resources Conservation Service and at Curtis and Curtis Seed in Clovis, among others.
It would be cheaper, meet the deadlines required by the LWCF, and allow other work
to be the focus of more intensive funding. This is a difficult issue to address, but the
RMP could be amended to require that OSD get prior OSAB approval for any
contracts and implementation plans or that an oversight board be established –
ideally made up of former TAG members, among others – to ensure that the
RMP is being implemented effectively and efficiently and hitting its milestones.
• Failure to Address the Role of Tree New Mexico and the Woodward House
Tree New Mexico (TNM) had an agreement with the Open Space Division to help
grow some plant material at the CNP in the area near the Woodward House in the
northeast corner of the CNP site. TNM would invest some grant funding into making
improvements at Woodward House so it could use the facility as staff space for the
work. [apparently TNM and the City invested something like $250,000 and still did
not get indoor plumbing, ACA-compliant access, or secure doors and windows]. The
TAG recommended - and TNM seemed to agree, or at least not oppose – that TNM’s
grow-out work be relocated to the Tree Farm so that all plant material work could be
done at the same site; a small office space with facilities could be built for both TNM
and OSD staff to use. The Woodward House could (with eventual completion of
running water and a restroom) be sued for public education work and as a space for
CNP staff to use. However, the draft RMP has TNM remaining at the Woodward
House and proposes access through the Arbor Road gate and parking at Woodward.
The TAG specifically rejected parking inside the gates at the CNP because vehicles
would be too disruptive at such a small site. The question also remains about how gate
access would be limited to conform to the desired restrictions on visitors. This issue is
far from being resolved and needs further thought despite discussions on the
matter going back to mid-2017.
• Insertion of Language Asserting Priority Purchase of the Arbor Road Property
According to the OSD, three changes were made to the draft RMP after it was
approved by the TAG and sent to the OSAB. Two of these were supposedly approved
by the OSAB, but one was added by the Director of Parks and Recreation without
OSAB approval. This was language inserted in the Conservation Buffers section at
6.1.2 stating that:
“Land adjacent to and near the preserve that remains undeveloped—including
lands in agricultural status—will benefit the preserve by protecting
viewsheds and wildlife habitat. Conservation easements on private land near
the preserve and/or additional public land acquisition that may benefit the
preserve are other methods to protect and enhance the preserve. OSD supports
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and will pursue such policy measures and objectives for the preserve area.”
[emphasis added]
Most of the discussion of buffers at the TAG and in previous management documents for
the CNP were about buffers within the site – especially the role that more robust
hedgerows could play in providing corridors, habitat and forage for animals moving
between the river and bosque and the fields and Duranes lateral. There is no available
land adjacent to or near CNP; the east riverside drain and bosque trail network are to the
west, there is housing along the north and south boundaries, and the Duranes lateral and
more housing are to the east. There is only one parcel that fits the description in the
inserted language: a parcel currently being farmed for alfalfa that lies along the northern
border of Arbor Road. There is housing on the south side of the road.
The inserted language seems innocuous but poses a problem. First, there is already
language in the Facility Plan stating that Major Public Open Space should have 500’
buffers where possible and, where this is not possible, implement mitigation measures if
needed. The buffers are meant to protect both the Open Space site and any existing
facilities – houses for example – that might be affected by the Open Space site and its
activities.
Second, by putting this language about purchase of land adjacent or near to CNP into a
policy document – a resource management plan for a piece of Major Public Open Space –
it appears to make acquiring this piece of property a priority for the overall management
plan and gives it an implied blessing by the EPC and the Council. However, there is
already a process in place – required by the Council – for designating priority purchases
for inclusion in the Open Space network. The OSAB keeps a Priority List that it revisits
annually and submits to the Council for review. Given the limited funding available for
new acquisition, properties that are not on this list have to go through a thorough vetting
process. This hasn’t been done in this case. This is not the first time that OSD and Parks
and Recreation have bypassed the established process for putting properties on the
Priority List in order to favor purchase of this site. During the 2019 legislative session, a
request was submitted to a legislator for Capital Outlay funds specifically for purchase of
this property (and for planning and design and implementation at CNP more generally).
The amount requested is not nearly enough to cover the purchase and the owner is by all
accounts not interested in selling. Members of the TAG requested that OSD shift this
funding explicitly to work needed at the CNP for transition to a natural landscape, but
there was no commitment from OSD that this would be done. The whole process is
premature, and this language should be stricken.

ATTACHMENTS
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December 2, 2020

We are writing to encourage giving a positive review of the Resource Management Plan (RMP) for
Candelaria Nature Preserve. We will also express a few concerns and suggestions that we have. I, Peggy
Norton, am President of the North Valley Coalition and as people came to me with concerns and I saw
problems with the farming practices as I walked nearby, I realized we had the organization to pursue
discussing the problems. Dave Parsons is a wildlife biologist who was assigned to the Technical Advisory
Group (TAG).

This project started five years ago (2016) when there were no crops planted as of July, people were
concerned that herbicides had been sprayed and the hedgerows destroyed. About 20 people met with
Matt Schmader, Open Space Superintendent, to express concerns. We never did find out whether
herbicide spraying had been approved and what had been used, and no signed contract with the farmer
was in place. Furthermore, asphalt tailings were being dumped on the property and rumor had it that a
barn was going to be built. We approached Michael Jensen of the Open Space Advisory Board (OSAB) to
see if approval had been requested for an extraordinary facility on the property. That set the ball
rolling, and Councilor Benton presented a resolution that would result in a management plan being
prepared, aligned with the Predock Plan which was prepared but never approved in 1978, returning the
farmlands to being a wildlife preserve. It was also determined by Land and Water Conservation Fund
(LWCF) officials that the ongoing commercial farming operations violated federal rules for properties
purchased with LWCF funds.

The original responsibility for writing this plan was assigned to the Open Space Division, which was
directed to form a Technical Advisory Group (TAG). When this responsibility was refused by OSD, a new
resolution transferred this responsibility to the Open Space Advisory Board and Michael Jensen was
assigned to take the lead. TAG had a two-day workshop culminating in a general plan to restore the
land to a mosaic of diverse native habitats. After that workshop, Open Space chose to hire a contractor
to write the management plan which included putting out an RFP. SWCA wrote the original plan dated
June 2019. There were several rewrites of that plan and this is the final product. Following are my
concerns.

1. There is an appendix referred to numerous times in the plan that is on a CD. That CD should be part
of the public record for this plan and should have been submitted with the plan for approval.
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2. This whole project started with concern over herbicide use, and noticed impacts (one impact was the
toad population dropping to zero after a monsoon). This had been an ongoing problem. In 2012,
several people, particularly bee keepers, had met with Open Space which resulted in a commitment, in
writing, that no herbicides or pesticides would be used on Candelaria Farms (the name for the property
at that time). When Open Space was questioned as to why this wasn’t followed in 2016, we were told it
was not an official policy.

There was a discussion, and differing opinions in TAG about how to address this issue in the RMP. Some
people wanted the ban stated, others wanted to be able to use them in an unknown future. The
compromise was that no herbicides or pesticides would be used unless approved by a committee that
included neighborhood representation. This compromise is not included in the RMP. While the plan
writes about an Integrated Pest Management Plan (IPM), it does not include the compromise. It would
be easy to include a statement after the IPM plan – “Any herbicide or pesticide use would need to be
approved by a committee including neighborhood representation”.

3. TAG determined that the Arbor Road access was best and allowed for the Woodward House to be
used by Tree New Mexico for the time being and allowed for future use by citizen science activities. We
are concerned that there is mention in the plan about access to the property at Veranda and Glenwood.
TAG agreed to visual access there and there will be wetlands nearby, presenting safety and wildlife
concerns. While we have been assured that access won’t be there, if it is in the plan, physcal access is
allowed. Primarily, access to the property is visual, and that was determined from public meetings.
Additionally, we wanted the asphalt pad which was recently built without approval to be removed.

The formation of a transition team seems important to bring this plan to fruition. OSAB has taken
charge of requesting a report at the end of each year, detailing success toward meeting the goals of the
management plan. However, we have had 4 Open Space Superintendents in the 5 years of work on this
property. There has been loss of habitat due to staff turnover. And the intensity of commercial
agricultural activities has intensified, rather than being scaled back, over the 4-year grace period granted
by LWCF officials to end the unauthorized practice. While we are working toward habitat restoration,
we also want to provide forage for cranes. This has not been very successful for 4 of the last 5 years.
There are numerous issues that have not been clearly detailed, and cannot be, in the plan. There will be
decisions along the way.

We are attempting to form a friends group but that really would be for a different purpose – not for plan
implementation oversight. TAG has been immersed in this plan for over 3 years. We have been
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honored to go on field trips with the Habitat Council, a group communicating with each other about
habitat restoration at various wildlife sites in the Middle Rio Grande Valley. There seems to be a lot of
experimentation going on and sharing of results. We understand there will be a transition plan drawn
up and it seems reasonable to include the expertise of any willing TAG members (which are very few),
who may have biology degrees and expertise, or represent the local community.

Both of us were very active TAG members throughout the entire RMP development process. We
respectfully request that you consider these views in your review and deliberations of the Candelaria
Nature Preserve RMP. We offer these concerns and suggestions as our own and not the views of TAG or
the North Valley Coalition. Thank you for considering them. Thank you also for taking the time to learn
about this exciting project of restoring Candelaria Nature Preserve to a mosaic of diverse habitats.

Peggy Norton
David Parsons
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STEVE EWING
3401 Rio Grande Blvd., NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107
November 28, 2020
EMAILED TO:
EPC Members c/o Shaima Schultz , Leslie Naji, Alfredo Salas
RE: Candelaria Nature Preserve Tree Farm
Dear All:
Enclosed is an additional packet of information for your review and consideration concerning the
Candelaria Nature Preserve Tree Farm. The same packet was previously provided to all
members of the OSAB. Most of the issues raised have still not been addressed.
I am requesting that the packet be made part of the record for the EPC hearing on December 10,
2020 and at the City Council hearing to be scheduled.
If you have any questions please advise. Thank you.
Sincerely,
/s/ Steven C. Ewing - Dictated But Not Read
Steve Ewing
cc: Councilor Isaac Benton
1
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Gil and Liz Carrillo
3225 ½ Rio Grande Blvd NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107
RE: Candelaria Nature Preserve and Tree Farms
Our property, along with two other properties are adjacent to this area
directly on the south side of the fence. Our concerns have been many
over the years. It begins with the lack of maintenance on the property
behind the fence and beyond. The entry to the Tree Farm is never
maintained, unless we are consistently contacting the City for
maintenance. Maintenance for the Trees that are adjacent to our
property are supposed to be maintained, but they are not. The whole
area on the north side has been a dumping ground for many years.
The weeds on the south side and between the trees have been out of
control.
If the plan goes forward, how is the City going to ensure that the
property is maintained. We are very concerned with lack of
accountability for this property that is on Rio Grande Blvd, one of the
most traveled roads in Albuquerque.As mentioned, in the last meeting,
this area was noted as an “historical site”. The sign has been missing
and the City has not replaced the signage. The pole is still there, but
no replacement signage. A formal “zoning complaint” was submitted
by Mr. Steve Ewing. We agree and would like this complaint
addressed. How can this project go forward, when there are
unresolved concerns. This property should follow the Zoning that it
was initially intended for. We feel that this is a lack of concern for
these violations. How can we feel comfortable going forward.
If this project goes forward:
1. Restrooms is not a good idea. This is a potential problem and
invite for problems
2. The placement of a parking area needs to be in the middle, in
order not to affect the neighbors on the south or the north, with
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fumes coming from vehicles/buses. I ask you, would you like to
live near fumes.
3. The trees must remain on the property, BUT, must be
maintained in order for the property owners on the south don't
see the ongoing traffic or that people are not seeing into our
property or walking near the fence. This is truly a violation of our
privacy.
Thank you for reviewing and addressing the concerns.

Gil and Liz Carrillo
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July 6, 2017
Ms. Barbara Taylor, Director
Parks and Recreation Department
City of Albuquerque
1801 4th Street NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
RE: Interim management of Candelaria Farm Preserve
Dear Ms. Taylor:
We are neighborhood representatives (and members of the Candelaria Farm Preserve Technical
Advisory Group - TAG) with an interest in the present day operation of the Candelaria Farm
Preserve (CFP) and pursuit of the goal of restoring the area to be in compliance with LWCF rules
and regulations and City Council Resolution R-16-147. This letter continues the dialogue from
previous letters toward achieving a shared goal of making the CFP a popular wildlife destination
in Albuquerque. Some of the information being requested will be useful to the deliberations of
the TAG.
There was no mention in your letter of April 20, 2017 about our recommendation for a system
of accounting for revenues and expenses by the farmer.
➢ Has an accounting system been established? If so, we would appreciate receiving that
information.
Receipt of such information on a regular basis would help the TAG develop budget estimates
for implementing the new management plan.
In that same letter, you stated that fields 4B and 4C would be harvested and baled, with a plan
to subsequently plant sunflowers, milo, sorghum, or fescue. Field 4B is currently tilled and
prepared for planting, and field 4C has been planted with some crop that is just starting to
grow. It was our understanding the field 4D would not be mowed until fall/winter and then
gradually mowed and left in place. But that field was recently mowed and baled. Presumably, a
winter wildlife forage crop will planted in this field.
➢ Please indicate which crops have been or will be planted in these fields and when.
➢ Please explain why field 4D was harvested and baled.
According to the same letter, field 2D was planted in spring oats, forage peas, or spring wheat.
➢ Please confirm what was planted in this field and when.
➢ Will the farmer be permitted to harvest the crop and, if so, when?
➢ When will it be planted for wildlife forage, and will it be milo or sorghum to provide bird
forage in the fall/winter?
➢ How will that crop be managed to maximize its value to wildlife?
Per your letter, fields 1A and 1B were to be left unbaled and mowed gradually over the course
of the fall/winter migratory bird season, leaving the plant material and seeds in the field. We
note that those fields have been recently harvested and baled by the farmer.
➢ Please explain why these two fields were harvested and baled and how they will now be
managed for wildlife habitat and forage.
The contract states that the farmer is permitted to harvest crops from 50 acres designated as
the “Agricultural Crop Area.” The contract further states that the farmer is prohibited from
harvesting crops from the “Wildlife Cropping Area.”
➢ Please confirm that fields designated for wildlife habitat and forage will not be harvested
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in the future.
For the CFP to truly function as a “wildlife preserve,” resident wildlife needs sufficient
undisturbed habitat and forage year-round.
It was very helpful to get the label when Cornerstone herbicide useage was planned. We did
not see the herbicide being used at the time for which we received the notice.
➢ If there are plans to use herbicides in the future, we will appreciate receiving a similar
warning.
However, if the farmer is choosing not to use herbicides, we thank you.
Many seeds, including agricultural crop seeds, are pre-treated with neonicotinoid pesticides,
which are known to be highly toxic to pollinators and other wildlife. Names vary, and the
information provided on labels is essential to avoid the use of pesticides (all of which are
banned) on the preserve.
➢ Starting now, please provide labels for all seeds to be planted in all fields, so we may be
assured that the entire CFP remains pesticide-free and pollinator-friendly.
We reiterate that the City Council Resolution (R-16-147) affirms that “the Candelaria Farm
Preserve is to be managed as a nature study area and wildlife preserve providing access to
outdoor recreational opportunities for all residents and visitors, as required by the LWCF Act… .”
The Resolution further encourages the use of “organic farming practices,” “prohibits” the use of
pesticides, and requires that the “use of herbicides shall be minimized.”
Furthermore the Resolution requires “conformance with LWCF rules.”
The letter from the state LWCF representative to the City allows the City 3 years to “undertake
the transition from recent agricultural activities to “the use outlined in Resolution (R-16-147),”
which is a “nature study area and wildlife preserve,” that provides “outdoor recreational
activities.”
The City faces a substantial challenge to achieve LWCF compliance by the 3-year deadline
established by the LWCF. Half of the first year has already passed. Our purpose in raising these
issues is to assist the City in meeting this challenge. As concerned citizens of Albuquerque, we
are dedicated to monitoring this endeavor until final compliance is achieved and an effective
monitoring/oversight system is in place for the CFP. As community citizen volunteers, our goal
is to “work ourselves out of a job” as soon as possible.
Please address the questions and concerns noted in this letter. We would find it very useful to
meet with you and/or Open Space staff to discuss and resolve these issues.
Sincerely,
Peggy Norton, President
North Valley Coalition
Carolyn Siegel, President
Alvarado Gardens Neighborhood Association
Christianne Hinks, Representative
Rio Grande Neighborhood Association
David Parsons, Member
Alvarado Gardens Neighborhood Association
Cc:
Isaac Benton, City Councilor, District 2
Diane Dolan, Policy Analyst - City Councilor Isaac Benton
Judy Kowalski, LWCF State Liaison Officer
Michael Jensen, Chairman of Open Space Advisory Committee
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-----Original Message----From: irgrammy@netzero.net <irgrammy@netzero.net>
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2020 8:12 PM
To: Naji, Leslie <lnaji@cabq.gov>
Subject: tree farm on rio grande blvd nw

External
To whom it may concern:
We realize we missed deadline for comments on Rio Grande Nature Center/Tree Farm but we just
wanted to say that by the time we were informed about all the changes to take place everything had
already been decided. By the time we received any info or had an opportunity to attend a meeting it
was just to appease!! To be told this is a done deal by the city and maybe you'll have some in put for
parking lot and bathroom was a shock.

The scary part now is how much the traffic will increase, open space is known to replace fencing, right
now neighbors are protected by a chain link fence surrounding the property and now a bathroom great
the homeless that walk the ditches will love that. We now have to be told the color of our homes,
what kind of fence we can have so it won't bother the wildlife. Funny this property has been in our
family since the 1940's and the only thing we've seen change is maybe the number of coyotes we see
now and more geese. We know there are going to be problems and the worst part is we won't be able
to do anything about it. It is just a sad state of affairs to see how things really work and certain people
pick and choose who is notified or not.

Thank you,
Mr and Mrs Aragon

This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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